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INTRODUC'l'ION 

In the course or a lecture given at the University of 

Kansas in 1969, the Chilean playwright Jorgo D!e.z made the 

statement that for him and other contemporary Latin American 

writers words are never just means, but ends in themselves. 

It might be pointed out that this attitude has beon charac-

ter:l.stic or intellectuals throughout the e.ges, but there is 

more behind this declaration than satisfaction with a life's 

work consisting of words rather than action, In his cr:5.tical 

work entitled 1! novela hi~oarr.ericanE1;,, Carlos Fuentes 

discusses Guillermo Cabrera Infante' s 1tl_s-!-, ti~ a.r,d 

then proceeds, 

La nueva novela hispanoa.mericana se prosgnta como 
una nueva fundaci6n del lenguaje contra lcs pro-
longa.mi.entos calcif icados de nuastra falsa y feu-
dal fundaci6n de origen y su len~uaje igualr,1ente 
falso y anacr6nico ••• , Nuestras obr11s deb<m ser 
de desordens es decir, de un orden posible, c.cri-
trario al actual , , , • Nuestra l:i.teratur.:t es ver-
dadera.~ente revolucionaria en c~nto lo niega al 
orden establecido el lt!ixico aue esta quisi&ra y 
le opone el lenguaje de la ala?T.a, la renova~i6n, 
el clesorden y el huri1or •1 

F'uentes appears to imply that the pr1.mary ph-ant.'\:,cen-:>n pi-ocl.u~sd 

by nny e1.ilture is its language, so that the sta'~--e of bci11g of 

that language is a profound expression of the st.:.nding of that 

cultm•e. One c,f the characters in ~,i_c~ ill!.~ Sf.lys, 

11D:!ga.me c6mo har.)lo y les di:-~ qui~n scy. n 2 

1 
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There is mor& to what Fuentes is saying, however, than the 

conviction that le.~guage must express the bre~kdown or an es-

tablished order and re!lect the construction of a new one. 

When he says that the works of the new writers must be "de un 

orden posible" he indicates that the writer is beginning to con-

ceive of himself as the creator of a new order. No longer does 

the writer view himself as the spectator who att61npts to repro-

duce on paper what he has experienced. Wallace Fowlie stat~s, 

"Every. • • artist who has felt ••• the anguish of the void, 

knows that the only way for him to bear such an experience, is 

the use and creation of the word. He knows that the power of 

the word is that of creation itself. Th"l powa1• of the word is 

that of calling into existencfl. 11 '.3 The new creation 1s his work 

of art as it exists on the printed pnge, perhaps in a chaotic 

state but always indicating a possible new order because of the 

creativity of the word. 

The purpose of this study is to examine the place within 

this scheme of one of the roost brilliant. of the young Spanish 

A.'llerica.n writf.:rs. Guillermo Cabrera Infante is one of a gener-

ation of talented and innovative Cuban writers who in spite 

of--or perhaps because of--th~ radical changes taking place 

w""ithin their society, havo produced some of the finest prose 

fiction ever to cane out of Spanish Ame:rica. Ho ps.ys hc:mago 

to the write~s whose influence ha feels is expected to Le v:ts~ 

ible in twe11t.ieth centu?-y work::.--Joyce, Kafka and Proust, for 
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example--but hav,_ng dona so he chooses his own mentors, ones 

he feels can set hht 011 t.he cot1ri::e ht" intl:lnds to follow. Theso 

are Mark Twai..~, l~wis Carroll ~nd Vladimir Nabokov especially. 

But Cabrera Infante is no more the product of a set of foreign 

influences than is any other truly crea.tive writer. raving 

used these predecessors to get his bearings, he has set out on 

his own unique course. 

We sh~ll examine his creative techniques, first in his 

book of short stories and then in!!:,~ tristo~ tigres, focus-

ing particularly on his use of language. Certainly he reflects 

Fuentes• statement of the author's desire to produce di~order, 

to control it, and then to create a new order within it. His 

particulur viewpoint, however, 1s that only the spoken .iQr.d of 

Havana, that which he has been able to "catch on the win6 ,'1 is 

worthy of consideration. Our purpose will be to examine the 

manner in which this oral lang;ua~e is t=:;nployod by him to create 

the new thing which :5.s e. work of art. On the surf ace tho writ-

ing consists largely of play and humor; for Cabrera Infante 

play can be humoi·ous and frivolous at that level but highly 

creative at the same time, whather his narrator is ar~.Ci'l of this 

fact or not. An :unportant conside:::-ation will be the m·eation of 

myth by tho point of view er the narrator as expressed in the 

spoken word. 

Since the novel presents a chaotic, unstructured appearance, 

we shall deal with the question of whether or not thero is an 
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underlying structuz•e, one created not in the tre.ditional manner 

but rather by thn use of the word and myth, This consideration 

will lead into a discussion or the close relationship between 

the themes and narrative techniques or the novel. Langu.age is 

used in such a manner in the book that it might be said that it 

is no longer the word, but the Word, 'l'he latter becomes much 

more than just the symbol or a meaning-bearing sound as it is 

itself the focal point of the attention of the author, the nar-

rators and the reader, As it is perverted almost to the point 

of annihilation, it is ultimately personified and takes on the 

character of the prime instrmnent of re-creation, 

With regard to the critical methods employed, it should be 

stated that no one method could conceivably be adequate in the 

approach to these works. For the most part we have employed 

what is generally termed the exponential approach, the search 

for key factors which allow the interprete~ to enter into the 

meaning of the text. Cabrera Infante is fond of using symbols, 

so that in some cases these have been important in illi.:minating 

a section of the work at hand, In some cases the mythic and 

archotypa.1_ approach has been employed, but in view of the fact 

that this approach can often be sterile when used as an end in 

itself, we have attempted to employ :i.t mainly to throw light on 

the fuller significance of the te~t. That is, we havo avoided 

simply pointing out that somethin~ in what has been written is 

a certain type ·of symbol. At times the Freudian appro~ch has 
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been used in orde~ to support the main line of interpretation. 

In our discussion of some of the short stories which ap-

peared in As! ,2!!. la J?!!. .£2!!!2 !m_ la guerra. in 1960 we shall 

attempt to reveal both the themes and techniques which ~ere 

being developed and were to appear later in !!:2!, trist~s tigres, 

and the notable absence of certain features which were to be of 

great il'lportance in the novel. Of the latter the most important 

are the stress on humor and the kaleidoscopic shifting or lan-

guage and imagery which are so important in producing the total 

experience or the book. One of the current arguments for the 

existence of God declares that the possibility of the u..~iverse 

as we know it resulting by cha.nee is about as great as the li?<:e-

lihood that Webster's Unabridrred Dictiona.:rz could result from 

an explosion in a print shop. One is inclined to suspect that 

Cabrera Infante and the characters who appear in his novel would 

be intrigued by the possibility of a novel produced in this mHn-

ner, and would be delighted if one were. It would be their kind 

or book. 



I. THE DIALECTICS OF AGONY 

It has been fairly typical of novelists to begin in prose 

fiction by writing short stories, and the new Spanish At-,wrican 

novelists are no exception. Carlos Fuentes, Juan Ruli'o and 

Gabriel Garc:!a Mirquez, for example, all began with books of 

stories before attempting the novels by which they were to be-

come better known. It is generally assumed--at times by the 

authors themselves--tha.t this is the pattern bscause it is 

logical to begin with the simpler form of the short story be-

fore moving on to the more canplc-ix form of the novel. But the 

majority of those who have attc!!!pt.E:d both gerires hold fil'l11ly to 

the view that, because of the intensity inherent in the short 

story, it is a good deal more difficult to write a good orie than 

to write a good novel. 

Guillermo Cabrera Infante provides same good illustrations 

or these ramarks. In 1960 he pubJ.i~hed a collection entitled 

As! !?n la I?!!. E!!!.2. !!!. la guerrn, consistfo~ cf fourteen sto?"ies 

and fifteen "vinetas," al: writ tan betwe.en 1. 9-'-+9 and the 11.9.te of 

publication.1 None of the stories is particularly memorable, 

despite the fact that it was only about three yaars before the 

publication of his excellent novel that he had the opport11nity 

to put them in final form. All of them show the marks of im..l'lla-

turity which characterize the beginning writer, and in scme 

6 
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cases the technique which is being e,.,-perimanted with calls con-

sida~abla nttenticn to itself. Nevertheless, es is often the 

case with the first efforts or an author who is hter to produce 

literature of genuine quality, some oft.he stories contain indi-

cations of considerable talent, and the ones chosen for consid-

eration in this chapter are thoso which exhibit theso qualities. 

In some cases these stories raveal techniques and preoccu-

pations which wiJ.l later appear 1n tristes tigres. The 

search for these could prove sterile if it t-:-ere to content itself 

with pointing out that what occurs in the one book also occurs 

in the othe:r, but in fact, in sane cases the emergence of t!'lese 

features in the first book sheds light en what might otherwise be 

puzzling or or~ partially understood i..~ the next. 

The first stl)ry 1s entitled "Un r-e.to de tenmealli,H and 

deals with the pressuras which abject poverty places upc,n n fif-

teen-year-old girl to turn to prostitution, The story is ent~raly 

without punctuation and capitalization, a~cept for one period, 

and consists of two long sentence fr&g:nents. In the place of 

punctuaticn the author hns used the co!'..nE1cti ve 11y, 11 an:l the tc,tnl 

effect is one which recalls the cinema, 1n which there is an un-

broken succession of ~cenes. The story begins, "y ~ntonces el 

hanbre dice que ellos dicen qua le <liga que no pueden esperar 

MAS••• 11 (p,16), in the :middle of both a sontence &nd a scene. 

It is as if the reader had happened upon the telling of a story 

after- it had gone on for sane timf3, and had had his attontion 
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arrested by the excite.'llent of the description, At the end there 

is no period~ and the sentence may end there or it may not, 

Again, it is as if the reader had heard enough and were walking 

away, so that whether the stol"lp went on or not is :hr.material, 

In addition to these effects, which produce a sense of having 

moved in for a moment on a world or misery, there is a distinc-

tive appearance to the print on the page. There is an ingenuous 

simplicity to it which supports the stark descriptions of the 

world of the characters. 

The author's choice of a narrator is a six-year-old girl, 

with the rosult that the reader must become a co-creator with 

the author, This narrator, limited by her age and lack of ex-

perience, can only present to the reader a simply st.ated version 

of what she has perceived fran her point of view of reality, 

Sha is able to view certain acts within her field of vision but 

not to interpret them 5 while tho reader, who possesses much more 

information, is able to inte1-pret what the little girl cannot. 

In the preface the author says, "Si el personaje es una nina de 

seis anos, es scSlo para poder J.lcgar a la espantable realidad 

por la distancia. mis larga1 el balbuceo, la confusa visi.Sn, la 

canprensi.Sn borross" (p,10), There are two reactions to these 

events• that of the girl, who has moved from. anxiety into hap-

piness in her new-found relative prosp:airity, nr.d that of the 

reader, who is horr.ified at whe..t has gone on (only part.ly behind 

the scenes) to produce that prosparity, The author avoids the 
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direct creation or sentimentality, the pathos is produced in the 

tension between the ~-iewpoints of the nan•ator and tha reader. 

A good deal or irony is produced in the process. When the 

older sister realizes the hopelessness or the family's position 

without the exploitation or their only remainir.g asset, her body, 

she offers herself to the foul creature who has previously prop-

ositioned her. The narrator's observation is, "deb!a tener 

mucho calor por que se desabotono la blusa" (p.23), Even more 

pathetic is the litUe girl's interpretation or what is going 

on in the room1 she is certain that, since she has been told 

how dirty the old man is, her sister must ha~e been called in 

to do the cleaning, The irony is underscored when the latter 

emerges "y parece que el polvo le ha hecho dafic, porque cuando 

sale tiene los ojos inritados y escupia a menudo y fue a la pila 

y se lavo la cara y la boca varias veces •••" (p,26), 

Cabrera Infante experiments with 1.~agery in this story, In 

addition to the already mentioned use of heat as a metaphor of 

sexual passion (which tends to be overworked in his fiction), 

the atmosphere is bolstered by certain met~phoric and sy,nbolic 

acts, For e.xrunple, the father's desperate concern for the 

family honor, especially with regard to the sexual life of his 

daughters, is reinforced by the fact that "papa dijo una voz 

que las nir.as no debia.n montar a ca.bal101t (P,22), It wil1 be 

recognized that the horse is symbolic of the male, The break-

down in the ~arria~e relationship is underscored by the selling 
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or the wife's wedding ring, which is considered to be the last 

object of value which the family possesses. The mother can 

barely gat it off, and then thl•ows it to the floor for the fa-

ther to pick up and sell (p.21). There may be irony, too, in 

the phallic quality of ths bananas which serve as the family's 

only food for the day. Also, after Mariantonieta•s bath, while 

she is planning her next move as she dries her hair in the sun 

{the primary source of life), her mother comes between the sun 

and her daughter (p.22). 

There is a curious play on circles and spheres in the story, 

and in view of the symbolism involved it is a brilliant stroke 

on the part of the author. The circle, according to Cirlot•s 

Dictionary of S:vmb0ls, s;ymbolizes the ultimate state of Ononass 

of a man, the man who has achieved inner unity or perfection, 
2 while the sphere is a symbol of the All. In this story the 

family involved sells its wedding ring and the daughter, having 

been exposed to the sun, offers her breasts to a man. The re-

sult, for the narrator, is a few coins. also circles, which can 

buy her a balloon. The balloon, which represents psychic whole-

ness on what she calls her happisst day (p.27), is her version 

of the crimson world (p,24) which he1· inother has warned the 

girls not to accept from the old man even if he should offer it 

to them, 

Another set of circles is the mud cakes mo.de by the little 

girl. Her thought is that sha may be able to help out. in the 
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family financial situation by selling them, and significantly, 

she makes them by moistening the ground with her own urine. 

Thus her actions serve as a pale reflection of those of her 

older sister, since she too 1s offering for sale a part or her-

self. The net result is that the family is reduced to trading 

the circles which represent its integrity and wholeness for 

coins, the small circles which mean bare survival for them. 

The story entitled "1.9.s puertas se abren a las tres" is 

called by the author "un poema escrito por un adolescente ena-

morado de nadie, solo" (p.10). Its beginning could be t&kan 

as an incredibly late survival of the bad taste of some moder-

nista writing if it were not for this, but the excessive use 

of synasthesia is that or the narrator, not the author. There 

is an attempt at perfect SYllJil1etry in the stcry, the structure 

or which represents a rise and a fall. The openil1g words aret 

"Arriba el sol era un hueco en el ciclo por donde entraba el 

mediod!a1 el amarillo amarillo de los edificios ••• esto yo no 

lo sent!•••" (pp.J0,31). The paragraph is filled with colors, 

sounds and smells. Near the end or the story, when the narrator 

has been raised to the hei1:,hts of adolescent infat•.:.:.i.tiori a!rl 

abruptly dropped, he says, "El sol era un hueco en el cj_elo por 

donde se iba la tarde" (p.39), and the narration is brought to 

a close with "Ya no pude distinguir mis que los reflejos ~~a-

rillos de las luces amarillas" (p.40). Between the two extremes 

the narrator hears a bolero on two different occasions. The 



first th4e he hears, "A las tres es la cita/no te olvides de 

m{" and terms it "dulce y 91Tlbriagador" (p,35), but after he 
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has been abandoned by his new-found love it is entirely dif-

ferant1 it becanes "A las seis es la cita," sung by a "voz gan-

gosa ya vecas rajada ••• , alargando las vocales, distorcio-

nando las pal.abras1 noteooolvide~ deemii" (p,39), It is not 

likely that the quality of the music has changed to any signi-

ficant degree; in fact the narrator's mind may be what changes 

"tres11 into "seis; 11 it is his frame or mir.d which makes the 

difference, 

Another example of the way in which point of view affects 

perception may be seen in the young m~n•s description of the 

girl he has just met and with whom he is quite ir,..fntuated1 

11Continu6 contemplindola1 baja y quiz!! un poco gorda y con l&s 

oaderas amplias y los senos redondos y su cara hermosa y casi 

perfectaa scSl.o la frente damasiado s.ncha ymasculina, rompiendo 

la l!nea de muchacha muchacha, y su boca que era a primera vista 

insolente, pero luego se revelaba aznable y casi t:!'nida, y la 

pequena nariz y los brazos y las manos, finas y tiernas y suaves1 

su cuerpo perfecto" (p,36), Somehow the position of a smitten 

teenager has permitted hiin to view his friend as imperfect in 

a number of ways and still to describe her body as perfect, At 

this po:5.nt his world in its totality is colored by his mental 

state 1 "Dos pal0?11as volar on sobre el parque ta:iadas de las ma.nos 

y una perra y un perro pasaron junto a mi, cogidos del brazo" 



(p.3?). 
For the narrator, who has found his first love, it would 

appear that this is the first timo since the world began that 

boy has met girl. His name is Silvestre and hers Virginia, and 

these are suggestive enough of primeval simplicity that he can 

convert his world into the Garden of Edenr "El parque estaba 

solitario y yo estaba solo. Ad!n, Adln, mo dije, tienes todas 

tus costillas" (p.39). This rather remarkable image is sug-

gestive of the fact that he has conceivGd his short-lived love 

affair as what Jung would call the search for the anima, and 

that the girl has failed to meet that sort of expect~tion. 

There is a general play on life and death int.he story, 

and the movement upward and then downward co1·responds to another 

movement fran death to life and back to death again. At the be-

ginning the narrator views the outside world :f'rom the sett:tng 

of a funeral, and it is when he is able to detach hi.'1lself from 

it that he sees and meets the girl. He has seen her before, 

near her bane, which is beyond the burial grounds of the poor. 

Now, however, she attenpts to hide this fact from him and as-

cends the stairs to what she describes as her aunt's apartment, 

in another contribution to the ascent pattern. When he realizes 

where he first saw her, and that she belongs near the cemetery, 

the story is on the descent. 

"Resaca/' 11ritten in 1951, reveals a good deal with re~ard 

to Cabrara Infante•s attitude towards the Cuban revolution and 
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the people against whom it was carried out. It is the story 

of two laborers who 1-..ave set a sugar cane crop aftro and are 

attempting to escape, one with a mortal wound in the leg. The 

author says of the story, "Tiene como lejano personaje central 

a Sur:! Castillo, venal secretario de la FoderacitSn Naciona.l de 

Trabajadores Azucareros de aquell.a epoca. ScSlo as! se entien-

den la amargura y la frustraci6n de sus heroes, unos pobres, 

perseguidos, olvidados saboteadcres" (p.11). The hope of the 

two men is in what the wounded one mistakenly calls the "Pa-

ra:!so inalcanzable"1 "Cuando llegue la Revoluci6n ••• seremos 

los que gobiernen. Tl! y yo, y Yeyo y Sanchez y Braulio Perez 

y todos los obroros del central, los de Sao, los de toda Cubas 

todos los obreros del roundo cogeremos el poder y gobernaremos 

y ha.rEmios leyes justas y habra trab&jo para todos, y dinero 

•••• Viviretnos en casas buonas, l:impiAs, lindas casitas con 

luz y radio y todo" (p.65). Then there is a discussion with re-

gard to refrigerators, television, and school for the children. 

The irony enters later i.~ the story when tho narrator (not 

one of the saboteurs) descrites the life of the Secretary General 

in Havana who has ordsred the burnir.g. He speaks of "su Cadillac 

con aire acondicionado. Del auto refrigerado al cuarto refri-

gerado, c&noda.mente tmbado en la ctJ.ma con una botella del major 

conac empezada, a un la.do y una roujer sin comenza.r al otror con 

el pequeno y costoso radio a media voz, esperando las noticias, 

mientras una negra da voz pastosa cantaba unos boleros dulces Y 
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pegajosos que daban ganas de llorar" (p.67). This man who has 

glibly given the order to burn the fields, and has not even 

taken the slightest precaution to protect the lives or the men 

who carry it out, has already attained the "Para!so inalcan-

zable," and more. These men who are doing the act~al work or 

the revolution can never aspire to owning an air conditioned 

Cadillac, nor to having his power over men's lives. In point 

or fact, while ostensibly working for the poor, he belongs to the 

exploiting class which must be brought down. The justice for 

all which constitutes a major theme of the men's discussion or 

the post-revolutionary world is not a part of the policy of tho 

leader who ordered the revolutionary act for which they are to 

die, Perhaps there is irony too in the fact that the ideal for 

which the men are fighting is simply a continuation of this sort 

or bourgeois existence. 

There is in the imagery a play on the concepts of heat, 

li~ht and dryness as opposed to coolness, shade nnd water. It 

is based on the act or burnin~ the cane fields and the subse-

quent flight across the arid, dusty, almost tr~el~ss savanna. 

For these two men the immediate goal is to r~ach ths rive~ in 

order to cool themselves and wash the uound which one of them 

has in his leg, The story is written in such a way as to sug-

gest that since their leader has determined that their act 

should produce heat, insuperable heat uill be their lot to the 

end of their lives. For the wounded L'IS.n this is not long, for 
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he announces at the outset that he will not last until the eve-

ning (p.63). 

There are many mentions or heat and or the dust which 

swirls around the two men as they escape across the savanna, 

•sin una nube o un irbol donde descansar" (p.64). It is as if 

the very heavens themselves were implacable in their pursuit 

of those who had handled the fire or the wrath or the gods. 

For the day when the Pranethear1 deed was done was ''una tarde en 

que el rojo de la puesta de sol se unicS al rojo que sub!a desde 

las llamas de las canas al quemarse. Hac!a dos d!as y un atar-

decer que hu:!an, perseguidos por incendiarios" (p,66). They 

have rivaled the sun and kindled the wrath of both heaven and 

earth, 

Nor is the heat only external, for the dyirig man looks out 

on the desolate landscape "con ojos afiebrados" (p,66), While 

the man who in effect has condemned him to die enjoys his cog-

nac and his women, the other longs for the simple pleasure of a 

cigarette and can have none, though there are matches, "Eso es 

lo que sobra11 (p.67). The sun is setting, b,1t the wounded man 

is thirsty and longs to wash his wound. In his fantasy he does 

so, in the last living act which the reader pe1•ceives, while 

his partner leaves to bring him the water he cannot reach (pp. 

70-71), :9ut ~hen the partner arrives at the place where "esa 

agua debe estar fresca de verdad" (p.70), he is disappointed, 

11Cuando llegcS no vio mis que una zanjn, llena de lodo, no de 
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tango, sino de un barro endurecido, seco y pajizo cano el es-

partlllo Y' caa.o toda la sabana •••• Ahora e:ra una canada seca, 

con el rondo cubierto de una tierra endurecida por el sol y el 

aire, mls hid.a que toda la llanura" (p.71). He is spared the 

task or informing his c0l1ll"ade, however, for when he returns the 

latter is dead. 

The story ends with these words, 

Por algdn lado del cielo el sol se estaba po-
niendo y la tarde se colmcS de la serenidad del cre-
pdsculo. No muy lejos una toroaza arrull8 y el 
ulw.ar llegcS hasta sus o:!dos, 

El aire vibrcS sobre las hojas del yarey y zum-
bcS entre el tupido ramaje de los marabdes. La pa-
lana volvicS a cantar ya lo lejos otra respondicS, 
io era el eco? El repetido traqueteo del vuelo del 
ave se inicicS junto a la lana, quizi bajo el da-
game, y cruzcS por encj.ma da '1. No la vio pa!=iar, 
El viento de nuevo silbcS en la palma y levantcS el 
polvo en torno al hombre tumbado y rnovicS su pelo 
pajizo (p. 72). 

Even in death the man's body is characterized by a color sugges-

tive or dryness. His companion has survived to see the merciful 

disappearance or the sun, but even he has little prospect of 

finding water before he dies of thirst, and he may well be cap-

tured and shot as soon as he enters the nearest town (p,64), He 

does not even sense the fact that the symbol of peace has flown 

over him, 

This story stands as Cabrera Infante•s hanage to the men 

who initiated the revolution. The message is clears some of 

them would die quickly for their acts, and others would never 

find rest in this life, They would only suffer the physical 
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and spiritual thirst which corresponded to the acts growing out 

or their convictions. Even when certain that r~lior was 1mminont 

they would !ind only more dryness. But the end result of their 

efforts would ba near even though unp~rceived by them. 

A very different kind of story is "Mar, mar, enemigo." It 

is written in a lyrical style and employs a great deal of imagery 

in order to create a mythic tone. The tone is set in the first 

paragraph, in which it is stated, "Yelle. odiaba al mar, porque 

sab:!a que le era hostil. El debe mujer, penscS11 (p. 

100). Here are some of the seeds of what is to become a preoc-

cupation of the author in~ tristes tigres, for there too the 

sea plays an important role, especially in the attitudes of the 

characters Silvestre and Arsenio Cu~. 

For the protagonist, whcse lover has crossed the sea to an 

island on a dangerous mission, the sea represents many thin~s. 

She feels that it must be a woman because only a woman could be 

so harsh with other women and so easy on men. She has, of course, 

caught on to the archetypal symbolism of the sea as 11other, in 

both the negative and the positive sonse. The sea represents 

the negative mother imae;e, the 11terrible mother," because it moans 

death, but it also means the origin of life and therefore the 

possibility of rebirth. The fact is th.at this woman has lost 

her lover in the sear it is clear that he has died there, since 

she has not heard from him for many years. But since she is still. 

able to cling to the hope that one day the signal will come fr~n 
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the sea, it still represents new life to her. It might also be 

pointed out that another archetype is involved, that of the hero 

who has gone away across the sea and is expected to return at 

any tillle. The main elements involved in the watch form. a femi-

nine totality• the woman, the sea, and a female servant named 

Anastasia (1,,~hich means "resurrection"). Here we have the female 

side of life awaiting the saving return of the masculine, the 

aniJnus which the hero represents. 

The hero is "ese hanbre, ese marino misterioso, envuelto 

en sombras, ocupado en raros trajines, que utilizaba el mar y 

la noche como c&nplices" (p.101). It is worth noting that 

while many of the characters in these stories of Cabrera In-

fante's belong to the broad center of Cuban life, this one cor-

responds perfectly to the canons of what short story characters 

ought to be, as laid down by Frank O'Connor in his work~ 

Lonely Voice. O'Connor speaks of the "outlawed figu~es wan-

dering about on the fringes of society, superimpos6'd s0?11etimes 

on symbolic figures whom they caricature and echo--Christ, Soc-

rates, Moses.3 The lattGr three names, of course, are those of 

some of the men whose lives have best exemplified the ideal of 

the hero. O'Connor also speaks of the typical solitude 

of the short story's prota~onist, and this quality too is chs.r-

acteristic of "Mar, mar, enemigo," in the case or the woman who 

awaits the hero's return. She too belongs to what O'Connor 
4 terms the "submerged population groups" 1 "La mujer aunque ha 
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nacido en el pa!s, ha vivido tanto tiempo en el extranjero que 

hay que considorarla una extranjera, Habla yviste cOJllo extran-

jera, no una. extranjera de un lugar determinado, sino de cual-

quier parte, o mejor de ninguna parte" (pp.101-02). 

In her years or watching for the lantern sig~.al tran the 

island the wanan has come to view the stars in the sky above the 

sea as a symbol or the hope which she still nurtures, "la mujer 

pens~ con agrado que el cielo era un espejo que renejaba una 

ciudad lejana" (p.110), that is, the stars would appear to be 

the reflections of the lights or a city, which, in turn, would 

represent hope. The stars, then, as the only signal lights which 

she is able to perceive, signify her interiorization of the sign 

or life on which her hope is based. It is for this reason that 

when her unconscious is finally able to communicate to her by 

way of a dream that she must end her vigil, the message canes to 

her in terms of her early trainin~ in a Roman Catholic school. 

She recalls a lecture in which her instructor taught that "ol 

d!a. del Juicio Final, lo ha dicho el Ap~stol San Juan en su Apo-

calipsis, todas las estrella& se han de apagar" (p.110). Later, 

Una lluvia de estrellas cae sobre el mar. Tod.as las 
estrellas se desprenden y caen, una a una, y bajan 
fiotando sin prisa, lu:ninosas como bengalas, y luego 
quedan ardiendo sobre el mar, soltando un bt:!':.o blanco 
y espeso, y permanecen como puntos de luz, ccr:io sana-
les acordadas, Una se dispar6 hacia arriba como el 
cohete de auxilio de un buque que se hu.nde, Del cielo 
siguieron cayendo las estrellas, hasta que la concha 
de arriba qued.6 a oscuras y la comba de abajo se 
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sum.i& en una oscuridad a-dn mayor, despuls que la ,tl.-
tima serial se apagcS (p.113). 

When she relates the dream to her canpanion she says or the stars, 

''El cielo se quedcS sin ninguna y luego una de ellas quiso regresar 

al lugar de donde hab!a venido" (p.115). This is the Day or Judg-

ment for her, the last day or life worthy or the nmne. She has 

experienced the apocalypse on a personal level as the stars, 

which have stood for so long as the external representation of 

the hope still alive within her, have all fallen into that odious 

representation of death, the sea. Yet the one which has attempted 

to return to its place indicates thnt even now there is within 

her an attempt to keep the hope alive. 

Cabrera Ir&fante often uses animals and their experiences 

to parallel the lives of his characte~s, and a particularly good 

example of this appears in this story. The protagonist is ter-

rified when a sinister-looking spider bites her on the hand and 

lands on her sha~l. The Indian servant kills the spide:?", and 

when her mistress remarks that they are repugnant creatures, s~e 

replies, "Tienen que vivir ni?ia.. Son c0r:10 los cristia1:os, nina, 

que pa vivir unos tienen que matar a otros" (p.109). pro-

tagonist then has to go outside for fresh air be.cause s~o is 

choking, pres\Jlllably because she has porceived the parallel be-

tween the spider and her lover, who as an outlaw also ~..a.s to 

kill to live, and who in all probability has been kil.lec. in the 

process, as -was the spider. 

"En el gran Ecb6" is a story which deals with the theme of 
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the spiritual pilgrimage or modern man. There are two protag-

onists, and it is likely that in any short story this situa-

tion is undesirable. In contrast to the novel, the scope of 

which is sufficiently ample to include the development of any 

number or characters, the short story depends largely upon 

unity or presentation and upon intensity for its effect. In 

this story the reader is forced to divide his attention be-

tween the real issue--the inner struggle or the woman--and the 

words, actions and even thoughts or her canpanion. Beyond this 

fact, he is too strong an individual to serve as simply the one 

whose presence is necessary for the developnent or the princi-

pal line or the story. 

Jung writes of modern man's having e;hos:m a "s~ierJtific" 

world view, rejecting the concept or the supernatural. He 

points out that a life without a meaningful reli~ious faith may 

be perfectly acceptable as long as all is going smoothly, but 

that when a crisis emerges it is necessary that one have a 

strong controlling purpose at the center of his life, The woman 

in this story (whoso name is never given), is at that point of 

crisis, She is an actress who has been living with the rather 

sophisticated and cynical owner of an English sports car, Hav-

ing attained s~~e status and a degree cf security, she has been 

able to reject Roman Catholicism, which she describes as 0 ajeno 

y remote" (p,141), At the beginning of the stc~y the nature or 

the crisis is presented, along with both the rejection of and 
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the need for a religious faith. The man is refused meat at a 

restaurant and thinks, "Estos cattSl.icos. Genta de almanaque y 

prohibiciones" (p.131). But she describes herself as having 

"ojos de cristiana en una cara jud:!a" (p.1)1), indicating that 

it is not all that simple to ignore one's religious background. 

There are increasingly clear hints to the effect that she has 

become bored by their relationship and now reels guilty about 

it, though the question concerning which reeling came first is 

not resolved. She remarks to her lover, "No es bueno hacer 

todo lo que a uno le gusui." (p.133), and later she says of their 

relationship, "No hay pl.acer • • • • Ahora vivimos en pecado" (p. 

136). His attempt to deal with her problem consists or giving 

her a buok and pointing out a chapter entitled "Neurosis y sen-

timiento de la culpabilidad," and this is rejected by her (p. 

136). 

Their destination is the entertainment offered by a nlni~o 

fiesta en Guanabacoa. It is said of the roan, "Cuando entr6, 

sinti~ que hab:!a penetrado en un mundo mlgicoH (p.137)1 this 

statement is followed by a section set off from the text by 

indentation, which is completely free of punctuation. It is as 

if the author wished to indicate by this means that they had e..,_ .. 
tered another world. The psycholo~ical movement or the woman 

fl-om this point on is well carried out. As an actress she is 

first impressed by the theatricality of the spectacle and takes 

note of the costl!!l1es ("Ese tiene mas de cien botones en lA ca-

tnisa," p.139). Then those sat1e cost.UIT1es becane an imaga cf he?" 
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own spiritual condition. The black dancers are dressed entirely 

in white, because they are in the service or Obbatall, "el dios 

de lo imaculado y puro• (p.139). She jokes to her canpanion 

that she could never serve that god, and remarks that she is too 

light-skinned to dress in white. It would appear that, just as 

the dancers are black within their white costumes, she is black 

with sin and guilt within her white skin. 

The rhythm becanes frenetic and she asks whether she, like 

the mulatto, could be possessed by the "santo." "Y antes de 

decirle que s::!, que a ella tambi,n pod!a ocurrirle aquella em-

briaguez con el sonido, te:ni~ que ella se lanzase a bailar •••" 

(p.141). But it is clear that, in her state of mind, she is sus-

ceptible to such influences anyway. 'fo the man's comment that 

no one who has read Ibsen, Chekhov and Tennessee Williams could 

have this happen, she replies, "Creen. Creen en algo en que ni 

t4 ni yo podem.os creer y se dejan guiar por ello y viven de 

acuerdo con sus reglas y rnueren por ello y despu&s les cantan a 

sus muertos de acuerdo con sus cantos. Me parece maravilloso" 

(p.141). 

The final stage occurs when she is approached by an old 

black wanan, who speaks to her in such a way that oventually 

she lowers her bead in shame. The old WOITlan has seen her, 

sensed her situation, and now raced her with its "Simplemente 

me ha roir2do a los ojos y con la voz mls dulce, mls prcfunda y 

mis en~:rgicamente convinceilte que he o:f'do en mi vida, rne ha dicho1 



'Hija, cesa de vivir en pecado.• Eso es todo8 (p.143). 

The man has not changed and is not affected by the advice, 

as he indicates by his racist thoughts as they leave (p.144), 

so that he is unable to comprehend what has happened to her. 

She breaks their relationship by returning to him two portraits, 

•el de la mujer con una sonrisa y los ojos serios, y el del nino, 

tcnado en un estudio, con los ojos enonnes y serios, sin son-

reir ••• "(p.145). Portraits often represent the dead past, 

but it is likely that in this case they represent what might in 

a certain sense be revived. As she hands him the portratts she 

says, ''Estln mejor contigo" (p.145), and it is as if she were 

asking him to remind hi.~self of the time when he was less con-

ceited and insensitive and the time when she, though fundn.~3n-

tally serious, was happy. This act is made more sir,nificant by 

the appearance, early in the story, of the followin~ statement 

with regard to the mans "Le gustRba recordar. Recordar era lo 

mejor de todo. A veces cre!a que no le interesaban hs cosas m!s 

que para recordarlas luego" (p,134,). Now, ironically, his mem-

ory is all he will have left of their relationship, 

A significant point of this story is that Cabrera ::::nfante 

has followed the lead of Co.rpentier•s perdidos and 

certain stories of Lino Novas Calvo by introducing the theme of 

the return to origins, which was later to become a major preoc-

cupation of the new Spanish American novelists. The actress, 

unable to return to her "civilized" childhood faith, in her need 
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tor something to believe, is led into a primitive, animistic 

religion, and the process is carried out largely by means or 

sound and rhythm, which were to play a significant role in 

!!':!!, tristes tieres. All rive or the major characters in the 

latter book are in sane manner deeply concerned with pure, 

primitive sound 9 and in sane cases their attitude might be 

characterized by the term "embriaguez con el sonido," as is 

that or the dancers in this story. 

Interspersed with the fourteen stories in As! !!! la paz 

~!?!!,la guerra are rirteen brief vignettes, all or which 

deal with violent incidents in the dictator Batista's repres-

sion of the people whom he governed. Cabrera Infante indicates 

in his preface to the first edition that some of th8l11 stick ra-

ther closely to the details of actual incidents with wM.ch he 

is familiar, They form a strikir,g contrast with all but two 

of the stories, "Resaca" and "Balada de pl01110 y yerro." The 

first of these deals with the violence of the early dnys of the 

revolution, and ''Balada de plorno y yerro" has as its subject a 

sort of gangster vendetta reminiscent of the Mafia's activities. 

The rest of the stories are as free of violence as the vignettes 

are full of it. The purpose of this ar.-angernent, apparently, is 

to create a play of opposites and give a dialectical structure 

to the book.5 In this manner the work neither focuses on the 

more mundane aspects of life in Cuba to the exclusion of the 

violence and torture which wero also making history, nor pre-
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tends that the latter was all that was going on while ignoring 

what Unamuno called the "inf'rahistoria" of a people. The result 

is that life goes on, with its ironies and its insuperable pro-

blems, "as! en la pag cano en la guerra. 11 An interesting side-

light appears in the last paragraph of the book, in which Cabrera 

Inrante is speaking or the significance of the revolutionary signs 

scribbled on the walls of Cuba. He says, "Si hubiera mis luz se 

podl"1.an leer los demls mensajes. Pero los que hay bastan. Ellos 

son la verdadera literatura revolucionaria11 (p.201). 

Evidently he considered his use or vignettes to be success-

ful, since he chose to use them in~ tristas ti~res as well, 

although there they are far frorr. the sava~e scenes of violence 

that appeared in the first book. They a.~e, instead, snatches of 

what he considers one of the best forms of confessio~1, that in 

which various Cubans entrust to their psychiatrists their inner-

most thoughts. Their significance will be discussed in the chap-

ter on structure. 

Beyond the use or these vign~ttes, there are many points in 

As!!!! la paz ~~la guerra which anticipate both the themes 

and the techniques of Tre~ tristes ti~~es. For exa.rr,ple, some of 

the ideas which characterize the thinking or the Silvestre or 

Tres tristes t.ie:res are already present in the book of short - ------ ---- -
stories, although no important one appears in a story in which 

a Silvestre appears. 6 In the novel Silvestre is noted for his 

love or meroory, and expresses himself with regard to it in al-
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most exactly the SMle terms used or the actre~s•s lover in "En 

el. gran Ecb~." Silvestre•s opinion of the sea, too, is antici-

pated by that or the protagonist or "Mar, mar, enemigo," who 

personiries it as a woman and views it as an image or death and 

rebirth. There is a total contrast in their attitudes, however, 

since the wans.n's is one of antipathy and Silvestre•s is one of 

deep appreciation. 

Certain personality traits or Arsenic Cu& also appear in 

these same two stories. One is the preoccupation with the eyes 

which is evident in "En el gran Ecb~," and another is the apoca-

lyptic vision within which a character experiences his own per-

sonal apocalypse. The latter is the basis of eu~•s entire per-

sonality as it appears in the novel. 

There are other points of anticipation as well, such as 

the tend.ency to allow the effect of a story to hinge upon the 

point cf view of the narrator, and a love tor symmetry in struc-

ture, which will be discussed later. The most obvious point of 

contrast between the two works, however, lies in the fact that, 

while Tres tristes ti~es is one of the most humorous novels 

ever written, there is virtually no hu.-nor in As! £!!. la pa.z 

!!l !!, guerra. It is interesting to note that Joseph Campbell 

has stated, "Humor is the touchstone of the tru.ly mytholo~ical 

••• mood,"? so that in large measur,;, the difference may lie in 

the fact that myth plays such n major part in the novel. This 

may go a long way towards explaining why the mythically-oriented 
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anos de soled.ad or Gabriel Garc!a Mlrquez presents the 

reader with such a delightful form or humor, and why tho rather 

sober early work of Carlos Fuentes has given way to more humor 

as he has entered more deeply into the mythic. This is also 

the case with Cabrera Infante, whose short stories or 1960 are 

generally quite conventional as he tries his wings, but whose 

entry into the mainstream of the Spanish American novel has in-

volved a great increase in the quality of his fiction as well 

as a substantial change in his style. 



ll. SETTIOO THE STAGE1 THE PROLCGUE 

:_ The prologuo to Tres tigres is intended to lead 

the reader into the experience or the novel 1n the same way 

1n which the chatter or an emcee leads his audience into the 

experience or what is to take place on stage.· An effective 

emcee "warms up his audience" by involving it in what is tak-

ing place on stnge and whetting its appetite for what is to 

come. He may also set the tone of the evening's entertain-

ment. All of this and more is done by the gentleman who, 

without introduction, opens this book. What is said by him 

could ostensibly be what was said on a given night at the Tro-

picana in the ye~r 19.58, but the intention or the author goes 

far beyond that of the emcae himself, and the reader soon 

learns that this is the case with all the many nar·rators of 

the book. 

For example, the emcee's intention is to introduce the 

show which will tnke place on his stage in a few momonts. but 

following his call of neurtains upl" the reader finds not a 

description of what was presented on the Tropicana stage that 

night, but a saznplirw, of what c:-:,c•1."°red on the larger stage of 

Havana at roughly tha Sl!J11a ti".:~-. Ths performers arc not the 

ones under contract to that !i:h~ht club, but some of the cus-

tomers who are present and i;·~troducad by the tm.cee, plus many 

30 
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or their :f'riend0 These are the maubers or a different kind 

or "night club," a closely-knit in-group, the manbers or which 

interact to provide the action which substitutes for a tradi-

tional plot in this novel. These are the performel"s who, as 

the emcee states, "w111 take you to the wonderful world. • • 
of the tropics" (p.15). 

( The tone or irony is established immediately, although 

the reader may not be avare of it until sane time later, when 

he is well into the novel. The emcee is a highly unreliable 

narrator, and his inaccuracies set the precedent for others 

which are to follow. The fact is that unreliability is an 

unavoidable by-product or the manner of composition of this 

book, whose author points out that his only intention has been 

to "atrapar la voz humana al vuelo" (p.9). As in real life, 

one must listen to all the ~oices and take his chancos on the 

truthfulness or what they are saying. Moreover, inaccuracy 

may be intentional or due simply to a lack of information, and 

both varieties are to be found in the novel. 

One or the "performers" from whom the reader is to hear 

is William Campbell, who i.3 introduced as "the notorious 

soup-fortune heir" (p.17). Later, in the section entitled 

ttLos visitantes," it is stated that Mr. c~i.::iµbell is a profes-

sional writer, and finally, near the end of the book, that be 

teaches at a university in New Orleans. The elegant sounding 

name or Arabella Longoria de SMrez Dlmera is presented to the 
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audier,ce, and the fine lady is said to be the wife of "coronel 

Cipriano Sulrez D4mera" (p.18). The reader will learn in the 

course of the novel that this is in reality the rather uncul-

tivated Beba I.ongori~;-~ho is simply living with the colonel ----
and who prowls the streets at night with another girl with 

-, 

vban she has a questionable relationshi:_j He will also learn 
.. r--._ 

what it is that she and her paramour are colebrating.l2:_he 

charming child Vivian Smith Corona Alvarez del Real, celebrat-

ing her fifteenth birthday with her parents, turns out to be a 

sophisticated young lady who has precipitated a good deal of ·--, 
anxiety on the part or several men in her life,:_j 

,-· 
\ There is irony too in the way in which Havana in general 

and the Tropicam in particular aro described. It is apparent 

on the surface in such phrases as "este emporio del amor y la 

vida risuena" (p.16), in that love and happiness are here 

treated as commodities to be bought in the market place. The 

Tropicana is described as a "coliseo del placer y de la ale-

gr:!a y la felicidad" (p.15), and there are suspicious indica-

tions that this may not be the case, for there is soma a.~bi-

guity in certain descriptions. It is stated that Minsrva 

Eros, the poetess, "engalana.rl ••• el QJ.tiuo show en cada 

noche de Tropicn~.a" (pp.18-19), and of course the wider refer-

ence is cleara erotic love is what'is axpscted to end each 

night in the tropicsj But on closer ex&nination it beo0:,1es 

evident that her first name is not consistent with this imageJ 
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Minerva is the latin form of the name Athena, and that god-

dess represented not only ~'"isdan but virginity, for she was 

called Parthenos, "the Virgin," by the Greeks, who dedicated 

the Parthenon to her. Early in the text it becanes clear 

that this ambiguity in man-wanan relationships has becane a 

significant part of the world of these narrators. The irony 

is carried to tho end of the prologue, at which point the 

emcee states four times that the show will be carried out 

without words, "but with music and happiness and joy" (p.19). 

The fact is that the reader is confronted uith nothing but 

words, and with a situation producing very little "music and 

happiness and joy." 

As he introduces the distinguj_shed members of the .;.udience 

the narrator repeatedly calls for light. Light is used to 

reveal the elegance of the people on whan it is focus~d1 it i& 

so used both with regard to those performers on stage and with 

regard to those 1n the audience who are to play a part on the 

larger stage which is the setting of the novel, But light has 

a treacherous aspect as wells it can go beyond the glamor which 

is on the surface and show one up for what he really is, It is 

a revealer of artificiality, and a major thrust of this work 

is the unmasking of the artifici.!ll. T}~e entire ser.::tion enti-

tled "La. casa de los espejos 11 is dedicated to this task. 

The very fact that the noval is presented within a. theat-

rical framework is significant with raspect to the developMent 

cf the theme of artificiality, since the theatre attornpts to 
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create the illusion of lif'e within the framework or the stage. 

The character Arsenio Cul is in fact a television actor, and 

his narration is occasionally presented in terms of stage 

directions. At one point he says, "Golpe de gong, por favor, 

sonidista de la noche" (p.375) 9 and at another, "Y se acab8. 

Fin de acto. Tel&n rlpido" (p.433). But even Erib89 who is 

in show business, though as a drummer and not an actor, sees 

the departure or a group of friends in these terms1 "Salieron 

por la sala de juego roja y verde y bien alumbrada y la cor-

tina cay6 sobre 9 detrls de ollos ••• "(p.99). The characters 

see themselves as actors. More significant, perhaps, is the 

influence of the cinema on their way of thinking. Cul is the 

most susceptible to this on account or his conn6ction ~"1th 

television, because while on the stage real people perform in 

person to create the illusion of life situations, telovision 

is able to go beyond this to create the illusion of the pres-

ence of those real people, who then create an artificial, 

illusionary situation. The final step, especially as repre-

sented by Silv·estre, is the building of one's world around the 

illusions o! the cine.n:i, in which the actors cannot even 

appear 1111. ve and in color," but are presented to the audience 

by way or the projection or light throu1sh a strip of plastic. 

Thus the audience is re.-r.oved yc:t one more step from 1•eality. 

To a dsgree virtually all the characters live within this world 

or total illu.,iveness Emel r-arAly r,enetrt'l.t& beyond it to )•eali'q, 
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It is a world ot phenomena. 

The characters and their environment are involved in a 

continual kaleidoscopic shifting or illusory images, and the 

language which has been "captured on the wing" to create them 

is a perfect match for them--tar frau the steady, controlled 

language or the traditional anniscient narrator, calculated 

to reveal to the reader the world whose reality is set in the 

mind or the author who created it, it is as haphazard as that 

which anyone might hear in the course ot a day's activities, 

strictly by chance, The reader accepts a given statement at 

his own risk and is continually exposed to the possibility 

that he may later run across another statomcnt which contra-

dicts it, and which in turn must be accepted or rejected, The 

total ~ffe~t is a canplete uncertainty as to what is to be 

accepted ns reality and what ~s illusion, ~There one places 

the lino batween the two is his own choice, 

Those who participate in the acts which are later view9d 

as the turning points of history are rarely aware of their 

transcendent i.'11portance at the ti"tla. Nor is the emc'3e of the 

prologua aware of the mythic implications of what he is saying; 

not only is he setting the stage for a far more extensive per-

formnn-::e than that which is to take place on the stage of the 

Tropicans, but he is also engaged in the creative act Yhich 

br:bigs the world of the narrators and their subjocts into exis-

tence. It is or,ly lt~ter that he is referred to as "el an1lns.dor 
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del Tropicana" (p.120), but 1n his confused prattle there are 

suggestions t~.a.t he 1s engaged 1n the p~oeess or creation by 

the word, in a parallel to the creation account of Genesis 1 

and 2. A careful reading of the prologue will reveal that 

there are many allusions to the primordial state with which the 

biblical Creator worked, when "the earth was formless and empty, 

and darkness lay upon the race of the deep."1 The emcee reveals 

that it is raining outside, that it is cold inside, and it is 

clear that the audience finds itself' in semi-darlrness. All of 

these are characteristic of the primordial state of the earth, 

shortly after the initial creative act. It is the task of this 

"animador," then, to impose sane semblance of orde~ upon the 

primeval chaos, and to do so on the basis of the word. It must 

be admitted that a sizable portion of the chaos is created by his 

own particular use of the word, but eventually he does get around 

to modifying and making sense of the existing situation. He 

promises a number of times that once the show begins there will 

be an abundance of heat, and his repeated call for light recalls 

the "Let there be light" of Genesis 1. In real life this man 
2 reportedly bears the n~e Miguel Angel Blanco, the logical 

choice or a man to be transformed by the author into something 

of a supernatural being. The result of his activity is that he 

is able to refer to the Tropicana and all Cuba as something of 

a paradise bringing to mil1d the Garden of Eden. There is still 

anoth0r parallel to the Bible, one which will bo i'llportant to 
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the further consideration of the work. It is the fact that 

while the emcee sy:nbolics.ll.y brings the world into being by 

means or the spoken creative word, just as God creates the 

world by his word, the character Bustr6redon, like Christ, is 

to be reveal6d later in the book as the very incarnation or 

that word. 

The reader should be prepared in all cases to encounter 

multiple levels of possible interpretation. What appears at 

first glance to be simply an example or the type ot inane 

prattle heard in a certain night club in a particular era may 

turn out to be much more than simply a piece included for the 

sake of demonstrating one aspect of Havana night life. It 

creates the setting for the entire novel, establishes its tone 

and introduces its characters, and sets a precedent for the 

nebulosity or the narration which follows. Beyond this, it is 

seen to possess a mythic layer, one which is created by the 

skillrul use of language on the part of the aut.hor. In this 

sense too the prologue introduces the technique which is general 

throughout the entire work, a technique which produces a meta-

physical substructure that tends to universalize the otherwise 

rather mundane experiences of the narrators. In all cases it 

is the language which they employ, often unconsciously on their 

part but consciously on the part of the author, which extracts 

the events from the realm or daily life and makes them part or 

the cosmic proc&sses which are going on around them. 



III. THE WORD AND THE WORID 

Reference has already been made to Cabrera Infnnte•s 

characterization of h~f writing as nothing more than an attempt 

to capture the human voice on the wing. Although this is a· 

typical understatement by an author concerning the scope of 

his work, it does underscore the fact that it is fundamen-

tally--t,hough not exclusively--an expression of the spokon 

word as it lived in 11.avana in 1958. There are written sec-

tions, such as the letter from Delia Doce to her friend Estel-

vina (pp.28-33) and the "Los vi31tantestt sto1•y (pp.171-203), 

but even the letter is clearly ,~r:Jtten in the colloquia.l 

speech of Havana and the second version cf tho story is humor-

ous because of its translation into a F.avann version of Span-

ish contaminated by English. 

Ir1 his work on Malla.rm&, Wallace Fowlie statos that 

"poetry is. , , the str~nge lqbour of converting impression 
1 into expression,~ This is closely related to C, G. Jung's 

concept of the work of .he 11 tor~ry artist as the transfor-

mation of tho phenanena of sense impressions by the "visionary 

creation" of the author. 2 In~ tristes ti~res the author 

evidently considers the E.poken ~;1ord to be the prima1•y phenom-

enon of the world he has known, and the re-creation of that 

1w·orld for him h~d to tnke place thI·ough the spoken word. 

38 
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It would be well to note that for Bustr6fedon and his 

followers "la literatura no tiene mls importancia que la con-

versaoi&n" (p.257). The section of the book entitled "la 

muerte de Trotsky ref'erida por varios escritores cubanos, anos 

despuls--o antes" consists of the transcription of a tape 

recordi~ made by Bnstr6fedon to parody certain famous Cuban 

authors. This is not literature in the normally acceptP.d 

sense of the word, but even so the tape has to be spirited 

away by C6dac, since both Bustr6fedon and Arsenio.eu, want to 

destroy it. Evidently the thought of the former is that only 

the spoken word is fresh and spontaneous, so that any attempt 

whatever at preservation involves its desecration. (Cul, on 

the ot'bor hand, appears to resent the erosion of the ima~es of 

Cuba's literary heroes.) Bustr6fedon• s attitude would appear 

to be ~elated to the concern of scirr.e of today'3 sculptors that 

their art be so tied to the present that it should not be 

desi~ned to last. Ex,unplos of this would be exhibits such as 

a room full of dirt or an acre of ~round covered with objects 

which the artist gradually rP-rnoves. These are only a memory 

once the show is O"lf'lr. This !';tan::ls in stark contrast to a 

monument such as Mt. Rus'b.lTlore, '!.hose creato:r uanted only time 

and tho forces of nature to wear it away. In effect, hero are 

revealed two radically different attitudes townrds hUJ11an cre-

ation, one th,,, c.esire of tha ar-tist to perpetuate his namR in 

his 1.astine; work, th~ other the fe0li11g that only the preser1t 
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is worthy or consideration. 

The latter outlook is clearly related to the general cur-

rent or existentialism, with its emphasis upon decision and 

ac-tion in the present. Specifically it may be related in this 

book to the existentialist metaphysics of man, which, accord-

ing to Hans Meyerhoff, is based on the irreversibility or the 

movement of time towards death.) In Tres tristes tigres the 

attitudes of certain characters especially are based on this 

opinion. This is the reason for Silvestre•s frequent state-

ments to the effect that his desire is always to go back, and 

for Cue's furious resistance to the movament of time in all its 

implications. Near the end of the novel their feelin~ is 

verbalized in a series of statementsa "IA psiquiatr!a con-

duce a lo peor"; "l~ psiquiatr!a, la aritm&tica, la literatura 

conducon a lo peor": "Todo conduce a lo peor"1 "La vida con-

duce inevitablemente a lo peor" (pp.400-01). If there is an 

inevitable downward trend there is no point in aiming at per-

manence. There is also an awareness of the fact that anything 

chan~es with time, so that the very concept of perm~nence is 

regarded as false. The realization that this is the case is 

the unsettling factor in Arsenio Cu~'s life. 

Yet there is more than tr.is to the stress on spoken lan-

guage. The preoccupatior1 of the writers of the "new Latin 

American novel" with langua~e is well kno:-m, but nc.·;,.ar before 

has the spoken aspect of 1:. hen:i stre&s(,d to this dl3greo. In 
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my opinion there are two closely related reasons tor this 

phenanenon. The first is that there is a general reeling among 

artists that the world is at the end of an age, going back to 

its origins in many ways. In painting this feeling is given 

expression at times in the production of works which resemble 

the chaotic subatomic structure of matter, even though the 

artist may not be aware of such a resemblanco.4 It is my 

reeling that the literary equivalent of this is expressed in 

a return to the most fundamental aspect of literature~ which 

is the word. And, since the written word is only a symbol of 

the spoken word, Cabrera Infante has chosen to create his work 

by str~ssing the best possible approximation to the lattor, 

rather than base it on what tends to be called "l1ter2ry lnn-

gua~e," which is more formal. Th9 feelin~ ~ainad by the reader 

is that the '1grass-roots 11 speech of Havana 1s as chaotic in its 

realm as the movement of subatomic particles, &nd can be as 

significant within the structure of its world, This is true 

both of the crude, ungrammatical speech of the lower classes 

and of the jargon of the "in-group" whose narration forms the 

bulk of the novel. 

The second reason for Cabrera Inf~nte's decision to make 

language the central consideration of his r,ovel, I believe, is 

his apparent conviction that it is the primary phenomenon of 

the world whose reality he desires to transform and express, 

Far from ncceptin~ Robbe-Grillet's theory that th~ significance 
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ot literary characters lies solely in their mere presence on 

the scene, Cabrera Infante appears to feel that the:tr presence, 

thoughts, feelings and actions are of no interest without the 

verbalized interpretation of them by several narrators, each 

of whcm presents to the reader his private view of the situa-

tion in which they are living. 5 Often, in fact, the reader 

gains knowled~e about a character or situation only by piecin~ 

together fra~ents from several narrators, none of whom can be 

trusted to be canpletely reliable. One result is that we 

learn in much the same manner as in re~l life, by "putting 

two and two together." 

The experience for the roader is similar to that which 

Marshall McLuhan describes as that of tho television viewer, 

though on a. different level. McLuhan is fond of pointin~ out 

that the television picture, rather than being a single unit, 

is composed of hundreds of thousands of fragments of a picture 

which the viewer's unconscious must piece together into scme-
6 thing meaningful. In much the same way the reader of~ 

tristes tigres must receive words from the mouths of several 

narrato:t·s and form them into his own private total experience 

of the work--private because he will accept and reject, stress 

and ignore according to his own personality. This i.s not 

necessarily the experience which the author has intended to 

give him; in reality there is no such intention, as therA 

could be in the realistic novels of the past, for exMJplo. 
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The reader is co-creator with the author, and it is difficult 

to say whose role is th8 more important one. 

As in much realistic painting which aimed at the most 

faithtul reproduction of external reality, the realistic novel 

attempted to reproduce, by means of words, the segment of the 

world with which the author was dealing, and to do so in 

correspondence with some sort of objective reality. For 

Cabrera Infante the task is no longer reproduction1 now it is 

re-creation, for the work of art as it exists is a new thing, 

the result of genetic rather than mi~etic processes. The 

world which it presents makes no claim to being the faithful 

and objective mirror of the world whose phenanena the author 

has observed, but a world filtered through the author's 

"visionary experience" and presented by way of a number of 

fictional narrators, each verbalizing his own experience. 

The movement of the material, then, is via the spoken 

word into the visionary experience of the author and then, 

again by way of the spoken word, into his new creation, the 

novel. In the process it has been trensformed from an objec-

tively existing, thou~h individually perceived, reality, into 

a totally fictional world, a new creation which stands whether 

the other world continues in existence or not. Cabrera 

Infante insists on this1 he maintains, for example, that the 

author3 parodied in the section on the death of Trotsky should 

not be offended, because they have become fictional in th~ 



narrative and are not to be taken as their real selves in it.1 

One might add that the parody is even carried out by a totally 

!ictional character (Bustr~fedon), so that it no more reflects 

the author's own views than the writing of Lolita proves 

Vladimir Nabokov to be a dangerous pedophile. 

The attempt or certain groups or writers, notably the 

rC111antics and the surrealists, to Mincarnate the wordM by liv-

ing lives consistent with the tone or their works is well 

known. In!!!! tristes tkres there is a different sort or 

incarnation or the words a character who represents language 
8 and therefore stands as hero of the work. Bustr~fedon is 

presented (largely by C&iac) in terms which indicate that he 

is to be taken as a sort of messiah of language. That is, his 

story contains ~any parallels to the story of Christ in the 

gospels. The section of the book which centers on his work 

and his death occupies the center of the novel, as the story 

of Christ is central to, thou~h not centrally located in, the 

biblical narrative. The section opens with a brief introduc-

tion, which is placed, si~nificantly, directly after ths 

hopeless mutilation of the Spanish langua~e in Rine teal's 

translation of William Campbell's story. It then moves into 

an account of the last week of Bustr~fedon's life, a par~llol 

to Holy Week. The first event narr~ted is his version of the 

last Supper, a restaurant meal with C&lac and Rine Leal at 

which he expounds his ideas on metaphysical sffairs and par-
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The name Bustr~fedon has its source in a Greek rhetorical 

device, the procedure of writing one line in one direction and 

the next in the opposite direction. It is similar to the man-

ner or plowing of an ox, to which the word is related etymol-

ogically. At the opening of the NRanpecabezas" section C&:lac 

sets the tone of Bustr~fedon•s role in the novel. After ask-

ing, ",Qui&n rue quien serl quien es Bustr~tedon? ,B?," prob-

ably an allusion to the description of Christ in Hebrews 1J18,9 

he states, "Pensar en '1 es coma pensar en la gallina de los 

huevos de oro, en una adivinanza sin respuesta, en la espiral" 

(p.207). Bustr~fedon, then, is the producer or a priceless, 

endless treasure, a mind-boggling problem and• hypnotic 

effect. 

The next sentence, in italics, is "El era Bustr~fedon 

para todos y todo para Bustr6fedon era '1," an example of bou-

strophedon as C&iac conceives of it. There is an example of 

true boustrophedon on p.270, in a wildly fragmented ending to 

the portion of the book centering on this character. The 

point is that he is reversible1 he can go either way. This 

means that he cRn operate "on either side of the mirror•" this 

side or the other side of death. It also means that he, like 

Christ, represents the u.~ion of the physical and metaphysicnl 

reai~s, both of which he appea~s to be attempti11g to carry to 

the absolute. Ho is able to grovel iJ, the coa~sest lust, but 
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also attempts to. deal with the most esoteric philosophical 

questions. Even when he returns after death 1n Silvestre•s 

imagination, having achieved innnortality there at least, he is 

joking and making obscene gestures (p.~5). He is of a fright-

f"ul appearance• "'1 era un tipo largo y flaco y con muy mala. 

cara y esta malacara picada por el acn, juvenil o por la 

viruela adulta o por el tiempo y el salitre o por los buitres 

que se adelantaban ••• "(p.209), which may well be an allusion 

to the prophet Isaiah's descript1on of the messianic Suffering 

Servant ("His appearance was • •• disfigured ••• ," Isaiah 

52115), and his voice is described in terms of a "ronquera 

fr!a" (p.139). 

Even his eyes point in different directions, the way in 

which this is explained is significant in that it illustrates 

the combination of physical and metaphysical forces in hima 

"un ojo para el ser y • • • otro para la nalga • • • o para la 

nada" (p.219). His favorite haunt, we learn, is around. Calle 

0 (p.139), from which, of course, one is able to go 1n either 

direction. 

Joseph Campbell, in !b.! !!!!:h !. Thous~ Fa.ces, 

states that the truly great hero is ons who can pass freely 
10 between the physical and metaphysical realms, and this is 

Bustr6fedon's goal. l-iis quest is fundamentally linguistic 

and usually takes the form of word play. Related to the pro-

cess of boustrophedon is the pallndrcme, uhich is one of his 
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roughly speaking, look the SB11te from eithtn• side of the mir-

ror--to be perfect words, just as certain numbers, such as 

101, are perfect. The implication is that they hold the 

secret of being unchanged after death, that is, immortal. 

However, he is also fascinated by words which change 

their meanings when seen in the mirrors "mano/onarn, azar/raza 

••• "(p.216). Here apparently the thought is that there might 

be a possibility of survival on the other side, in a trans-

formed but still meaningful state. 

Bustr6fedon's most cO!Tlplex word plny comes about at a 

meeting of friends during his last week, when he invents a sort 

of linguistic mandala, a magic circle made up of twelve inter-

locking words (p.214). It is worth noting that, accordin~ to 

Cirlot's Dictiorurv 2£. Sv:,ibols, the nu~ber twelve is symbolic 

of such concepts as cosmic order and salvation, and the circle 
11 bas references to eternity and haaven. 

Bustr6fedon's circle ties him unequivocally to the bibli-

cal messianic theme. It is announced as containing twelve let-

ters which form the twelve words, and twelve is traditionally 

the number of the elect of God. There are twalve patriarchs 

and twelve tribes in the Old Testament and twelve disciples 

in the New Testament. One of the words is "David," and an 

important quality of the Messiah was tr~t he was to be born 

of King David's line. Two more are ttdadi va '' and "vida," 
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certainly attributes of a messianio figure. 

Part of the complexity centers in the fact that the word 

wheel is related to La Estrella, Cc$dac says that the anagram 

"bien pod.fa usarse con La Estrella porque ••• era una estrella" 

(p.214). He describes her as "nuestro tema eterno entonces" 

and calls the wheel "una rueda de la in-fortuna" (p,213), In 

order to understand these references we must recognize first 

that Bustrc$fedon is in fact a kind of messiah in reverse, an 

anti-Christ in the etymological sense ot !!!ll, as "in place of." 

He is the one who ushers in, not the messianic age of blessing, 

but the apocalypse, the death of an age. Hence everything con-

cerning him is likely to be reversed, 

It is 1n this context that the character of La Estrella 

begins to take shape, She is the black star, the negative 

image of the Star of Bethlehem, and as the latter announced the 

birth of Christ, her ascent announces the death of BustrcSfedon. 

This takes place 1n Cc$dac•s apartment at a party which he gives 

to bring La Estrella to the attention of those who can make her 

famous. She ascends that night, both literally (up the stairs) 

and metaphorically, into her big opportunity, and while there 

she loses her balance and grabs BustrcSfedon by the shirt, caus-

ing hirii to perform a double sO!llersault (p.124). Not long 

afterward C&:iac receives the news that Bustr6fedon is dead 

(p.220). 

In view of this it is curious that there are hints to the 
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errect that, on the mythic level, Bustrdredon is I& Estrella's 

son. On the level of "everyday life" he has normal parents, 

but neither his existence nor that or the other major char-

acters is limited to that level. When CcSdac takes La Estrella 

bane in his car she has a boy's shoes along in a packages she 

explains, "rd sabes, yo tango un hijo • • • N sabes, El bobo 

••• "(p.70). Later Alex Bayer tells CcSdac that she has no son, 

"ni mor~n ni prodigio" (p.83). Then one night, after BustrcS-

fedon•s death and while she is drunk, she loudly laments the 

death of her son (p.275). Again, on the literal level this is 

fantasy, but on the mythic level it points to their relation-

ship. 

The key to this problem lies in the fact that Estrella 

appears to represent pure, primitive sound. It is stressed 

that she is nothing to look at, but her pure, deep baritone 

voice, always "sin m'!Ssica" when she has her way, exercises a 

sort of mystical power over her public, and over CcSdac in par-

ticular. This is the reason, too, that she is al.most more 

real when heard by way or a juke box than 1n person (p. 115) 1 

her physical appearance 1s only a necessary prop for her true 

essence, which is primordial sound& "I.a Estrella es su voz" 

(p.115). 

Bustrdfedon, on the other hand, "quer!a ser el lenguaje" 

(p.318), and indications are that he has attained his goal, at 

least in the thinking of the nnrrators, which 1s what raises 
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these characters and events to the mythic level. For example, 

Silvestre is describ~d as his disciple (pp.108,22)), And it is 

likely that today's writer will be a disciple or language. By 

the same token it is logical that language should be born of 

pure sound. 

All of this points up what was said at the beginning of 

the discussion or BustrSfedon1 that as a character in the 

novel he is to be taken as an incarnation of the word, "the 
12 Word made flesh." And as the Word which is Christ is crea-

tive ("Through him God made all things," John 11)), BustrtS-

tedon acts as the creative word in the flesh. As has been 

mentioned, while the emcee of the prologue symbolically brings 

the world into being by means of the spoken creative word, 

BustrtSfedon is the incarnation of that word, who, like Christ, 

is to be revealed later. Everything he does relates to his 

mission, a kind of re-creation of the world through language. 

This, as I have indicated, is what the author is doing by 

writing the book. 

Johan Huizinga states in~ Ludens that "language 

allows [man] to distin~uish, to establish, to state things1 

in short, to name them and by naming them to raise them into 

the domain of the spirit."13 It is said of Bustr6fedon that 

he began to change the names of things (p.220)1 that is, if 

Adam was given the camnission of naming things, the on':l who 

could re-name them would be a second Acla.~1 this too is an 
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attribute or Christ, as developed in Ranans .5. One expression 

or this process is Bustrc$fedon•s habit or attaching his name 

to thingsa "Bustrofrijoles dijo Bustrdfedon dijo 11 miSMo Con 

arroz blanco trat& de decir yo pero 11 dijo Eustrofilete dijo 

Bustrophedc$n-t& dijo Bustrc$fedon dijo Bustrofricas& dijo Bus-

trofabio ••• "(p.212). Related to this phenanenon, which 

appears to be an attempt to renew the world by placing his 

personal st&J11p on it, is his play on names. Cc$dac says that 

the favorite game among his group was to find all the possible 

variations or the names of all their friends (p.211), which is 

a kind of movement towards the absolute, related to their gen-

eral quest for the same. 

Bustrc$fedon himself does at least two additional things 

to the names of his friends. C&iac says that he "encubric$ mi 

nanbre prosaico, habanero con la poes!a universal y gr4fica" 

(p.221). That is to say that he universalized the name and 

with it the character, which is clearly one of the Aims or 

Cabrera Infante, The drummer Ribot is "mis conocido cauo 

Eribc$ gracias al B," (p.220), In his caso the change is fran 

a name which suggests the French expression ~tre !!}, ribote, 

"to be drunk, to be on the spree,"14 to an identification with 

the 11entidad abstracta" who is "la Mixima. divi!lidad vener.llda 

por los Mnigos."15 This movement from drunkard to deity 

suggests the "now bi.l:·th" brought about by Christ• s ministry 

for the elect (John J•J-5). 
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Bustr~fedon•s other modification or the names or his 

friends is the attachment or his own name to them. By this 

means he is able to si~nify his friendship by way or the con-

nection or a part or himself to a part or them, and to restore 

the original function or a name, which is to describe the char-

acter of its bearer. Bustr6fedon, however, modifies the con-

cept by the use or names even to describe moods1 

Recuerdo que un d!a fuirnos a comer juntos &l, Bustro. 
fedonte (que era el no:n.bre esa semana para Rine, a 
quien llama.ha no sol.B.Jnente el mls leal am~o del hom-
bre, sino Rinoceronte, Rinodocente, Rinedecente, 
Rinecente, como lueP,o hubo un Rinocimiento sesuido 
del Rinesimiento, Rinesemento, Rinefermento, Rine-
fennoso, Rineferonte, Rinoferante, Bonoferviente, 
Buonofarniente, Busnofedante, Bustopedante, Busto-
fedonte1 variantes que marcaban las variaciones 
de la amistad1 palabras corno un term&netro) y yo 
••• (p.207). 

In the previous para11;raph C~ac says, "lo ~nice que sl es que 

yo me llamaba muchas veces Bustr6foton o Bustr6fotanat6n o Bus-

n,roroniepce, depende, dependiendo y Silvestre era Bustr6fenix 

o Bustrofeliz o Bustr6fitzgerald, y Florentino Cazalis rue 

Bustr6floren ••• "(P.207). In this case too somethin._~ fairly 

ccnplex is taking place, and again it is related to Bustr6-

fedon•s messianic nature. In Rev. 3112 Christ says of the one 

who is victorious in followiw, him, "I will also writfl on h1rn 

my new name." Tho name Bustr6fedon is a new one, which he dis-

covered in a dictionary (p.212), and it is what he attaches to 

his friends. 
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In its COl"l'eapondence to the biblical messianic pattern, 

Buatr6tedon•s appearance is also related to the archetypal 

myth or the hero. The hero always appears when his people are 

in the stage or a crisis, and in I!:!.! tristes tigres the frame-

work is clearly apocalyptic. As Joseph Campbell points out in 

Ih!, Hero~!. Thousand Faces, "In apocalyptic vision the 

physical and spiritual life or the whole earth can be repre-

sented as fallen, or on the point of falling, into ru1n.n16 

The author, fitting literary technique to theme, relates 

the apocalyptic return to origins by stressing the prima materia 

of literature, which is language and which is best represented 

by Bustr6fedon. The significance of this is that if the crisis 

is to be met within the framework of the novel it will b~ met 

by languages this is why Bustr6fttdon takes on the proportions 

of the archetypal hero. 

Breaking the hero pattern do"A?l to its simplest terms, we 

may say that the hero must descend into Hades, or death, and 

return to save his people in their crisis. Campbell says, 

"!h2. return and reinte~ration !:!!1h sociotv ••• is indispen-

sable to the continuous circulation of spiritual ener~y i11to 

the world" (p,36), It is not only cosmic energy which the hero 

releasesr he also brings back the knowledge which is necessary 

in order for his people to survive their crisis. The message 

of Christ, for example, led to everlastin~ life, or life after 

death, which is a major concern of Bustr6fedon and his pecple. 
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Therefore we would expect his story to include his death and 

s0111e sort of resurrection, and in effect we see him dying for 

his cause and later returning in a unique manner. 

Bustrdredon bas been the victim or violent headaches, so 

that after his death an autopsy is performed which reveals that 

he has had a brain injury. This, it is decided, is what caused 

his obsession with word play and his death. The implication on 

the part of the author 1s that there was something special 

about him which made him the champion of the cause or the 

renewal or language, just as Christ's miraculous birth and life 

set him apart as the Redeemer of the world. Furthermore, just 

as Christ had to die for that cause, Bustr6fedon has now had to 

die for his I that which moved hir,1 to becane a messiah has also 

resulted in his death. 

There is no bodily resurrection of Bustr6fedon in the nar-

rative, but the essence of the hero's return is accomplished 

nevertheless, Campbell states that "the effect of the success-

ful. adventure or the hero is the unlocking and release again of 

the flow of life into the body or the world,"17 Bustr6fedon is 

language, and l.!l.ru?;uage remains, in a continual process of 

renewal, in Bustr6fedon•s world, and particularly 1n his dis-

ciple, the writer Silvestre, It is in his imagination that an 

event reflecting the Second Coming of Christ takes place& 

Y mls aci, mucho mls aci, casi de esto lado del 



l!mite, ia quiln veo? No es un avicSn no e8 un 
pljaro de sanbras es SuperbustrcSfedon, que viaja 
con luz propia y ~e dice, al o!do, a mi o!do 
telesccSpico, Ven ven, cwfndo vas a venir y hace 
sus malas senas y susurra con voz ultrascSnica, 
Hay tanto que ver, es mejor que el aleph, casi 
major que el cine••• (p.J45). 

ss 

This redeemer figure is 80 alive for Silvestre that Cul begs 

him to bury Bustr&tedon (p,402). On the last page ot his nar-

ration Silvestre has a vision or him "corrilndo:se hacia el 

rojo" (p,445), that is, moving through space towards infinity, 

However, despite Silvestre's ideas, the reader finds him-

self wondering if BustrcSfedon has in fact achieved immortality, 

Cul, who has had his doubts concerning BustrcSfedon's ideas from 

the beginning, presents the problem with his announcement that, 

among all his palindromes, ha has missed "el mejo~, el mis 

dif!cil, el mis flcil ••• , el temible ••• !2, sov" (p,358). 

The whole presentation seems to say that, hav-'J.n~ ~ccomplished 

his mission for the world, BustrcSfedon may have missed his per-

sonal goal of immortality. The text is 8.ll!biguousa Does the 

survi\'al of a dyna!'llic ls.r.~uage mean that BustrcSfedon does in 

fact still live, 01· r;J.oes Cabrera Infante intend for us to 

understand that it--and he--dioo along with the rest of the 

world of his charact~rs at the end of 1958? 

There is in the work a gener.11.l move:nent from sight to 

sound, oxpr~ssed p~imarily 1..~ the experiP-nces of the several 

cha.r~.ctn:t· s. In c:.a"t"tnin cEJ.ses this ever1 takes on the aspect 
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ot a change of emphasis trau the printed word to the spoken 

word, a process which again echoes the intent or the author in 

producing a novel which will stand not as a monument to the 

skillful use or "literary," written language but as a record of 

the words which might have been·spoken under certain conditions 

in a given time and place. 

At times the movement is expressed by the use of sane rather 

subtle imagery. It is symbolized, for example, in the relation-

ship between Gloria Plrez/Cuba Venegas and I.a Estrella. Both 

are singers who at the time of writing have risen to fame. 

C&iac expresses the d~.fference between them 1 "A m.! me gusta 

Cuba por otras razones que no son 5U voz que no son su voz que 

no son su voz precisamente, que se pueden tocar y se pueden oler 

y se pueden mirar, cosa que nose puede hacer con una voz, con 

la voz de la Estrella, que es la voz que la naturaleza, en brorna, 

conserva en la excrecencia de su estuche de carne y grasa y 

agua" (p.2?4). Once again La Estrella is presented in terms of 

pure sound, in this case the voice of nature, while Cuba appeals 

primarily to the other senses. 

The occasion for this commentary by C&iac is a chance meet-

ing of the two women in the night club Las Vegas, which C&iac 

has described as his own private mandala, "Mi vida era un caos 

nocturne con un solo centro que era I.as Vegas yen el centro del 

centro un vaso con ron y a~ua •••" (p.272). When Cuba appears 

he ,;ays, "Cuba t~ eres el centro de mi caos 11 (p.2?J). His love 
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acene with her is described in terms or submersion in an aquar-

ium, and suddenly La Estrella appears at thoir table, nearly 

sinking it to the surface, as he expresses it (p.27)). Then 

he says, "Ni ella ni Cuba cambiaron una sola palabra porque no 

se hablaban, supon~o que sea que una cantante que canta sin 

mdsica jamis le habla a otra que su canto es toda mdsica o mis 

mdsica que canto••• 11 (p.2?4). Then, without CcSdac's or the 

reader's realizing it, both Cuba and La Estrella are gone and 

C&iac finds himself dancing with the diminutive blonde Irenita. 

It is as if the silent clash between sight and sound had shrunk 

Cuba into Irenita. 

It is characteristic of Cabrera Infante in this novel to 

employ metaphors which use the concept of altitude. These 

metaphors, as applied to Cuba and La Estrella, reinforce his 

expression of the sight-to-sound movement. Both of these 

singers begin as non-entities and ascend rapidly, but Cuba has 

her debut at the Sierra (p.90), indicating immediate movement 

to the heights or a mountain range. Later Ia Estrella gains 

her big opportunity, in las Vegas, which metaphorically repre-

sents a rouch lower status. However, as the work progresses we 

meet Cuba in a basement cabaret (pp.2??-?8). C&iac discovers 

her there shortly after the clash between her and La Estrella, 

when he hears "que sale una cancicSn de los latones de basura" 

and finds that it is caning from what might be "la chimenea 

del c!rculo musical del infierno, 11 out of which "~al:!a el aire 
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caliente que el aire retrigerado botaba del Mil Novecientos" 

(p.277). In order to understand the imagery we must again turn 

to the Bible, to Revelation 911,21 "Then the fifth angel blew 

his trumpet. I saw a star which h•.d fallen rra11 the sky to 

earths it was given the key to the abyss. The star opened the 

abyss, and smoke poured out of' it ••• •" Just as the star's 

appearance results in smoke frm hell, the advent of this black 

star produces a situation in which music ascends fl•Olll the depths 

into the midst or trash cans. 

La Estrella herself ascends to her "apogee" (p.281) of suc-

cess in Havana and Puerto Rico, and then, in another appearance 

of the altitude metaphor, moves to the heights of Mexico City. 

There is an ironic double meanine when the doctor tells her 

before she decides to go there that "la altur-n s~r!a de efectos 

desastrosos para su coraz~n•• (p.286). There is also a pun in 

the use or the word "desastrosos," since its etymology refers 

to the undoing or a star. Eetween the altitude and her gorg-

ing herself with food she manages to die in Mexico City. How-

ever, since, as C&iac indicates, nature only placed her sound 

in that sort or body as a joke, her essence has been preserved 

on records. C&iac describes La Estrella's effect on her public 

as he characterizes them "mirando nada mls que su voz luminosa 

porque de su boca profosional sal:!a el canto de las sironas Y 

nosotros, cada uno de su pi!blico, &ramos Ulises ~.marrado al mls-

til de la barra• a.~rebatados con esta voz que nose canerln los 
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gusanos porque estl ah! en el disco sonando ahora, en un rac-

a1mil pertecto y ectopllsmico y sin dimensi6n como un espec-

tro •••• Esa es la voz original ya unas cuadras es solamente 

au rlplica, porque La. Estrella es su voz •••" (p.115). 

CcSda.c, when he has been through the clash between Cuba and 

La Estrella, and has Irenita in his arms, says, ''Me olvid& de 

Cuba, total completa absolutamente" (p.275). 

It is significant that it should be CcSdac who nnrrates the 

bulk of the material concerning both La. Estrella and Bustr6fedon. 

Cabrera Infante•s idea, apparently, is to have an outsider's 

viewpoint, in this case that of a photogrnpher, whose p~eoccu-

pation is with visual imagery and not with words. Silvestre has 

been preoccupied with the visual in the fem of the cinama, but 

at the point of writing has already become a professional writor 

for whan words are supreme. 

C&lac thinks in terms of the visual, even while in the pro-

cess of being won over by his contact with La Estrella and Bus-

tr6fedon to centering his life in sound. When he describes an 

irate BustrcSfedon rising from his seat during the "lsst Supper" 

scene, to confront a very small restauranteur, "se doi.116, se 

tripliccS, se telescopi6 hacia arriba agigantindose en cada 

movimiento hasta llegar al cielo raso, puntal o techo" (p.209), 

after which the owner fades into the distance, the scene being 

described by the use of a change to small6r type and increas-

ingly shorter lines until he disappears ill 



(p.209). 

un hoyo que 

empe~aba 

con 

0 

6o 

The hole is not only given its shape by the use of the final 

"o," but also indicates a zero. In this case the im3gery is 

suggestive of Alice in Wonderland, in which Alice often grows 

larger or smaller, ar.d serves to reinforce the presentation of 

Bustr6fedon as a cosmic messianic figure, In fact, at least 

three of the characters represent traits of the personality of 

Lewis Carroll, Silvestre his love for word play, Arsenio cu, 
his play with numbers, and C&iac his love for photography, In 

addition, Silvestre flatly states that he loves little girls 

and despises boys (p.)53), which is another well-known charac-

teristic of Carroll. 

Fran his standpoint as a photographer C&iac is able to 

describe in a unique manner what is really taking place in the 

lives of the novel's characters, including a general breakdown 

of the traditional patterns of Havana life. In a section run-

ning fran p. 7 5 to p. 79 ~e fir st has a lesbian ir1 his car and 

then drives around with a male homosexual. The curious part is 

the transition between the two experiences, in which he meets a 

friend named Rolando, ''Rolando se ve:!a muy bien, muy cantante, 
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muy cubano, muy muy habanero all! con su traje de dri1 100 

blanco y su sambro~o tle paja, chi4uito, pu~sto cano sohmente 

se lo saben poner los negros ••• (R7?1 italics mine), If' we 

grant that the normal experience of a more or less sophisticated 

man or the world such as C&:iac is the sight of a white man 1n a 

dark suit we perceive that we are in the midst or a reversals 

Rolando is like a photographic negative and stands as the point 

of transition between a female and a male, both or which repre-

sent the negative or the normally acceptable sexual pattern, 

C&:iac, as well as Silvestre, is strongly influenced by the 

cinema, and his narrative technique often makes good use of cine-

matic devices, The section beginning on p,272 and running to 

p.2?8 is a series of cabaret scenes in which movie-style fade-

outs are frequently employed, At one point the transition is 

made by means or lights 

Esta.ba en el Club 21 comiendo un bist~ y yo tengo 
cuando como est~ costUI11bre de levantar la mano 
derecha de un tir6n para que la manga de la camisa 
se suelte de le. man~a dol saco y caiga para atris 
y cuando levantt': el brazo un reflector me dej6 ciego 
yo! que dec!sn un nombre y yo me parnba y la gente 
me aplaud:!a, ~ucha gente y la. luz se a-p3.go de mi 
cara y fue a caar unas mesas m~s alli y dijcron otro 
nmbre y el biste era el mi~-mo pero no el ca~are 
porque estaba en 'I'ropicam. , , , (p,277), 

The occasion, of course, is when the emcee of the: p1•ologue 

introduces h'3Jn (p,18), 

C&lac is the charActer whose co~version from sight to soQnd 
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is the easiest to perceive, since the reader watches the process 

itself and not merely its results, as in Silvestre•s case, The 

crisis point of the conversion is described in terms of light 

and shadow, the photographer's stock in trade, In a night club 

he meets Irenita, whan he describes as a miniature version of 

Marilyn Monroe. Her appearance c01T1es about when V!tor Perla 

"sac~ a Irena por un brazo como si la pescara del mar de la 

oscuridad" (p.62). There follows a passionate love scene in 

which, in contrast to the later scene with Cuba, already des-

cribed, he is Min orbit" rather thnn under water. At this point 

he obtains his first glimpse of IA Estrella (appropriately while 

in orbit), a hu~e black wanan who appears in the light on stage 

(p.63) as a total contrast to the small, light complexioned Ire-

nita, who materializes out of the darkness, 

C&:iac has perceived the whole experience as a photographer, 

within the categories of li~ht ar.d shadow, positive and negative, 

but the experience itself is to lead him to an obsession with la 

Estrella and Eustr6fedon, that is, with sound and language. He 

says, "Y si hablo como Bustr6fedon y para siempre no lo siento 

sino que lo ha~o a conciencia ya ciencia y lo unico que lamento 

es no pod.er hablar de verdad y natural y siempre (siempre ta.~bitn 

para atr!s, no so.lo para adelante) as! y olvidarrne de la luz y 

de las sombras y de los claroscuros, de las fotos, porque una 

de sus palllbras vale por mil imagenes ••• "(p,219), 

Erib6 too is won over to sound, though in his case it is a 
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matter or being won back :f'ran the visual to his original status. 

He is talented as a bon~osero but has illusions or becoming a 

great artist and ends up as a hack illustrator. It is then 

that he is unable to resist the urge to return to the world or 

sound, rhythm and show business {p.90). 

Silvestre, at the time or the writing of the book, is an 

unproductive writer canpletely devoted to the spoken word. That 

it was not always so for him is illustrated by the fact that 1n 

his first narration he speaks of the method which he and his 

brother developed 1n order to be able to go to the movies, con-

sisting or selling the fWllily library at ridiculously low prices 

{p.37). The point is one which Marshall McLuhan might be proud 

to have made so graphically, the printed word becomes of little 

or no value and is traded for the visual, which in Silvestre•s 

narration becomes a new Holy Faith1 of the walk to the theatre 

he says, "Coguunos el camino de Santa Fe" {p.J6) and he continues 

this motif' throughout the sections "Santa Fi, ustedes deben ha-

berlo adivinado, era Arcadia, la gloria, la panacea de todos los 

dolores de la adolescencia1 el cine" (p.38). His description 

or the "etapas del camino" (p.40) is reminiscient of the stations 

or the cross (pp.)9-40), Thou~h it is not stated directly, it 

would appear obvious that it is his contact with Bustr6fedon 

which h&s chanGed his way of thinking. When we meet him as an 

adult he still loves the cinema and tends to speak in terms 

drawn from that medium; Codac says, "Silvestre••• siern.pre 

habla en tlrminos de cine" {p.165) and gives sane notable 
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examples, such as "Yo••• veo en big-closeup su mano" (p.166), 

but in a meaningful bit of imagery, his incipient blindness is 

alluded to a number of times and Cul seals the imagery with his 

statanent, "Pronto no verls mis pel!culas que el recuerdo" 

(p.353). One reason for Silvestre•s not having written fore 

while may be that, since "la literatura no tiene mls importancia 

que la conversaci6n" (p.257), he must concentrate on the latter 

(as Cabrera Infante certainly must have done to produce this 

example of the former). 

In the process of the movement of the four principal char-

acters from sight to sound, Arsenic Cul appears as something of 

a maverick. He refuses to place his trust in anything so tran-

sitory as words and prefers to base his life on numbors, which 

presumably do not change. If Bustr6fedon•s last week is to be 

taken as a parallel to Holy Week, as has been proposed, then 

eu, plays the part of Judas (who left the Last Supper to betray 

Christ), because when Bustr6fedon engages in his "complicaciones 

num,ricas" (p.214), Cu~ pointedly leaves the gathering, appar-

ently because he cannot tolerate anyone's playinB with numbers. 

Bustr6fedon has tampered with the very foundation of his life. 

Yet in the last third of the book--the "Bachata" sectlon--Cu& 

tells Silvestre that he objects to Bustr6fedon's having treated 

words as if they were always written, and says, "Yo me ocupo de 

los sonidos. Al menos, ese es el miico oficio qua aprend! de 

veras" (p.J59). In this section, whilo he niakes it clear that 
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he does not believe in words (p.J12, for example), he is so taken 

up by word play that when he has an opportunity to seduce Beba 

Longoria in his car he inexplicably finds himself playing games 

with language which leave her cold (pp.J76-J78). 

In his perception of his environment, Cabrera Infante has 

been most aware of the phenomenon of language, and this has be-

cane his preoccupation in the process of re-creation. Not only 

is the word the only raw material which he as an author has to 

deal with, it serves as the central concern of most of the 

characters and appears by sheer force of will to have become 

alive and taken on flash in Bustr~fedon. This epoch-making 

event is heralded by the appearance of a cosmic phenomenon that 

appears to be sound, and the consequent disruption of the way 

of life of a group of people oriented to the visual provides 

much of the material with which the novel concerns itself. 



IV. Denizens or the Night, Chai•acterization in the Novel 

In one of his interviews Cabrera Infante stresses the fact 

that tor him his characters are "voces," that their very exis-

tence is dependent upon the spoken word rather than upon the 

skillful description of an anniscient narrator or sane such 
1 technique. This is only another way of pointing out that the 

word in this novel is to be taken as &n end in itself. The plot, 

in the traditional sense, is non-existent, and characterization 

as such is no longer a cvntral consideration either. Tho char-

acters exist on the printed page, but only as tho bearers of 

the oral language which constitutos tho true essence of the 

novel. 

It is curious to note that in practice this means that the 

author feels free to switch the identities of his characters 

between editions. He points out that the section which appears 

in~ tristos ti~res as Erib6's first r.arration fonned part 

of eu,•s biography (or rather, autobio~rnphy) in the earlier 

edition, called Vista~ amanecer .2!! ,2!, tr6nico. His comment 

is, "Las voces no tienen biogra.f:!a. 112 The srune switch occurs 

when he simply chan',ses tho nrune '11•:inerva Eros" to "CUba Venegas" 

between editions (p.31).3 The end result is that the completed 

work of art can be made into a very different thing by the 

charige of only a name and perhaps a phrase here a.nd there. It 
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soon becomes evident that the methodical placement or material 

within the text to serve as a basis for the analysis of char-

acters is patently not one of the author's intentions. The 

story of Arsenio Cul especially is extremely difficult to recon-

struct, and the reader is left with enough IO'lowledge to baffle 

and exasperate him, about as much knowledge as could be gained 

by the gathering of chance camnents in life. 

All. characters are totally fictional, and this statement, 

when applied to!!:.!! tristes tigres, is not as simple as it may 

appear. The fact is that certain characters mentioned exist in 

real life under the same names (Rine Leal, Juan Blanco and 

Jesse Fernindez, for example), others reflect one or more living 

individuals to a greater or lesser degrea (Silvestre, Cu~ and 

CcSdac as aspects of Lewis Carroll, Marcel Proust, etc,), and 

still others are totally invented or even represent abstract 

concepts, Cabrera Infante states that Bustr~fedon is literature.4 

Even the real ones, however, are transformed into fiction by 

what I have described as the author's creative imagination. 

They are "voices'' in th:it, in this collection of first person 

narrations, they are made known to the reader exclusively by 

way of their own state~ents and by the descriptions of other 

narrators, nll of whom, incidentally, roust be suspected of being 

wrong or biased--or both--at least part of the tL~c. As a re-

sult of the book's form the reader is constantly at the mercy 

of the various points of view of its narrators. An illustration 
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or what this me~ns in practice is seen in the fact that La 

Estrella is presented ahcst exclusively by C~dac, and the 

point or view of the myth-seeking photographer is strongly 

evident in the image which the reader receives trom the page. 

The case of the famous Cuban authors parodied in thei1· 

supposed treatment of the theme of Trotsky's death also illus-

trates this point. Cabrera Infante says, "Por otra parte, 

observe qua Alejo Carpentier o I.ezama Li.nul, escritores mls o 

menos reales, son convertidos por el libro en pura ficci6n. 

Mientras que Lino Novls Calvo--un pretexto por el jugo [sic] 

verbal--se tom6 as! mismo, a las refer9ncias literarias que 

hice de ,1 pero mls que eso a su persona, por el villano del 

libro."5 One wonders whether Cabrera Infante is taking •persona" 

in the etymological sense of a mask, and that what he does to 

the mask, that is, to his own viewpoint on the man's image, 

must not be construed as an attack on the man himself. Beyond 

this there is the fact, unnentioned by Cabrera Infante and 

apparently unnoticed by Novls Calvo, that the parody is donA by 

Bustr6fedon, himself a fictional character, and therefore is 

yet another step rer..oved from life. 

What Cabrera Infante does with himself in the work should 

be noted, since, although it is not new, it is si~nificant. 

Miguel de Unamuno fictionalized himself by enterin.~ into Niebla., 

and Cabrera Infante has dona somethin~ similar, although he does 

not appear in person. If the reader is reasonably familiar with 



the author he must note in how many particulars the character 

Silvestre reflects him, he is a writer, rather heavy, wears 

glasses, loves the movies and is from Oriente. But at about the 

point at which one is assum.ing that Silvestre really represents 

the author, in r011tan !. clef style, Silvestre is the one who pulls 

rran his pocket a note signed simply "GCI," thereby doubling up 

the reader's image or him (p.4)9). Cabrera Infante had done much 

the same thing in his!!!!. oficio del siglo !!,, a collection of 

articles previously written by hbi under the pseudonym. "G. 

Ca!n."6 In his role as editor, Cabrera Infante treats ~ea!n" 

throughout as a fictional character and contin11ally reiterates 

that he is dead--which, as a secondary creator, he is. That is, 

even thou~h he will live for the reader each time the book is 

opened, he will write no more in the place of Cabrera Infante. 

The author considered for a time the possibility of enti-

tling the book~ confesionAs de ~o.1.!:.2, since the first person 

narration reflects what he describes as a strong penchant 8Jllong 

Cubans for confession, "Los cubanos nos confess.mos todos los 

d!as1 no en la iglesia, sino ante cad~ pr6jimo •••• Co~o d1-

versi6n t~cnica el libro ensaya todas las formas posibles de la 

confes16n ••• y, por fil.timo pero no fil.tirno, un sueno, que con-

sidero la forma mls !ntima, veraz y escabrosa de las confe-

siones ••••"? The drea~ takes on this kind of importance, no 

doubt, because it is the work of the unconscious and therefore 

cannot be falsified. Cabrera Infante says, "Te!llemos mls al 
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psiquiatra, al que conts.mos nuestros suenos, que al cura, al 

que solulente conf'esamos nuestros pecados,"8 

Sins, that is, are only extern11l acts, which, being influ-

enced or even precipitated on the spur of the moment by external 

forces, might reveal little about the person who has committed 

th811l. Dreams, on the other hand, reveal the inward reality of 

the personality, and may uncover aspects of a man's life which 

he has no intention of revealing. The total effect of the 

first person narration throughout the book is to assure that 

each narrator will reveal himself. In this aspect the novel is 

well summarized by Silvestre when he says, "Todo se reduce, en 

definitiva, a un problcma de puntos de vista" (p.410), which 

means that each ruirrator's inner reality must determine the way 

in which he perceives and expresses exterior reality, and that 

expression in turn--bein~ a confession--reveals a part of his 

inner reality. 

In point of fact, the supposed exterior world which the 

narrators attempt to describe is so transformed by the~ that it 

is difficult for the reader to reconstruct for himself "what it 

was really like." This effect stands in contrast to that pro-

duced by the realistic novel, in which the aim of the author 

was to reproduce an obj~ctive world so accurately that the 

reader would feel he had lived in it. In~ tristes ti~res 

the reader is deliberately tossed about by a playful author 

until he is hopelessly confused as to what is to be accepted as 
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In any work or fiction the reeder must place himself in a 

framework called "the willing suspension or disbelief," so that 

while he is reading the work he accepts anything the author 

presents within that framework as a part or its particular form 

or reality. A brillant example or the exploitation or such a 

concept to manipulate the reader is round in Diderot's Jacgues 

le Fataliste. In it Diderot engages in such activities as por-

traying an armed mob descending upon his heroes and then stat-

ing, a few sentences on, that there really was no such mob after 
9 all. The result for the reader is a jolting experience in 

which he must accept as untrue what he had previously accepted 

as vividly real. 

Cabrera Infante does something similar, though far more 

complex. In the section known as "Los visitantes11 the reader 

is first made to accept a fictional reality in the form of a 

better-than-average short story purportedly written by acer-

tain William Campbell. Following his story are corrections by 

his wife, who indicates that Mr. Campbell, who is a professional 

writer, has falsified sane details in order to make it a bettor 

story. If, then, the real events to which she refers are in 

fact fictional (that is, invented by Cabrera Infante), the reader 

is already faced with two levels of fictional reality1 Campbell 

has fictionalized fiction. 

Near the end of the book Silvestre reads his note from 
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"GCI," which contains a biographical sketch of William Campbell, 

indicating that ho is (in 1958, presumably) a professor of Span-

ish Literature at a university in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Cei·-

tain publications of his are listed, including an article for 

the magazine Sports Illustrated (pp.4J8-'.39). The author of the 

note stat.es that the story had been submitted to Carteles, 

another magazine which actually existed, after its translation 

by Rine Leal, who is a living pei•son and a friend of Cabrera 

Infante. Thus the reader is tempted to accept the idea that 

William Campbell is a living person, not a fictional creation 

of the author's. It mi~ht be, then, that the latter included 

the story, written by a person as real as himself, alon~ with 

the horrible translation by Rine, s:tmply to indicate what hap-

pened when it was submitted to Carteles. Yet there is even 

More erosion of what has been accepted by the reader on the 

basis of Mrs. Campbell's modifications of the original story. 

The biography presents him as a bachelor, a teetotaler, and not 

yet 40, and all of this contradicts what has been said previously. 

At this point it appears that the living person William Campbell 

may have invented himself c wife, a set of characteristics and a 

story. 

The problem lies in the fact that the note is presented to 

the reader by a fictional narrator, Silvestre, a.nd it is he who 

interacts with the real person GCI. However, "GCI" h9.s become 

a fiction~l person (by his own definition) by entering into the 
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framework of the novel. Furthermore, the fact is that this 

William Campbell doGs not mdst1 there is no such article in 

Sports Illustratad, and no one by that name over taught at 
10 either or the colleges in Baton Rouge. 

Tha result is that the reader who expects to be presented 

with clear-cut concepts and characters will be disappo:tnted. It 

is net the author's intention to construct a fictional world with 

definite boundaries1 he is interested rather in presenting, by 

way of the spoken word, a number or visws of reality. An example 

of this can be seen in an interview in which Cabre1•a. Inf nnte 

states, "F.ay dos grandes ironistas en TTT, el fotcSgrafo CcSdac y 

el bongosero Erib~-dos hipcScritlls, pat~tic21,1ente hipiScritas, 

hipocritas inocentes."11 In C&iac•s case this means that a care-

ful readir.g or tha book will reveal that on p.125 he ridicules 

EribcS's theory on rhythm, while on p.21J he attampts to put it 

into practice. More significantly, however, he states on p.16J 

that Silvestre has told hi.rn that he heard BustrcSfedon' s maid use 

the latter's real name, while on p.207 ho says he doe.Jn't kno~ 

if' he even had one. EribcS is a hypocrite in that he 11arrates e.n 

entire section of the book (pp.4t-52) in which he attempts to 

convince his boss that his wife is goin~ to have a baby and thRt 

he needs a raise for that reason. He has previously received 

one on the basis of having beeu l'larried. Tho reader is led to 

accept all o.f t.his alon;,; with the boss. Lnt-c::-- in the bcok it 

boco.r.e~ .::ivident that thP-re will be no baby; in fact tr.ere is no 
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wife. 

The end result is that two of the narrators cannot be 

trusted even to attempt to tell the truth, yet CcSdac is the one 

through whom nearly all the pertinent information concerning 

both La Estrella and Bustr~fedon is received. The reader, in 

effect, is left as unsure of what to accept--on any level--as 

he is when reading the news in a paper which is strongly 

slanted towards one ideological viewpoint. 

Sane of the characters give the impression that they could 

be quit.a believable as conventional n'.)velistic creations. They 

could exist in real life, as 1n fact some of them did, if it 

were not for the fact that as phenomena thoy are filtered 

thrcu~h the creative ima~ination of the various narrators nnd 

thereby transformed. This process can be examined to good effect 

in C&iac's presentntion of the three WOfllen, Estrella, Cuba Ven~-

gas and Ir-enita. All three are believable types as they exist, 

Cuba the superficial pop singer and sex kitten, Est~ella the 

novelty sin~er, and Irenita the giddy show girl. But in the 

fertile ima~ination of C6dac they beco~e a triad consisting of 

two extremes and a middle. As ~entioned previously, Estrella's 

hu~e and dark appearance is contrasted with that of the tiny, 

blonde Irenita as they emer~e out of the darkness. C&lac•s 

choice of words causes the scene to take on the character of a 

magic shows "~e dijo, Te voy a presentar a Irena y nos~ de 

d6nde sac6 una rubita chiquitica, preciosa •••" (p.62). The 
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transition batwaen this vision and the one in which Ia Estrella 

suddenly appears on stage is accomplished by the mention ot 

Cuba Venegas• rendition or a song concerning "la penumbra vaga" 

(p.63), the halfway point between the two imagos of light and 

darkness. 

What C~dac does at this point ia something which might be 

called the verbal vei·sion of an i!npressionistic painting. 

After describing Irenita as looking the way Marilyn Mon!"oe would 

it the J:!baro Indians had shrunk her whoie body, for sane reason 

he focuses his attention on her teeth, "La rubita se ri~ con 

ganas levantando los labios y ensefiandc los dientes como si se 

levantara el vestido y ensenera los muslos y ten:!a los dientes 

mis bonitos que yo he visto en la oscuridad •••" (p.62). In 

the first place it is clear that what began as a smaller-than-

average protty girl has been transfor~ed fo-,:, the reader by the 

verbal expression of the point of view of a photographer created 

by the author; the reader sees, not some supposedly objactive 

image of a person, but one man's experience as presented by way 

of the use of creative langU2.ge. 

Secondly, there 1.s n;ore to the description than meets the 

eye, for it appears to have been born of Cabrera Infante's fas-

cination with Lewis Carroll. As a result of C&iac•s words the 

reader is left with an image of a perfect set of teeth shini~ 

in the darkness, which recalls Carroll's Cheshire Cat, who 

periodically disappears, leav:'-ng only his ~111ile. 
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Irenita is never described as simply walking in, or as be-

ing sanewhere when the narrator arrives, she always appsars as 

if secreted like an ectoplasm or the night. On p. 274 C&:iac in-

explicably finds himself dancing with her. later she appears 

as Silvestre and Cul are about to enter a night club after con-

tanplating a spouting statu9t in this case she appears to be a 

live version or it. At this point we receive the Bustr6fedon-1n-

tluenced point or view or both the men. Silvestre says, "Del 

sanbrero de copa que es la noche salt6 un conejo. Una curiel. 

Cueriel. Era igualita a la ninf'a hidr6rila" (p.412). Then Cu~ 

introduces her as "Irenita Atineri," a palindrane. It is or 

little importance whether he m3kes up this nama on the spot or 

not, as he does "Silvestre Noche Desln'' t it is language which 

makes her another in-and-out character, the rabbit out of the 

hat (perhaps a canbination of the March Hare and the Mad Hatter 

this time) who is the same on either side or the looking glass 

because her name is equally reversible. 

Of all the characters C&:lac is probably the most sensitive 

to the mythic, and in his search for the absolute, archetypal 

Woman he attempts to gather in the extremes of beauty and ugli~ 

ness, ~'l.llr,ess and monstrous size, sight and sound. It is fer 

this reason that La Estrells. makes such a profound impression 

on him when he is with her opposite, Irenita. In his mythic 

imagination these two, plus Cuba, the mulcta, form a triad. 

There are many scenes in which La Estrella appears without the 
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other two in C&:lac.•s narration, but whenever one or the others 

!!. present there is a predictable reaction between what appear 

to be opposing forces. Perhaps this is a mythic expression or 

the fact that when pure, primitive, un8l'llbellished sound is in 

the ascendancy that which tlepends upon illusion and visual and 

tactile stimulation is doomed. La Estrella and the others re-

pel each other the way two magnets with opposing charges are 

driven apart. When CcSdac is engaged in erotic play with Cuba 

Ia Est.rella nearly "sinks the table to the surface" (p.27'.3), 

and it is here that he finds himself dancing with Irenita, as 

if Cuba had be~n shrunk and bleached by the appearance or the 

black star. On another occasion ha takes Irenit& to the Capri 

and La Estrella appears on stage1 later she refuses to allow 

Irenita in her dressing roan (pp.284-85). 

That C&iac is in search or the mythic Wanan is illustrated 

in the dream which he narrates on pp,16o-61. It is certainly 

one of those dreams which Cabrara Infante loves, which con!ess 

what a man truly is in the depths of his soul. Perhaps it re-

veals first of all the naJ_•rator•s love for the no.,als of Ernest 

Hemingway (which Cabrera :.rl'ante sha:i:-es), since the dream is a 

personal reworking of~ 011 !1!!!, an1 !:h.!~, complete with 

references to the fact that the boy (Silvestre in this case) is 

not allowed to go fishing with him because he is "salao" (Heming-

way's term). Like the old man, C&lac eventually hooks a fish1 

"De entre las aguas azulea, violetas, ultraviolets.r;, ven!a un 
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pes tostorecente que era largo y se pareo!a a Cuba y despu&s se 

achicaba y era Irenita y se volvi& prieto, negruzco, negro y 

era Magalena y cuando lo cog!, que pie~, canenz& a crecer ya 

crecer y se hizo ta.n grande como el bote ••• "(p.160), As it 

turns out, the fish is la Estrella, who we learn is in bed with 

him and is smothering him. The fish or the quest has moved 

through the forms of the wan.en in whan he has an interest and 

has culminated in her, Furthermore, the sea image relates t.o 

the archetypal symbol of the feminine. 

Characterization is a distinctive process in the work of 

this author whose aim is to capture the h\.Ullan voice on the wing, 

Whatever the reader might imagine the re&l or fictional char-

acters -to be like in real life, he is still dependAnt upon tho 

voices which he hears from the novel for his informe.tion, Thnt 

information, moreover, comes not in the form of hard, objective 

facts, but as the private interpretations of all the narrators 

who deal with a given subjact, Each of them provides a certain 

amount of infor.:.ation concorr,ing certain third parties, but 

usually reveals more than he interns concerning !11.mself, for 

this is all confession. The re,ader must take what he can gr/.:., 

serving as co-creator with tho author and ending up with his 

own per~onal point of view with rer.;a.rd to thesr~ donizens of t.he 

night. 



V. THE NOVEL AS HEIISGESCHICHTE 

It bas been assumed by several critics that 1n Tres tris-- -
!:!.!_ tigres Cabrera Infante has abandoned all structure and pre-

sented the reader with a haphazard, rather chaotic collection 

or more or less disparate elements, since little or no attempt 

bas been made to tie the sections together for the reader. 

The assumption appears to be that the book is a collage 

whose unity lies 1n the fact that the material deals mainly with 

a circle of friends 1n Havana in 1958. Luis Gregorich feels 

that it should be considered an open novel in part because of 

its "trama estructural qua consiste en c<Xligos o form&s qua, 

lejos de cer de tipo un!voco, pueden or~anizarse de diversas 

maneras ••••" He ~oes on to say that the last part or the no-

vel, called "Bachata," is comparable to Rayuela's "cap!tulos 
1 prescindibles." 

This discussion brings to mind the comment of Alain 

Robbe-Grillet, who, when accused of writing novels lacking in 

structure, stated, "A new form. will al\rn,ys seem more or less an 

absence of 2.ny form at all, since it is unconsciously judged by 
2 reference to the consecrated forms." Raymond D. Souza h~s 

pointed out that trist~ ,lli.!:£! is a wurk which is cr.ar-

acterized by a "~omplete ernphnsis on language, 11 and tl:at "the 

freedcm of its language has radicnlly 2ltered the import~nce of 
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structure to the degree that the novel has no plot."3 The point 

to note is that the absence of plot and explicit order does not 

necessarily imply the absence of structure. It is my contention 

that in this novel the structure is created~ the use of lan-

guage, and that the linguistic process is so determinative of 

form that a major portion of the impact of the book would be 

lost by the rearrangement or its parts. 

The view of Octavio Paz that for modern man art may be a 

replacement for religion is well known. Arsenio Cu& appears to 

reflect this view when he says, "El arte (como.la religi6n o 

cano la ciencia. o como la filosof!a) es otro intento de imponer 

la luz del orden a la tinieblas del caos. Feliz t~, Silvestre, 

que puedes o croes que puedes hacerlo por el verbo" (p.JJ4). 

The implication is that since history is viewed as "un caos 

conc&ntrico" (p.J64) the re-creation of a part of it may neces-

sarily be chaotic as well, but some of the characters are en-

gaged in an attempt to impose order on the chaotic situation 

through the very words which create it. 

The fact is that the structure of the book reflects that 

or the Bible, and as such reveals the work to be a sort of 

Heilsgeschichte, that is, the history of salvation or the quest 

for it. The parallel of its structure to that of the Bible is 

seen not so much in the arrangement of its parts as in the lin-

guistic setting of scenes at various points. In other words, 

even though the biblical pattern reflects the fact th~t the 
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author conceives o1 bis work as the record ot the creation, 

development, redemption (through BustrcSfedon) and s.pocalypse 

of this particular world, he does not allow any such linear 

pattern to detennine the form or the work. Rather, he em-

ploys allusions to biblical events and the use of language to 

identify his characters and their everyday actions with the 

events or transcendent iMportance recorded in the Bible. 

At times it is only the choice of words by the narra-

tor--presumabl)· unconscious on his part--which tends to cause 

the jump from the mundane to the 111yth:1.c. This is the case with 

the prologue, in which, as I have mentioned, the references by 

the emcee, the "animador del Tropicana" (p.120), to cold, rain 

and paradise and his call for light, together with his own crea-

tion or a chaotic world by means of the word, indicate that this 

may be the author's version or Genesis 1 and 2. In short, it is 

the choice or words by the author which transforms a rather for-

gettable and superficial speech into the proclamation of the ad-

vent of a new world. It is not even necessary for the author 

to have invented these words for him, since the emcee may have 

used many significant words unwittingly. 

It is the johannine literature of the New TestAment which 

most often serves as Cabrera Infante•s point of reference, al-

though many references are to other portions of the Bibla. As 

a writer whose preoccupation is largely with lang,tage as such, 

Cabrera Infante might well be expected to take special note of 



a chapter such as John 11 

Before the world was c~eated, the Word already existed 
• • • • Through him God made all things I not one 
thing in all creation was made without him. The Word 
had life in himself and this life brought light to 
men • ••• The Word became a human being and lived 
among us (Selected fran John 111-14). 
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We have already discussed the incarnation of the Word in Bus-

trcSredon. The section dealing with him as the word incarnate is 

in the center or the book, as the gospels, which deal with Christ's 

life and ministry, are central to Bible history. Following Bus-

trcStedon we note an increasing n\ll!lber of references to the apoc-

alypse, allusions to the other major johannine book, the Apoca-

lypse or Revelation of St. John. 

It would be well to note the way in which the biblical struc-

ture is indicated by periodic allusions. After the creative act 

of the prologue we would expect to find something of the history 

of the book or Genesis. It is in fact present, although, as 

stated previously, it does not materially affect the content of 

the narration but exists in the form of undertones created by 

fine linguistic keys. The allusions are not even necessnrily 

in chronological order, though they generally follow the biblical 

progression of events. 

Beyond the emcee's implication that the Tropicana is Para-

dise there is Silvestre's reference to the movies as "Arcadia, 

la gloria, la panacea de te>:ios los dolores de la adolescencia" 

(p.38), and to his section of the theatre, the "primera fila del 
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gallinero (llamada tambiln el para!so)" (p.'.39). These could be 

construed as a child's version or heaven, but they are also well 

taken as the unspoiled paradise of childhood. At one point on 

his •Camino de Santa F'" (another double reference, to the wes-

tern movie and to a kind or religious pilgr:1.mnge along the sta-

tions or the cross), the foods on display provide for him "ese 

olor a todas las fruta.s posibles del lrbol de la ciencia del 

bien y del mal, con el aroma de los jardines de Babilonia" 

(p.40). 

But wo must turn back to the previous section in order to 

perceive a vague reference to the Fall. In the passage immedi-

ately fellowing the prologue the female narrator states, "Yo no 

sab:!a ya qui cosa era ve~dad y qui cosa era mentira" (p.24), a 

portrait of primordial innocence. The Fall occurs in the erotic 

escapades of Petra Cabrera and her boy friend, which are detected 

and announced around town by the young girls, with the result 

that "Ciana Cabrera se mud6 con Petra su hija para Pueblo Nuevo" 

(p.24), a parallel to the expulsion frm the Garden or Eden. 

The very nrune Cabrera may be an allusion to the pastoral Arcadia. 

The Tower or Babel incident is alluded to more clearly, al-

though in this case as well the reader must be prepared to piece 

together certain linguistic clues, not all of the~ in this part 

er the r1ovel. Beba Longoria, who:n the emcee wrongly assumes is 

the wii'o of Colonel Cipriano Sulrez Dl.mora (p.18), engages in a 

telephone conversation with Livia Roz in wliich she de~cribes 
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hov she and her pa~amour the colonel have used political pressure 

in order to gain mmbership in an exclusive club (pp.43-45). The 

language she uses is cora.ical. in its peasant crudity, but she does 

manage to throw in a couple or English exprossions ("Senkiu," 

p.441 "Sol~n,w p.45). 

On the level of everyday life there is no further signifi-

cance. It is a conversation which could very well have taken 

place in Havana during the su'1D!1er or 19,58. But on p.376 Arsenio 

Cu& calls Beba "Babel," and on p.401 Silvestre uses the phrase, 

ltJ3abel, en su lengua confundida •••• w It is then that one may 

recognize that, shortly after the creative act or the prologue, 

Babel has ascended like her namesake the tower, and accompanying 

this phenanenon is the confusion of tongues. 

It is to be expected that the advent of a messiah will 

usher in a messianic age, with all that implies. In the view 

of the writers of the New Testament the caning of th~ Messiah 

meant entrance into an age or dynamic eva~~elistic work, to con-

vert a whole world to allegiance to the Christ. It also meant 

the beginning of the apocalypse ( Se~ Mat thew 24) • True to f orrn, 

Bustr6fedon's disciples and adhvrents view thoir world in much 

the same way, for in a world which is now characterized by 

ever-increasing manifostations of the apocalypse they aro out 

to emulate Bustrtfedon, to proclaim his gospel of the ~onewal 

of language. Silvestre• s and Cu~' s experience 'With Ms.galena 

and Beba illustrates this, in that the fo~,nor attempt not tc 
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seduce the latter sexually, but to overwhelm them with words. 

In thie case the attempt ends in failure, because the two girls 

are too oriented to the visual and tactual. Lewis 

Carroll-style word play loses them, while a fat man clumsily 

avoiding being hit by their car leaves them helpless with 

laughter. But later on, in the ancount~.r trl.th Irenita, when 

word play is enga~ed in, it is said of her, "Se ri6. Estaba 

en otro c!rculo que Magalena y Beba" (p.412), 

It may well be that the two girls are intended as apoca-

lyptic figures, and as such are part and parcel of what Silvestre 

and Cu& sense is happening to their world. Cu& does identify 

Beba with Babel, which is simply the Hebrew word for Babylon, 
4 and that city is called "the great prostUute" in Rev. 1912, 

The name Magalena, of course, is an allusion to tho woman in 

the gospels whose name has become synonymous with prostitution 

(though she is redeemed). Perhaps this imagery constitutes 

one reason for the men's unconsciously veering from the course 

which would have led them to involvement with such ominous 

characters. 

Tho apocalyptic theme is a hi~hly i111portant one for many 

contemporary writers. Writing in the Saturday RP,view, Marcia 

Cavell saysa 

The temper of the til'!es is ;,pocalyptic. 1fany of the 
young--and they are not r..lona--f eel that tho i·-iest is 
all but finished, Sm.e of them a.re anxious to hurry 
it ~long. Others simply prepare to get out from 
und.er. They are convinced that 1"h~Jt society nAeds 



is not piecemeal changes, a little more or a little 
less can.promise, sane adjustments within the human 
condition, but a new heaven and a new earth, and 
that these :"511 cane only when the old order has 
passed away. 

This is no passing fada it a~pears to be the bedrock reality 

within the unconscious or sane or the most sensitive artists 

or our day. Aniela Jarr&, in her discussion ot the relation-

ships between art and psychology in Jung's !1!!!,~fil! Symbols, 

says or the painter Jackson Pollock, "Pollock's pictures ••• 

are charged with boundless emotional vehemence. In their lack 

or structure they are almost chaotic •• , • They may be re-

garded as a parallel to what the alchernists called the massa 

contusa, the prima rnateria, or chaos--all ways of dofining the 

precious prime matter of the alchemical process, the starting 
6 point of the quest for the essence of being." 

The apocalypse, then, is a return to the most basic ori-

gins. It should be pointed out that within the Christian 

scheme it means not a recycling of the order of being, the 

archetypal etornal return, but a final return to the paradise 

on earth and in the heavens which prevailed before the Fall. 

While Cabrera Infante draws nearly all his apocalyptic imagery 

frau the Christian Apocalypse, the viewpoint of his narrators 

is hardly one of expectation of the return to paradiser they 

have simply had too much fun in the old world. What they per-

ceive is th& coming of a revolution, not 0111.y in wh2.t occurred 

under C~stro, but on every level of life. Castro's revolution 
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is only one manifestation in Cuba or the universal re-ordering 

of things. 

In this regard as well as others in~ tristes tip.;res, 

Arsenio eu,•s position is not only different from that or any-

one else in the book but dif'f'icult to pin down, One gains the 

impression that the 11uthor has inteuded him~-with his raincoat 

and dark glasses--to be a deliberate enigma, a character not 

to be revealed to the reader but hidden from. him. In fact, the 

first reference to him in the b~ok is as "Harsenio Qui" by 

Delia Doce (p,'.30), pointing up his pt'oblematical nature, Cul 

resists the apocalypse, even \lhile others such as Silvestre 

maintain an ambivalent attitude t.cwards it, That is, Silvestre 

gladly embraces the revolution of language brought about by 

Bustr6fedon, but he is unsettled by the fact that things appear 

to be cming apart and not functioning according to the rules, 

even in his own thinking and beha.vio-.•. C&ia.c is captivated 

first by La Estrella and than by Bustr6fv.ion, and likes the 

changes, but is disturbed by the fact thnt love affairs dor.•t 

work out for him any more. 

Cu&, on the other hand, runs. He senses the apocalyptic 

nature of the age more than anyone else, apparently because he 

has already been through a private one which has destroyed his 

cld world of anonymity and poverty and brought about a nAw one 

or moderate wealth and fame. In on6 of the -two sections 

rmrratod by him he tells the story of going to see a certain 
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influential but eccentric individual who may be able to get him 

a job as a writer. In the apartment he meets Beba, talks with 

the impresario, and is apparently shot by the latter, at which 

point the section ends (pp.53-60). The entire scene is replete 

with imagery drawn :f'rom the book of Revelation. One less ob-

vious example is the presence of Baba, who, as has been pointed 

out, is later identified with Babylon. However, she also appears 

to take on the aspect or the beast of the sea (Rev. 1311) as 

she emerges fr001 the swimming pool (p.55). Cu& sees an angel 

made of porcelain, which is intended to represent the scene in 

Rev. 1012-10. There the angel places one foot on land and the 

other on the sea (to demonstrate that the message to come is 

tor the whole earth). lie has a scroll containing the secret 

divine plan. John is ordered to eat it and told, "It will turn 

sour in your stanach, but in your mouth it will be sweet as 

honey" (Rev. 1019). Cu&, when he sees the statue, says, "Sent! 

tal hambre ••• que me habr:!a comido el librito si el lngel me 

lo hubiera ofrecido. Decid! olvidarlo" (p.55). A little later, 

"Mir& al ingel cara a cara. Parec:!a ofrecerme su libro abierto. 

Luego lo mir& a '1 y ere! ver que sonre:fa. ,El hambre beati-

tica ?" (p.58). In the process it is revealed that the other 

man's name is Gabriel (p.55). 

As it turns out, the bitter experience of thinking be has 

been murdered is transformed into the sweetness of learning 

that he has a job &nd is on his way up, though not as a writer. 
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The reader, however, is left wondering until very near the end 

or the book, although if' he has noticed the name Arsenio in the 

narration (p.59) he will surmise that he did not actually die. 

Near the end of the book, bu~ no longer in direct narration, is 

the end or the story, in Silvestre•s report or what Cul has re-

lated. to him. Cu& begins by referring to "otro atngel fuerto, 

envuelto en una nube, que habl~ con voz de trueno" (p.42J1 the 

reference is to Rev. 1412). Then the images or Gabriel and the 

angel merge, as do the book and the pistol. Gabriel says, "Va-

mos. Arriba" (p.424), an allusion to St. John's being called 

to heaven in Rev. 411. In his last paragraph Cul says, "Mesa-

cud! oso polvo sietnpre imaginario de los que caen y se levantan, 

el gesto de Uzaro, y sal!" (p.424). In other words, this has 

been a symbolic death and resurrection for him, his personal 

version of the death and rebirth of the whole universe which is 

the apocalypse. 

Approximately the last third of the book is occupied by 

the section entitled "Bachata," which consists, in terms or the 

action, of one long night spent by Silvestre and cu, in and 

around Havana, engaged in various kinds of activity appropriate 

to the setting. The movEl!Tlent is from a vision of the world 

which reflects th~ dawn of a new creation to "el silencio de 

la fltima noche11 (p.444). At this point both IA Estrelh. and 

Bustr~fedon have diad, and the apocalypse has been sAt in mo-

tion. In his fir:::t para.graph Silvestrl3 employs a numbar of 
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stylistic devices in order to universalize the narration and 

place it again in the realm of myth, In a jumble or tensf3St 

the tendency or which is to remove the scene from time, he 

brings in Bustrc:Sf'edon, their ubiquitous canpanion (as he does 

on the last page of his narr~tion) 1 "Serl una llstima que 

BustrcSfedon no vino con nosotros •••• Era una llstima que 

Bustrc:Sfedon no vendrtC con nosotros •••• Es una llstima que 

BustrcSfedon no viene con nosotros •••" (p,293), Having removed 

it fran time (and perhaps placed it in the realm of language), 

he ranoves it from space by referring to the Almendares as "ese 

Ganges del indio occidental," Then he refers to "la cicatriz de 

la divisic:Sn de las aguas," an allusion to the creation story of 

Genesis, and seemingly not content to unfold the scene only 

within the framework of Judeo-Christian tradition, brings in 

archetypal myth as well with "al fondo el mar siempre y por 

sobre todo, el cielo embellecedor~ que es otro domo veteado1 

el huevo del roe del univorso 9 un inf'inito jabc:Sn azul" (p,293), 

a reference to the myth of the universal egg, Nor does he stop 

there, for he then draws upon contemporary apocalyptic imagery 

as he describes the clouds as forming "una natural nube ato-

mica" (p,293). 

Within this framework Silvestro and Cu& engage in a jour-

ney which is deliberately related. to the archetypal hero's 

quest, although perhaps its object is not so clear, At one 

point there is confusion between the words 11La.odicea" and .,La 
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Odisea.• The former is a key element in the book or Revelation, 

being the location ot the church which is criticized by Christ 

tor its lukewannnessr later in!!:!! tristes tigres eu, makes the 

same accusation of Havana. The latter, in contrast, is perhaps 

the best known ot the world's hero stories, At other points 

their escapades are described in terms or "las aventuras de 

Robinson Culsoe y su Sllviernes en la isla de Lesbos" (p.)68), 

or or the voyages of Columbus and Cortis, journeys or discovery 

and conquest, respectively (pp.371 and 401). The final third 

or the book might well be characterized by Sllvestre•s phrase 

as "el log de Gog yMagog" (p.)65). 7 

The allusion to the Robinson Crusoe story points up the 

solitude or this night, a mood prevalent throughout the novel. 

Not only the story or the one night which occupies the entil·e 

"Bachata" section, but the rest of the work as well, is charac-

terized by many nttempts at seduction and virtually no results. 

The only actual success in lovemaking within the framework of 

the book's present time occurs in the last sentence of the 

second third or the novel, immediately preceding the "Bachata" 

section. There C&iac says, 11Encontra.-nos a Irenita y una amiga 

sin nombre que sal:!an del escondite de Hernando y las invitamos 

air a Las ve~as donde no r.ab!a show ni Chowcito ni nada ya, 0 

solamente el tocadiscos y estuvimos all! como media hora to-

mando y hablando y ri~ndonoc y oyendo discos y despu,s, casi 

amaneciendo, nos las llevamos para un hotol de la playa 11 (p,288), 



The laconic tone of this report underscores the sterility or 

the relationships involved, one with a nameless ~irl. The en-

tertainment has ceased, and this is the "casual and meaninp,less 

sex" which Rayr11ond D. Souza points out as characterizing the 
8 Havana of this era. 

The point is that man-woman relationships are not func-

tioning properly, and this is an apocalyptic situations the 

world order is in a state of revolution. Reference has been 

made to the ambiguity of the name_of Minerva Eros, prP.sqnt at 

the creation as sort of a ~oddess presiding over amorous activ-

ities a "Minerva en~alanari ••• el tD.timo show en cada noche de 

Tropicana" (pp.18,19). This is not VAnus, it is the goddess of 

chastity--or of sterility, dependin~ upon the viewpoint. In 

the section dealin~ with what I have called the Fall and expul-

sion from the garden it is those engaged in normal heterosexual 

activities (thou~h in an illicit manner) who are expelled and 

disgraced, while the two ~irls who are able to expose them on 

account of their own hO!!losexual acts become minor celebrities. 

There is an implication in the story of Cuba Venegas to 

the effect that her movement is towards lesbianism, Erib6 

states that shP. went out first with Codac "y despu&s con 

Piloto y Vera (primero con Piloto y luego con Vera)" (p.91), 

but thero are hints of it already in the l~tter which Celia 

Doce writes to Cuba's mother. In it she describes Cuba's com-

ing with a photo~rapher who, judgins from Erib6's stotement, 



must be C&:lac, and later, "Bino aqu:! una tarde por la tarde 

con una am.iga rubia y las dos tra!an ••• pantalones ••• y ••• 

dec:!an cosas que yo no entend!a casi y se re:!an despu&s ••• y 

se des:!an constantemente mi hermana y mi amiga y mi amiguita y 

cosas as!• (p.33). 

In view of the fact that Cuba clearly appears to represent 

one aspect or the nation, this shirt in her must be taken as 

significant (she is referred to as "Toda Cuba," p.116, and 

called "la Puta Nacional," p.368). Erib~, who says he dis-

covered her and changed her name from Gloria P~rez, describes 

her as "una mulata alta, de pelo bueno, india" (p.91), and this 

combination of Cuba's three races, alon~ with her new name and 

other comments throughout the book would tend to confirm that 

she represents the Cuban nation in its sellout to artificinlity 

and superficiality. In any case it is Cuba--in either sense--

which is rejecting the traditional ways and moving to homosexu-

ality. It is out of this experience that Silvestre can refer 

to Cuba as "la isla de Lesbos." 

In the "Bachata" section Cabrera Infante creates an apoc-

alyptic atmosphere in part by al.Most conti.~ual roferonces, often 

carefully veiled, to the book of Revelation. At certain points 

these become concentrated in Silvestre's narration. This is 

true of division X, which open~ (p.)18) with Silvestre's taking 

note of the smell of the sea, which he qualifies as "un sexo, 

otr-a vagins.," that is, something with ~hich one can enter into 
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union and expect renewal, a motif which occurs often in the works 

of other contemporary Spanish American authors such as Carlos 

Fuentes. Silvestre and Cu& head for the bar called Laodicea, 

whose owner is named Juan (St. John, author of the Revelation, 

refers to Laodicea in ch.J, vv.14-22). They drive down "una 

avenida nueva" where they see "un edificio cuadrado" (p.J19)J 

these are probably references to the New Jerusalem (Rev.21).9 

When they arrive Cu~ says, "He aqu! el am&n" (p.J20) and Sil-

vestre misses the apocalyptic reference to Jesus' word to Lao-

diceaa "This is the message from the Amen° (Rev.Ja14), think-

ing that C.'lHf means "el acme." In the biblical passage in ques-

tion Jesus also says, "If you have ears, then listen" (Rev. 

Ja22), and on entering the bar the two men hear a wornan's voice 

say, "El que tene;a oreja que oiga" (p.321). Tunnediately there-

after Cue greets the owner (Juan Laodicea)a "Cue me explic6 

quien era, pero no o:!, facinado cc:no estaba mirando la pecern 

en que hAb:!a una raya pequena dando vueltas, eternamente. Era 

un obispo. Cue me dijo que siempre hab!a. uno y que siempre se 

mor:!a y siempre lo cambiaban por otro, pero que no pod:1'.a 

distinguirlos, que lste pod1'.a ser ol anterior o un sucedineo" 

(p.J21). Cu~ is the one who ha~ already been through a kind of 

apocalypse, through a mets.phor of death a11d rebirth J he is sen-

sitive to the apocalyptic, and especially to the prospect of 

death. The ray in the tank reinforces what is .;.lreacly aL-nost 

an obsession for the main characters, the concept that death is 
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inevitable for eve~y individual and that immortality is only 

that of the species. In the process any given individual is 

forgotten. At this point Cul orders a daiquiri without sugar 

and with a lot of lemon, because he is "imitando al Gran Maes-

tro" (p.321). The obscure reference may be to Christ's havin~ 

been offered a bitter drink at the point of his death. later, 

division XII has Silvestre so lost in his contemplation of the 

tank that the result is a Proustian recall of a number of old 

movies, specifically horror movies. 

Another concentration of imagery from the Revelation occurs 

in division XIV, some of it more or less obvious and some ex-

tremely subtle. Silvestre says, 

En el muelle hay un nino que tira piedras chatas en 
el a~ua mansa y chascan, pl~ne~n, saltan y pegan y 
botan dos, tres veces y finalmonte rompen el espejo 
y desaparecen detris, para si~pre. En el embarca-
dero un pescador sin sombra en la luz que Leonardo 
llamar:!a universal, sacaba peces de una lanch!l. 
Sac6 un pez enoZ'lne, foo, un monstruo marina (p.)51). 

There 1s nothing very unusual about this scene on the surface; 

one might expect to come across a fish of unusual size and 

ugliness brought in by a fisherman. Again it is what is done 

subsequently by the use of langua~e which transforms it into a 

movin~ demonstr~tion of the imminence of the apocalypse. First 

Cu~ looks carefully at tho fish1 11Es la bestia, Vamos a darle 

vuelta que debe tener el 666 del ctro lade" (p.352). That is, 

this is the beast !r0111. the sea of Rev. 13,8, whose identity is 

revealed by the proper interprotation of thl'I nurah0r. 666 (R~v. 
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1Ja8). The beast_ of the Revelation appears to represent the 

false relicions and philosophies of the age, but it is unlikely 

that Cul has this in minds rather it is probable that he views 

it as another portent of cataclysm, similar to the mushroom-shaped 

clouds, the stars which frequently fall into the sea, the women 

who resemble "creatures fran the black lagoon" (p,121), and other 

anens. 

Shortly after this Silvestre experiences a vision of Havana 

which again recalls the New Jerusalem of Rev, 21c "La oiudad 

••• se vefa iluminada por una luz que no era artificial ni la 

del sol, que parec:!a propia y La Habana era lum:!nica, un espe-

jismo radiante, easi una promesa contra la noche qua empezaba a 

rodearno~• (p.353). 

It is at this point that Cu& shows him a stone which the 

"little boy" (who turns out to bee little girl) has given him. 

This is an allusion to Jesus' statement in Rev. 21171 "To 

those who have won the victory I will give ••• a white stone, 

on which a new name is written." Then, "alguien, en la oscuri-

dad, la llamaba An~elita ven" (p,353), which is a rofere.r.ce to 

the repeated "Come" of Rev. 6 nnd identifies the child aE: still 

anothe1• ang:el with whom Cu~ 1.s involved. This angel, on a mythic 

level, is related to the one of Rev. 18121, who picks up a stone 

the size of a large millstone and th.rows it into the sea, but 

.Angelita's function here is to pres&nt Cu& with a token of 

his new bed.ng, · the stone being an archetypal syi11bol of what. 
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Jung calls the Self'. The other stones which the little girl 

bas handled are able to maintain themselves above the sea for 

a short while before disappearing into it forever, symbolizing, 

no doubt, man's ability to avoid death for only a brief lire-

time before his disappearance. ~u&•s stone, in contrast, does 

not head out to sea. 

Still, Cul is not satisfied. He senses very strongly that 

the old order of things which brought him to his comfortable 

position is changing, and that the change is irreversible. Con-

cerning the day of his big opportunity he says, "Ese d!a de la 

gracia se detuvo el tiempo. Al menos, para m!" (p.426). Yet 

it is clear that he is not sure he can maintain that state of 

affairs. It is his aim never to change (even though he can 

adopt almost any role), and this is ths reason for his embracing 

or numbers, which presumably do not change, and for his instinc-

tive distrust or language as a means of imposing order on chaos, 

especially the chameleon-like language represented by Bustr6-

fedon. Livia Roz, who is so artificial that she is constantly 

changing, says three times that Arsenio never changes (pp.140, 

152,156). This occurs in the e&rlier portion of the novel. 

In "Bacha.ta," however, the situation is different, Sil-

vestre says, "Cul ten:!a esa obsesi6n del tiempo" (p.296), and 

1n one discussion Cue confides that he feels that time is far 

more culpable thnn Hitler or any other mass murderer of the c~n-

tury, because it kills ev8ryonea "Hay qu& hacer una campana, 
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en la ONU, dondequiera, para declarar genocida al tianpo" (p. 

)26). Apparently the idea that time has ceased for him is only 

wishful thinkings change is in the air. or the sea, an image 

ot change and renewal, and t~erefore related to time, he says, 

"Hi am! ni a mi subconsciente ni a mis miedos atlvicos nos 

gusta el mar" ( p. )14) • 

The same is true of numbers; sturdy though they seem, Cul 

is no longer certain at this point that even they are change-

less. When Silvestre asks him whether he really believes in 

them he replies, "Es casi en lo ~nico que creo. Dos y dos serln 

siempre cuatro y el d!a que sean cinco es hora de echarse a 

correr" (p.)12). On the next page he relates an apocalyptic 

dream (we recall Cabrera Infante's statement with regard to 

dreams as the purest form of confession) in which everything 

begins to burn, and he says, "Echo a correr." Silvestre defi-

nitely senses this tension in him. He says, "Doblamos a la 

izquierda, yendo paralelos al mar, cOJ110 los canales de esta 

Venecia del rico, donde los felices propietarios podrln guardar 

su autantSvil en el cart-port (sic] y su lancha en el yacht-port, 

f'lanqueados por todas las posibilidades de la fuga. Comprend:!a 

que este era el para!so de los Cu~" (p.J20). Cue refers to his 

car as a time machine (pp.298,361), a machine for the escape 

from time, 

Not only is life different for them in that the normal 

relations between the sexes appear not to work out any mores 
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other more mundane details or their daily lives have been 

altered. In Silvestre•s case it is by choice, since he announces 

that he has plans to marry I.aura D!az (p.434). She too has had 

an apocalyptic dream, which Silvestre relates to Cul (pp.420-421), 

In it she hears a countdown, reaches the light switch at zero, 

hears an explosion as the light goes on, and sees that "toda La 

Habana, que es como decir todo el mundo, arde," She knows that 

there has been an 11estallido apocal::!ptico." Then a white woman 

on a grey horse appears, her unconscious' version or the Savior 

on the white horse (Rev. 19111-16)1 it turns out to be Marilyn 

Monroe, and the dream ends with the "savior" smiling at Laura. 

The meaning, evidently, is that laura and her house (a house is 

often symbolic of the person inhabiting it) have been saved by 

her ideal, represented by Marilyn ~onroe, from the revolutionary 

changes taking place in Havana and the rest of the world. 

First it should be noted that Silvestre compares the drenm 

to one which Lydia Cabrera had just before Batista came into 

power (pp.421-422), and Cabrera Infante is clearly telling us 

in this way that his characters have premonitions of the success 

of Castro's revolution. Jung insists that dreams are often 

predictive, and this would then indicate that subconsciously 

Havana knows when an age has corne to an end. 

This woman, for whom superficial glR-~or is salvation in an 

apocalyptic a~e, is the one whom Silvestre intends to marry. 

Cul knows her better than Silvestre does, and he fails to react 
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positi.vely to tha. engagement, as Silvestre obviously would like 

him to do (pp.4J4.J.J-36). Cue has visited the apartrrient of laura 

and her friend Livia Etnd SE'len how a glamor girl is built. He 

says, "Livia, con una rara habilidad!i convi1·ti6 n laura del pa-

tito feo de la provincia1 demasiado alta, demasiado flaca, 

demasiado blanca para Santiago, en un cisne ds ,S.y~ To£ ••• " 

(pp.148-149~ It would appear that from his position of rela-

tive stability Cu~ is in a better position to see what Silvestre 

is really gettin~ than is Silvestre hirnself, with his co:nmitment 

to change. Silvestre, in any event, !1as a tendency to prefer 

what be can preserve in the way of images of reality to tha 

reality itself, and it may be for this reason that artificial 

beauty is as good as--or better than--the real items 

Silvestre miraba el show (i11!.s bien las oo.ilarinas 
del show todas llcnas de piern~s y de muslos y de 
senos) como si lo viAra per primera vez er1 l.q vida. 
La fruta dAl mercado e.jeno. (D,"J nuevo B.) 01vi-
daba esta real beJ_1eza de al lado po?' el espejismo 
de la. belleza en el escenario (p.94), 

Both Silvestre and Cu~ have experienced another change in 

thair situations. Silvestre states that he has not written for 

some time (p.404), and it is stressed r<:'lpeatedly that Cul has 

had a qua'!":rel with the managcri1ent at the television statior~ 

where he has beer, an actor, so t:i:it he is out of work at the 

moment (pp.120,124,142). Nor are they tr.e only ones in thei~ 

circle who have experienced s 1.lch changes of fortune. Bustr6-

fedo~ and La Estrella, of course, are dead, and C&iac, who 
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loves every minute ,of his beat as a photographer on the night 

club circuit, has been taken off it and assigned to the politi-

cal scene, though he, like Silvestre, desires to stay out of 

politics (p.281). Erib6 too has been drawn out of the channel 

which he felt would lead to his becoming a recognized artist and 

is again a lowly bongo dr'lllllm.er (pp.90-91). And Cuba Venegas, as 

has already been mentioned, has ended up in a cellar night club, 

singing "La noche de amor terrnincS," which could well stand for 

the situation of the entire circle of friends. 

The political aspect of the apocalypse--the coming revolu-

tion--is vaguely perceived as one facet of the general transi-

tion fran. one age to another. The characters are aware of what 

is happenin~ in the mountains, but in general they appear to be 

attempt~ to ignore it, or to pass it off as a joke. One of 

BustrcSfedon•s nonsense verses reads as follows, 

Vlyala fina de Vina 
deifel Fader fidal fiasco 
f~lla mim~ psicocastro 
alf~ mar sef~ mas phinas 
(p.210). 

It is BustrcSfedon also who, when he desires to parody a nu:nber 

of Cuban authors, chooses the incident of the murder of Leon 

Trotsky as a subject for their consideraticn, and it is pre-

cisely this examination of a Marxist theoretician and his death 

which occupies the exact center of the novel. 

Bustr6fedon has a theory to the effect that the Russian 

language may be nothing but Spanish in reverse, "El alfabeto 
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cir:O.ico (como dec!a. '11 cyrilic/cilyric) es el alfabeto la-

tino al rev,s, [Y] se puede leer ruso en un espejo" (p.361). 

Since he feels that language is the most important expression 

of a culture, his theory would be important in that then the 

political apocalypse would be seen as a reversal or the present 

cultural values of Cuba in favor or Russian values, as expressed 

in the Russian language. In short, the Spanish language and 

the culture which it expresses are about to move through the 

mirror to become their opposites. In addition to this, the 

trip through the looking glass in Tres tristes tigres 

usually is connected with death, and in this case it is the 

death of a culture. C&:iac says that "Bus viaj6 al otro mundo, 

a su viceversa, al negativo, a la sombra, del otro lado del 

espejo" (p.264), and im:nediately thereupon includes a page which 

is the mirror image or the one in which he made the statement, 

a page which at first glance does look strangely as if it were 

printed in Russian. C&iac indicates that Bustr6fedon can now 

read the page the way he wanted to. In this ragard it is curi-

ous to note that Silvestre refers to his readers as "ustedes 

los del otro lado de la pa~ina" (p.344), indicating perhaps that 

at the time of writing the book's characters have passed through 

the mir1•or and become literature. 

One or the more significant statements with regard to what 

is happening politically appears when Silvestre and Cu~ are 

watching a number of storms developing on the horizon. Silvestre 
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says, "Es la onda del Este" (p.405) and explains that it is "un 

meteoro qua viene desde oriente por toda la costa y se pi.erde 

en la corriente o en el gol.f'o" (p.406). Then there is the fol-

lowing exchanges 

"iQu& te parece?" 
"Que viene de d6nde nosotros." 
"iDel Johnny's Dream?" 
"De Oriente, cono." 
(p.406). 

This playful c0n1bination of four lines links the storm to both 

the book of Revelation (which is "John's Dream") and to the prov-

ince of Orienta, which is Fidel Castro's native province and the 

area in which he began his revolutionary activities. later, 

when they are in a restaurant, Silvestre cormnents, "Dice Ches-

terton que el t~, corno todo lo que viene de Oriente, es veneno 

cuando se hace fuerte" (P.425), a brilliant line with at least 

a triple reference, to the products of the Orient, includir.g 

canmunism., to those two dictators who were fran Orienta province, 

Batista and Castro, and finally to Silvestre and Cu~ themselves, 

both frcm Oriente1 "iSe refer!a a nuestra provincia?, le pre-

gunt&" (p.425). At one point Cu~ appears overcome with !l1eun- • 

choly and says he is i:_,;oin~ to the mountainsa "Que me uno a. 

Fial, a Fidel." Silvestre's reply is, ":Sstls borracho, he.r-:-iano" 

(p.347). 
In the ~idst of a sort of interior monologue Silvestre 

comments th~t "la histeria es un c~os conc~ntrico. La historia, 

perd6n" (p.J64). The effect of the usual k&leidoscopic lari.gu.age 
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in this case is to. confound the two concepts of history and 

hysteria. The implication is that the hysteria which charac-

terizes one's 11.f'e is his own history, and that the chaos which 

he experiences goes out from him in successive waves. The idea 

is apparently one of the group's topics of discussion, because 

sane time before this mention or it by Silvestre it is expressed 

in a slightly different form by C&iaca ",la vida es un caos 

conc,ntrico? Nos,, y solamente s& que mi vida era un caos noc-

turne con un solo centro que era las Vegas yen el centro del 

centro un vaso con ron y agua o ron y hielo o ron y soda •••• " 

(p.272). The concept of the mandala, or magic circle, can be 

seen clearly here, and it is of course ironic that this symbol 

of wholeness and safety would be so ingenuously construed as 

having a glass of rum at its center. But this is the section 

which immediately precedes the apocalyptic "Bachata" section, 

and 1 t in turn ends with C&iac I s symbolic "descent into hell•• 

(p.278) and prepares for Silvestre•s vision of the destruction 

of the old order and the new creation. It is likely that the 

glass is only a substitute for C&iac 1s real first love, which 

is women, with whom he has been failing miserably. The rum 

glass is of a shape which could be va~uely perceived as a fem-

inine psychological symbol. In the absence of what he really 

wants he will settle for drowning his sorrows. 

This is all part of a generally pessimistic tone in the 

work, which is expressed 1n the statement, "Todo conduce a lo 
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peor" (p.400). As.we have already mentioned, the concept may 

stem fran existentialist metaphysics, since the existentialist 

philosophers based their metaphysics or man on the irreversi-

bility of the movement of time towards death. eul•s attitude 

towards time as the greatest murderer or the century ·uas al-

ready been dealt with as well, and his solution to it, along 

with that of Silvestre, will be discussed further, but in gen,-

eral terms the latter says, ''Me voy para casa a donnir, reco-

gido, hecho un ovilloa regreso al ~tero, viajo al seno ma-

terno. Es mis ccSmodo y mls seguro y mejor. Es bueno siel'!pre 

1r atrls" (p.40J). 

The implication of all this is that for these characters 

the apocalypse, though expressed in terms drawn frora the early 

Christi&n literature of hope, holds no prospect of e better 

life1 whatever new world is caning when this one is finished 

does not impress them as representing any return to paradise& 

Caminamos por ant.re las palmas y le mostre La 
Habana, luroinosa, promisoria en el horizonte urba.no, 
con rascacielos de cal qua eran torres de marfil. 
San Crist6bal la blanca. Deb!a ll~~arse Casablanca 
ella y no la ciudad marroqui ni el pueblito pesquero 
al otro lado dol puerto. Lo senale a Arsenio. 

"Son sepulcros blanq~e~dos, Silvestre. Ko ad la 
Nueva Jerusalen, mi vieji~o, es Somorra. 0 ~i pre-
fieres, GodC!r.a. 11 

No lo creo. 
"Pero yo la amo. Es Ul".a sabrosa bella durmiente 

blanca ciudad." 
"No la runas. Es tu ciudad ahora. Pero no es 

blanca ni roja, sino rosada. Es una ciudad ti~ia, 
la ciudad de los tibios" (p.J,54). 

The image of lukewarmness has its source in Rev. 3115,16, in 
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which the church at Laodicea is called that by Christ. Just as 

he states that he would prefer the church to be either cold or 

hot, Cul implies that Havana would be better off if it were 

either white, signifying purity, or red, representing true pas-

sion, while in fact the sunset makes it a canbination and there-

fore ambiguous. It is possible as well that there is an allusion 

to the fact that the city is in between two positions politically, 

the light indicating that Havana is not quite red yet. 

Another highly important aspect or cu,•s comment is his 

reference to whitewashed sepulchres (the biblical reference is 

Matthew 23127), which indicates a more or less pleasing outward 

appearance with a rather shabby reality underneath. This leads 

to one or the themes of the book which was mentioned in our 

discussion of the prologue--the fact that the emcee's repeated 

call for light might be ironic in that light is likely to reveal 

the artificiality which might otherwise go unnoticed in the 

darkness. 

There are two aspects to the apocalypse. The one with 

vhich we have been dealing to this point is that vhich has to 

do with the destruction of the universe and the establish~ant 

of "new heavens and a new earth." But the word "apocalypse" 

itself means ttunveiling," and an apocalyptic book in religious 

literature is one which portends to reveal God's plan for his 

people. Yet there is more to the unveiling than this, for Jesus 

makes the statement that "whatever is covered up will be tm-
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covered, and every secret Will be made known" (Matthew 10i26). 

Ir we are living in an apocalyptic age in this novel, then we 

must expect that any number or hidden affairs will be exposed 

for what they really are. And this proves to be the case. 

Arsenio Cu~ is the character who is the most sensitive to 

artificiality in the book, since he is totally committed to 

remaining exactly as he is as a result of his private apocalypse, 

and to keeping his world and surroundings the same as well. 

That which is not solid and genuine at its center does not ap-

peal to him. It is precisely in the section in which Livia re-

marks to him three times that he never changes that he recog-

nizes the artificial nature of many of the beauties who populate 

his world. The setting is that of a metaphysical revelation in 

that, as in the Revelation St. John is called up to heaven to 

gain its perspective on the tribulations of earth (Rev. 411), 

Cu~ ascends the ~escalones metaf!sicos" (p.145) to receive a 

new perspective on reality. The ascent of a ladder or stairs 

is often symbolic of movaroent into another realm for the purpose 
10 of enlightenment. 

Empec, a subir la escalera y sent! un v~rtigo inver-
tido (ies que esa sensacion axiste?)1 s1 hay algo 
qua detesto m~s que baj~r una escalera oscura, es 
subir \.UUI. esca.lera. oscura •••• Contaba estos esca-
lones metafisicos con la zuela del zapato • • • • Re-
cord, un sueno de otra puerta, otras puertas Y otra 
respuesta al lla.mado (p.145), 

The final reference is to his ascent to the apartment of the man 

who precipitated his metaphysical death and resurrection, another 
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revelation. As he ascends the staircase he anticipates the re-

velation which he is about to receive, wondering whether the 

name Livia Roz is genuine, or whether in fact it might be Lilia 

Rodr!guez (p.145). Evidently he has reason for doubt about her 

genuineness, since he had assumed that her hair was naturally 

black and then learned that it was not so (p.146). 

Nevertheless, not all his first impressions are bad. When 

he enters the apartment he is introduced to Laura D!az, and is 

immediately struck by her apparent genuineness, "Arsenio Cu~/ 
Laura D!az. Confieso que me choc6 aquel simple D!az entre tan-

tos nombres sonoros y ex6ticos y recordables, pero me gust6, 

como me gusta qua lo use todav!a hoy qua es fa.mosa •••• Hab:!a 

una belleza simple, provinciana, abierta11 (p.148). Yet it is 

not all that s~~ple. It is here that he relates how Livia has 

taken I.aura and converted her from the "patito feo de la pro-

vincia" (which he nevertheless likes) into 11tm cisne de Avon 

Inc" (p.149). 

lr.\ter Livia spreads out on the bed a nU!Tlber of large photos 

of herself in the nude, the ultimate expression of artificiality 

to a man who has come in expecting to see the woman herself in 

that position (p,152). Later, however, Cut does achieve his goal 

of seeinu Livia in tho nude (which, more than erotic desire, rep-
o 

resents his wish to see her with absolutely nothing to hide any 

defects which she might have). He also sees a girl called Mir-

tila in the nude and notes that her breasts, like Livia's, "ahora 
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eran flicidos, largos y terminados en una punta oscura, morada 

y ancha1 no me gustaban" (p.154). At this point he also no-

tices other aspects or their •ppearance which are quite differ-

ent when covered by makeup or various sorts, and notes that 

"ella, como Livia, no sal!a ya mls qua de noche" (p.154), a 

tellin~ comment in view of the emcee's ringing call for light. 

He observes as well that "todo lo que usa Livia es de calidad 

pero de una calidad mediocre, falsa"; still, when she is done, 

11estl muy bien1 es otra mujer" (p.155). His final cO?lll'l1ent t.o 

Livia and then to her friends is, "No, en serio estas bell!sima. 

Estln bell!simas'' (p.156), and the difference at this point be-

tween the two verbs "ser" and ''estar" is the perfect expression 

of the difference between these women and what he wants in a 

woman. For him she must not just look beautiful, but~ beau-

tiful. later he has realized that for him ''es major perder el 

para!so por una Manzana roja y en~anosa que por el fruto del 

se.ber seco, cierto'' ( p .1 _51.J.) • Yet ·eul is not one to go on de-

ceiving himself. 

Cui' s narration of tM.s experience constitutes one element 

of the three which make up the section of the book called "La 

casa de los espejos. '' (The third is one of the short vii!;nettes 

in the psychiatrist's ofriceJ Cu~'s story deals, appropriately, 

with illusion. The other main division of the section is a 

narration of C6dac's in which he opens with the relation of a 

dream in which, like P.emin~way's old man, he draws from the sea 
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the "fish~ that he wants, a fish which becomes in turn Cuba 

Venegas, Irenita, Ma~alena, and finally I.a Estrella, who in 

reality is in bed beside him (pp,160-161). He has progressed 

in his search for the archetypal woman from the most artificial 

to the one who, being pure, unadulterated sound, is absolutely 

genuine. The end of the section is occupied by C&iac•s retell-

ing of Silvestre•s story regarding his near seduction of the 

girl the group calls Ingrid B&rgamo. The name is a false one, 

and Silvestre's narration through C&iac comes out in his usual 

styles "Silvestre••• siempre habla en t~rminos de cine" (p. 

165). These two facts, plus C~dac's being one more character 

who by profession deals with illusion, add to the artificial 

nature of the entire scene. 

Silvestre relates his attempt to seduce Ingrid in hAr 

apartment, and his success at calmins her down but not at a~hiev-

ing his aims. They do sleep together, and when he awakens, he 

says, 

Miro para mi adorada y veo que mi co-star ha cambiado 
con la noche, que el suefio la ha transformado y junto 
con el viejo Kafka llamo a esto una metamorfosis y 
aunque no ten~o al lado a Gre~orio Samsa s! tengo a 
otra mujer1 la noche y los besos y el sue~o le han 
quitado no sola!'lente la pintura de labios, sino todo 
el mnquillaje, todo1 cejas perfectas, las pesta~as 
largas y gruesas y ne~ras, el color forforescente y 
••• all!, a mi lado, entre ella y yo como un abis~o 
de falsedad, hay un objeto amarillo ••• 1una peluca! 
(p.167). 

When Ingrid awakens and discovers that she has lost her wig she 

is horrified, but Silvestre pretands to be asleep and she enters 
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and Silvestre sees the change he makes the same comment that Cu~ 

has made in his narrations ~euando sal t j " ( 16) e es o ra mu er p. 7. 
The coincidence of the two connnents points up the fact that 

there is a near-perfect SY?11Metry in "La ca.sa de los espejos." In 

fact it is likely that the author conceives of Silvestre's and 

eu&•s experiences as mirror images of one another. Cu~ has 

watched how an artificial beauty is built up, while Silvestre has 

seen how one can come apart. The transition between the two con-

sists of one of the vignettes, in which a skeleton is discovered 

in the bathtub of an elegant family, another case of dis:1.llusion-

ment. 

The use of mirrors in tho book is complex and varied, and 

no doubt stems from tho author's ~reat love of the life and works 

of lewis Carroll. The creation of illusion is only one aspect of 

the meaning of mirrors for Cabrera Infante. As I have stated, he 

uses the concept of 11 the other side of the mirror" to represent 

another world, the reverse of this one, usually meaning death. 

Both of these uses are apocalyptic as employed hero, as is still 

another highly important use of them. Jung states that mirrors 

can symbolize a man's gettin~ a look at himself to see scmethinis 
11 that he may never have seen before. This is precisely what 

happens to Cue just before his symbolic death and resurrections 

Vi frente am! un hombre joven (cuando c,ntr~ esta'oa. 
a mi lado, pero me volvi) de aspeeto cansado, pelo 
revuelto y ojos opacos. Estaba mal vestido, con la 



camisa sucia y la corbata que no anudaba bien 
separada del cuello sin abrochar sin bot6n. Le ha-
cfa falta. afeitarse y por los lados de la boca le 
bajaba un bi~ote lacio y mal cuidado. Levante la 
mano para dirsela, al tiempo que inclinaba un poco 
la cabeza y ~l hizo lo mismo. Vi que sonre!a y 
sent! que yo tambien sonre!ar los dos c011lprendimos 
al mismo tiempoi era un espejo (p.,54). 
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In the "Bachata" section it is mentioned that Cue "se miraba 

al espejo •••• Se reconoc:!a" (p.428). Silvestre says that Cu~ 

often looks in mirrors, and at first feels that it is simple nar-

cissism (p,)48), Then Cue quotes Socrates to the effect that one 

should look in mirrors, so that if all is well he will know it 

and if not there is still time to do something about it. He com-

ments, "No me miro para ver si estoy bien o mal, sino solamente 

para saber si soy" (p.349). But he considers that he has trav-

eled through the mirrors "Soy mi imagen del espejo. Eucoinesra. 

Arsenio Cu~ en el idioma del espejo" (p.400), This, of course, 

is a co~plete rebirth experience, something totally different 

fran becoming a different person by putting on cosmetics as do 

his girl friends. 

TM.s remark of his is brought on by an accusation by Silves-

tre that he is not Cue at all, but only his Doopelcan~er or a 

robot of himself, perhaps from ~1ars, and precipitates a discus-

sion on the topic of the double, alter ego or Doopelgan~er. 

This discussion recurs frequently throughout the section. The 

whole conc€pt of the double came into prominent use in the nine-

teenth century, having been given imp~tus by Dostoyevsky's second 
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novel, !.h..!! Dou.bl~.• Perhaps it crune to him from Hoffman and Poe, 

In any event it has certainly gained through Freud's interest 

in the divided personality and through the works of Kafka, among 

others1 in Kafka's~ Metamorphosis, alluded to by Silvestre on 

p,167, a cha.racte1· named Gregor Samsa finds himself transformod 

into a giant insect, and tha Cuban Virgilio Pinera picked up tha 

theme in a short story in which a man lives among cockroaches so 

long that in death he appears to have been transformed into one, 12 

In his introduction to a recent edition of Tho Double, Mark 

Spilka states, "As Kafka must have seen, the insect is the dou-

ble in a different guise.1113 

In my opinion, however, the significance of the double in 

this novel lies not so much in the pathological asp~cts of the 

divided personality as in another phenomenon cor.unon in recent 

Spanish American poetry, the vision of man as a croqture SOl'lehow 

standin.'s outside himself in order to gain a new vision of the 

meaning of his existence, This is particularly well illustr~ted 

in one of the prose poems of Octavio Pcz in his book iAguila £. 

sol?, 

Entro en m! por mi oreja izquierda. Mis pasos retum-
ban en el abandono de rii c1·aneo, ~.lurnbrado sfilo por 
una constelt1.cion granate. Recorro a tientas el enorme 
salon desmantelado, Puertas tapiadas, vcntanas ciegas. 
Penor;ament"' a rastra,s t salgo por ITli creja dsrecha a. 
la luz enganosa de l~.s cuatro de la mafi.ana, 1 

This example is perh..,.ps even more stri~ing than Paz' justly fa-

mous poem "Aqu!14 in its vision of modern man's dcspcrat~ search 
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tor identity, in which he must somehow get outside his own skin 

to gain an objective view, rather than a subjective one, or his 

existence in interaction with his total environment. Once more 

it is a question of point or view, 

This is all highly appropriate in an apocalyptic age, in 

which everything, including man, is returning to origins and is 

emerging as a new creation. Man is seen as a new Adam, viewing 

himself and his surroundings for the first time and attempting 

to find meaning in and give names to all he sees. The world is 

new, man is new, language is new, and it is suspected that even 

numbers are changed, Arsenio Cu&, who bases his faith on the 

unchangeability of numbers and declares that the day when two 

and two no longer equal four it is time to run, runs often and 

fast in this novel. Nor is Cabrera Infante the only one to 

conceive of the revolution of reality in such radical terms. 

In his Ultimo~ Julio Cortlzar presents a graffito allegedly 

fl"om the "Facultad do Letras, Par!s"a ''Estamos tranquilosa 2 

mls 2 ya no son 4,"15 

Another popular concept in contemporary Spanish American 

writing which is found in!!.£! tristos tigres is that of the 

union of opposites. In Octavio Paz this t..akes the form of man's 

entering into the funda~ental rhythm of the universe--which he 

conceives of as moved by such a union of opposites--by uniti~ 

with his own opposite, For this purpose wanan is often viowed 
16 by Paz as symbolic of the world, At this point, however, Cu-
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ban writers such as Josi Lezama Lima and Cabrera Infante diverge 

and experiment with a homosexual version ot the same idea. In 

Paradiso, Lezama Lima appears to expound the concept that man in 

union with man views his own mirror image and thereby attempts 

to attain wholeness within himself. In !!:.!!! tristes tigres too 

there appear to be no creative relationships between men and 

wanen. Their attempts to enter into normal relationships either 

end in failure or are dreary, meaningless affairs. 

Twice in the book Cabrera Infante employs a technique remi-

niscent of that or William Golding in his uniting of the twins 

Sam and Eric into "Samneric'' in~~ !:h!. ~. Cul says of 

his two friends, "Acabaron por ser una pareja1 Laura y Livia/ 

Livia y 1.aura/I.aurilivias una sola cosa" (p.149). EribcS r-efers 

to Silvestre and Cul as "el ddo" (p.107) and calls them "Silves-

tre Ycuin (p.222). Not only do both of these verbal consecra-

tions or vital union refer to pairs within a single sex, but the 

latter is even made to fit the traditional male-female pattern of 

the~• 

N. Silvestre the First, el que llegcS primero, 
yo-lo-dija-antes-que-Adin, el descubridor que vio a 
Cuba (Venesas) antes qua Cristoforibot, el primer 
h01Ubre en la luna, el que lo enserfa todo aun antes 
de aprenderlo, el Singular, Top 3ana.na, el u.~o de 
Plotino, Adin, !Jonpareil, el Antiguo, Ichi-ban, 
Numero Uno, Unam.uno. Salve. Yo, el Dos, el Yang 
de tu Yin, Eng de tu Chan, el Gran Paso, el Disc!-
pulo, el Plural, Ntnnber Two, Second Banana, Dos 
Passos, el 2, te saludo, ya que voy a morir. Pero 
no quiero morir solo~ Sigamos siendo, co:no dijo el 
ilurnina.do C6dac, los ger~elos, los Jima.P.;uas nani~os de 
EribcS, dos amigos y ven comnigo (pp.404-405. 
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What this means in part is that 1n practice they represent two 

parallel aspects of the character or Lewis Carroll, his love of 

numbers and his love of words, along with the tendency to engage 

in creati.ve play with both, As such each of them represents a 

part of Cabrera Infante•s own self-image. 

In their discussion of what it means to be a contradictorio, 

Silvestre says, "Lo cierto es que nit~ ni yo sanos contradic-

torios, Sanos id~nticos, como dijo tu amiga Irenita," To which 

Cu& replies, ff,La misma persona? Una binidad, Dos personas y 

una sola contradicci6n verdadera" (p,419), Apparently what is 

happening is that in returning to the origins man has returned 

to a stage prior to the distinction between the sexes, to the 

time before tha creation of Eve, and yet he is in need of sorr..e 

sort of participation in the prirr..ordial rhythmic union of oppo-

sites which is essential in any creation. The first two chap-

ters of Genesis are full of pairs of opposites--darkness and 

light, sun and moon, land and waters, day and night, chaos and 

order--and it is only at the end of the initial creative act 

that Adam and Eve are created as opposites. Even then she is 

made, not of the dust of the ground as he is, but from his rib, 

indicating that ultimately she is a pa~t of him, This idea is 

perpetuated in the Myth of the hermaphrodite. In my opinion the 

artist creatin~ tristes ti~res is implying that if this is 

possible it is also possible for man to exterr.alize a part of 

himself which is his opposite in so'l!a sent'.e other tharl sex. 
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The deYelopment or this in the case of Silvestre and Cul 

takes the form of play, and specifically humorous #Ord play. 

This is their version or the creative act which takes place in 

the union of opposites, as distinguished from the type or crea-

tivity which rosults from the 'IL"'lion of man and woman O Word 

play would appear to be out of character fo~ Cul, who strongly 

states his aversion to searching for wholeness in language, 

which :5.s constantly changing, and even takes the part o:f' Judas 

by leaving the gathering of friends dominated by BustrtSfedon 

during his last week (pp.214-215). But the fact is that cu&, 
especially in the last third of the book, finds himself unable 

to maintain his unchangeable position, because, as has been 

stated, two and two no longer equal four, and, while he resi~t~ 

it, he is more and more captivated by Bustr6fedon and his meth-

ods. 

Robert Ardrey, in~ Social Contract, quotes J.M. Burghers 

to the effect that "play is a game with the environment, linking 

the organism with the future, in which decision-making is exer-

cised without too great a penalty for deciding wrong. 1117 This 

is obvious in the case or young an11nals, which play at hutiting 

and fighting, and in stone-age children, who make their we~pons 

and nlsc play at hunting, but what does it mean for sophisti-

cated adults in an apocalyptic age? I submit that, even though 

it may be as u.~conscious and instinctive as pouncing on one an-

other is to lion cubs, Cabrera Infante's characters are engaged 
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in what is in the final analysis a deadly serious "game With the 

environment," in which they too are attempting to prepare thm-

selves for an uncertain future. When the destruction and renewal 

of the apocalypse are in progress all men stand in a new relation-

ship to a new environment, just as does the young of any species 

at births he must learn to cope with it. This in essence is the 

meaning of Toffler's Future Shock--that modern man 1s under pres-

sure to adapt himself quickly enough to the changes taking place 

in his world. 

Play typically is carriod on within certain limits and cer-

tain rules agreed upon by the participants, but it is also no-

toriously creative. Eric Hoffer is fond of pointing out that 

sane of man's greatest inventions were toys before they beca..~e 

items of practical usefulness. What happens in .'.!!2!. tristes 

tigres is that the reader and the characters are aware of the 

rules but find that creativity continually transcends them, of-

ten to the bafflement of both. This is apocalyptic play, for 

rather than honing the skills of the participants in certain set 

procedures which will be employed within the rules in later life, 

it aims at exhausting all possibilities in all directicns, since 

reality is not stable and. the future is an enigma. 

The best example of this is seen in Silvestre•s and eu~•s 

experience with Magalona and Beba. The unspoken 1·ules of tho 

situation are rigidly followed at firsts that is, the girls walk 

down the street and are spotted by the men in their convertible. 
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Cu& stops and induces them to get into the car, The car too 

is a zone marked off for a csrt~in type of plsy, given the pres-

ence there of two couples in the Havana night, and for sane time 

it does take place, But sanething which neither Silvestre nor 

eu, fully understands begins to cause them to break the unspoken 

rules, as the two of them appear to be more interested in making 

the girls laugh than in seducing them. When Cu~, actor that he 

is, does appear to beccme serious about it, the entire effort 

becomes a shambles. There are the ranantic commonplaces which 

he certainly can handle with easo• but they are mixed with humor& 

"Beba de mi alma, ta llevar, aqu!, en el pecho, siempre, junto a 

mi oartera •••• A Baba••• mi poema, hecho de coraz6n y otras 

entrafias" (p,375). Before be narrates the poem Silvestre calls 

its recital "the Greatest Show in Hea1·se" (p.37.5). This canment, 

taken together with the one :immediat~ly following the poem--11El 

Mercury se transform6 en Pegasott (p.379)--is significant. Their 

original attempt at an erotic adventure is c!ead. Mercury is the 

god who delivers the souls of the dead to Charon, who ferries 

them across the river, while Pegasus is the horse of the muses, 

Cu~'s poem, far from being calculated to lay hold of the 

romantic propensities of the girls, is a collection of lin-

guistic tricks, €mploying at least eight different languages. 

The girls are inca.pable of speaking even one very well, and need-

less to say, they are left cold. Immediately there Are hints of 

lesbianism a Cu~ refers to Beba as Lesbia sever.:il times in the 
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poem (pp.376-377), ,and Silvestre shortly afterward says, "Muchos 

de mis mejor~s amigos son mujeres" (p.380). La.ter the two men 

agree that Beba is a lesbian (p.399), but the question remains 

as to whether she appears that way only because of their approach 

to her. 

In any event their course is set. Silvestre says, "Pero ya 

no hab!a quien nos detuviera" (p.384), and admits that their ef-

forts to impress the gil"ls are a total failure. He then remarks1 

"Sin embargo, segu!arnos haci~ndoles cosquillas, ligando bromas 

de Falopio, hilarando un chiste-tras-otro, iPor que? Quizl 

porque Arsenio y yo est~amos divertidos. Posiblemente quedara 

algo todav!a de alcohol estil!stico en nuestras vena.s humoris-

ticas. 0 est!bamos alegres por la facilidad •• , "(pp,386-387), 

Up to this po:tnt they have sil'lply been swept along with the 

current, without thinking through what they are doing, but later, 

after a particularly dull reaction on the part of the girls, 

Silvestre says, "Creo qua fue entonces cuando nos preguntamos, 

tlcitamentc (a la manern de Tacito dec!a siempre Bustr6fedon), 

por qu~ hacerlas reir, 4Qu~ eramos7 4Clowns, el primero y el 

segundo, enterradores entre risas o seres humancs, personas 

corrie;1tes y molidas, gente? 4No era mas f!cil enamorarlas? 

Era, sin duda, lo qua esperaban" (p,391). All the elements of 

what has really been going on ar9 in this statement. The spir-

itual presence of Bustr6fedon in the car, their semi-deliberate 

role as clowns--that i.s, those who make a serious profession of 
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play--rather than common, ordinary people, and their penchant 

for breaking the unspokeTI rules or the game, rules which doubt-

less existed in the mind or the girls. 

later Silvestre and Cu& enter into a discussion regarding 

the so-called contradictorios, who "siempre hac:!an lo contrario 

de lo que se esperaba de ellos" (p,407). In an article entitled 

"Centenario en el espejo," Cabrera Infante speaks about the .22!1-

tradictorios and adds to what we can glean tran the novel con-

cerning them. He remarks that the sociologist Pitirim Sorokin 

discovered them, and that, among other things, "eran dados a 

hacer chistes, branas ligeras y pesad.as, farsas, tomaduras de 

pelo." After remarking that they spent whole days without speak-

ing or went on speaking for days without stopping, he presents 

Lewis Carroll (whom he prefers to call by his real name, Charles 

llltwidge Dodgson) as a magnificent example, As one instance of 

this type of behavior he speaks of "las memorias de una joven 

actriz de quince anos, que pascS una vez una temporada con 

Dodgson en la playa. 'Se pasaba las noches ensenlndcme silogis-

mos y juegcs de lcSgica,' esc1·ibe ella no sin malicia, 'mientras 

afuera sonaba una orquesta en la glorieta y la luna brillaba en 

el mar' ."18 This incident clearly is the source for tha 8.ntics 

e>f Silvestre and Cut$, both of whom, as I have rema:rked, embody 

scrie characteristics of Lewis Carroll, and fol'Jll "una sola con-

tradicoicSn verdadera" (p,419). 

In Silvestre and Cu~ there is ever, a?l attempt to at.u.in 
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pure play, the apotheosis of the means to the exclusion of the 

end. In a paraphrase or an old Abbot and Costello joke, which 

appears on p.392, Silvestre includes in his narration the fol-

lowing exchange, 

"Estamos hablando de literatura, z.no?" 
• • • • • 
flJugando con la literatura." 
"LY qui tiene de malo eso?" 
"La literatura, por supuesto" (p.416). 

The movement in the dialogue is frOlll the assumption that the 

content--the presumably serious subject of literature--is the 

focal point of what is basically an equally serious discussion, 

to the affirmation that the content is only a necessary evil, 

and that play itself is what ultimately matters. This calls to 

mind the earlier statement that "la literatura no tiene mis im-

portancia qua la conversacicSn" (p.257); that conversation, in 

turn, is seen as kaleidoscopic play, a dazzling though often 

zany display of inventiveness in language which, though not or 

a very deep philosophical import, nevertheless tries everything 

on for size. 

We have examined the apocalypse in terms of its dual thr\1.st 

of revelation and cataelysm. The two are in fact closely related1 

I have indicated that the play in~ tristes tigres has to do 

with fitting its characters for their role in a new world, while 

part of the destruction of the old one involves the unmaskin~ of 

its various illusions. The fact is that tho root of "illusion" 

is "ludere," "to play," and it would appear that the reason for 
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the scarcity of solidly rational content is that the characters 

are in reality engaged in creating, not sansthir.g free from il-

lusion, but a new reality based on new illusions, Marcia Ca.veil, 

in her aforementioned article in Saturday Review, states, "The 

liberation that the spokesmen for the New Left and for the new 

theology speak about will celebrate illusion--defined as all that 

which our culture leaves out--feeling, fantasy, and dream--as the 

true reality,"19 While this refers most specifically to the cul-

ture of the United States, it certainly has application as well 

to the one in which Cabrera Infante•s characters are involved, 

This novel, then, opens with the creation of a somewhat 

illusionary world, moves through its development (the "Tower of 

Babel," eu~•s rebirth experience, Silvestre•s childhood story, 

etc.) into the ''messianic age," and ends after a lengthy develop-

ment of the apocalypse, in "el silencio de la filtima noche" (p, 

444). 20 It falls naturally into three main divisions. The 

development stage runs from p,21 to p,134 and takes in "Los de-

butantes" and "Seserib6, 11 The middle third goes from p,135 to 

p,290 and includos "La. casa ae los espejos," 11 Los visitantes,!t 

ttRompecabeza," "la muerte de Trotsky" and "Algunas revela.-

ciones," The f:rnal section, running from p.291 to p,44•7, is 

entitled 1'Bachata., 11 Each of these divisions ends with someone's 

going to bed. At the end of the first section it is Cod.ac ly-

ing down on the edge of the bed occup:ted by La. Estrella (p,132), 

The second section ha,s C6dac nnd Rine taking the girls to a 
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beach hotel (p.288), and the third concludes With Silvestre•s 

thoughts as he ends his long night with Cu&. This scheme is 

further supported by the fact that the refrain, "en silencio," 

which Silvestre employs near the end or the novel, is also seen 

in C&iac's narration near the end or the f'irst division. In 

view of the fact that the author is clearly following a pattern 

of' what we might term Heils~eschichte, it is natural that he 

should divide such history in terms of' the biblical division 

into the messianic age and the periods preceding and following 

it. Secondly, given the author's great interest in the number 

three, one might expect to find such a division. 

Beyond this, my reason for including the "Los visitantes" 

section with the one centering in Bustr6f'edon is that it sets 

the stage for what the latter is attempting to do with language. 

CcSda.c refers to Bustr6fedon•s theory that "al rev~s de lo que 

pas6 en la Edad Media, que de un solo idiana, como el lat:!n o 

el germano o el eslavo salieron siete idiomas diferentes cad.a 

vez, en el futuro estos veintiim idiomas ••• se convertir!a.n en 

uno solo, i'lliUndo o aglutinlnd.ose o guiados por el ingl~s" 

(p.221). "Los visitantestt is supposed to consist of two trans-

lations of a short story written by Willia.~ Campbell, the first 

an excellent one done by Silvestre and the second a hilarious 

series of blunders ostensibly by Rine Leal (pp.4;8-440). The 

point is that Rina's translation is in a Spanish which is to all 

intents and purposes destroyed by the English which it purports 
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to translate, and ~herefore leads perfectly into Bustr6fedon 

and his theory. 

It is apparent that !!:2 tristes tigres consists of a pro-

logue, an epilogue and a main body which falls naturally into 

three parts and is punctuated by eleven vignettes dealing with 

saneone's confessions to a psychiatrist. In several cases the 

beadings which appear on an otherwise blank page do not indicate 

the limits of a section, though 1n some cases they do. The title 

•La muerte de Trotsky ••• ," for example, serves only to intro-

duce a portion of what is in reality all within ttRompecabeza,tt 

as does "Algunas revelaciones." In the former case C&iac nar-

rates the way in which the parodies came to be recorded and 

places them aftAr the full-page heading. Then the parody breaks 

down into taped conversation and finally into a resuniption of 

the narration of other matters. The same is true of the latter, 

in which the page serves as a heading, perhaps to give mo~e im-

portance to what C&iac has already introduced, and when the 

"revelations," consisting of several blank pages, are ended, 

narration is res\D'Tled without another title page. By the same 

token, C&lac's narration of the story of La. Estrella, the divi-

sions of which are indicated in es.ch case by the title "Ella 

cantaba boleros" at the top of the page, are scattered thrCJugh-

out what I have called the first two main divisions. 

It will be seen, then, that far fl•om lacking a structure, 

the book is rather carefully laid out, both in terms of t.he 
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linear progression of content and with respect to symmetry, so 

that those who feel that the book is so formless that its parts 

may be rearranged in any order, or those who feel that the final 

third corresponds to the "cap:!tulos prescindibles11 of Julio 

Cortizar•s Rayuela, have mis~e<i the underlying order, 

which is created largely through the skillful handling of lan-

guage. The error may lie in the assumption that where there is 

apparent chaos it is fruitless to look for order, but one need 

look no further than the biblical book of Revelation to learn 

that this is not necessarily true. It is a series of difficult-

to-interpret visions reflecting the situation in a world which 

is caning apart, but the point which St. John is attempt,ing to 

make is that the divine plan is an orderly pattern behind tho 

chaos. The hidden structure reflects this conviction, for the 

book, when examined carefully, falls naturally into seven 

divisions. 

In a new journal published by Cuban exiles and entitled 

!!_ Alacr!n azul, there appears a story by Cabrera. Infante en-

titled "Meta-final," which purports to give the true story of 

la Estrella's "burial." In his introduction the author explains 

that he had intended to includ9 it in~ tristes ti~res but 
21 that it would have disturbed the symmetry of the book. This 

statement alone would be sufficient to disprove the idea that 

there is no structure. In my opinion Cabrera Infante is not 

referrir.g to the length of the book, no~ to the length of the 
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third main division, but to the fact that 1n his final plan the 

story er La Estrella is concluded before "Bachats." be~ins, that 

is, before the apocalyptic play can get underway, 

In addition, there is symmetry 1n that several stories be-

gun in the opening third cf the book are concluded L~ the last 

third, among them that or Cu.l's "death and resurrection," the 

question of Vivian's virginity, and the relationship between 

Beba and Magalena, There are also two versions of what happened 

to Silvestre on his way to the movies as a child, one in each of 

these sections, 

Having examined the careful manner in which the book is 

structured, we ca.n see how applicable is the statement by Alain 

Robbe-Grillet which was quoted at the beginning of this chapter, 

to the effect that a work is often judged fo1·mless if it fails to 

correspond to the currently accepted concepts of what form should 

be, !!:.!! tristes tigres is a novel which could not be consistent 

with its physical and spiritual setting if it possessed i,•hat is 

generally considered to be an orderly structure, It reflects a 

world which is disintegrating, and must therefore reflect this 

chaotic situation in its cc~position, However, it is ~qually 

important to realize that this world, and Cabrera Infante's 

characters within it, are searchL~g for a way in which some sort 

of order may be in1posed upon the situation, Fundamentally, their 

search takes on a mytr..ic character, a.nd this in turn is what pro-

vides the nov~l 's underlyir1i:-; structure. 



VI. QUEST IN THE NIGHl' 

If behind the apparently chaotic presentation of the nar-

ration there is order, there is order as well behind the appar-

ently aimless activities of the characters. There appears to 

be little substance to the lives of any or the major characters, 

although from their standpoint they might appear to be nearly 

ideal. Silvestre is a writer who has not written for sane time, 

and eu, is an actor who is out of work, Their activity appears 

to consist largely of searching for girls, getting drunk and, 

especially near the end of the book, engaging in word pley and 

light philosophizing. C&lac and Eribo both work throughout the 

novel, but their real interests appear to lie in the realm of 

hedonism, Yet, speaking of eu~•s maniacal love of speed, Sil-

vestre says, 

No quer!a devorar los kil&netros cano se dice••• , 
sino qua estaba recorriendo la pal.a.bra ki16metro y 
pens~ qua su intenci6n era pareja a mi pretensi6n de 
recordarlo todo o a la tentacion de C&.ac deseando 
que tod.as las mujeres tuvioran una sola va~ina ••• o 
de Eribo E1rigi6ndoso en el sonido que camina o el di-
funto Bustrofedon que 4uiso ser el lenguaje. Errunos 
totalita.:rios1 oueria.iios la sa.bidur:!a total, la feli-
cidad, ser inmo;tales al unir el fin con el principio 
(pp.317-318). 

The search for immortality is what moves them, in the midst 

of the realization that it is not only an age which is dying, 

but they themselves as well. When c&iac hears of Bustr6fedon's 

death and exclaims, 11 Cara.jo todo el mundo SEl muere" (p.221) it 

128 
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bas a wider reference than the concept "Everyone (I know) is 

dying." It means also that "everyone dies" and that "the whole 

vorld"(in the sense of the present world order) "is dying." The 

particular aspect of death which bothers the characters most is 

the loss of identity which is involved. When Silvestre and Cu~ 

are examining the ~reat fish Cua remarks that both fish and peo-

ple change namAs when they die 1 "pezrt becomes "pescado'' and 

"Silvestre" becomes "cadlver" (p.351). The identity is gone, 

and if Robert Ardrey•s theory is true that man's most basic need 
1 is not security but identity, then it can easily be seen how 

this becomes a central preoccupation. C~dac says that he hates 

nothing so much as being forgotten (p.287)s and, significantly, 

Cabrera Infante makes the comment that "nadie muere real11ente 

mientras no estl olvidado" (Un oficio dE.'l sir.;lo XX, p.522). Sil-

vestre says, "Eso tiene la muerto, que hace de todos los muertos 

una sola sombra larga. Eso se 11.a.ma eternidad. Mientras la vida 

nos separa, nos divide, nos individualiza, la muerte nos re~ne 

en un solo muerto grande11 (p.403). In fact, life is to be 

viewed as only a parenthesis opened wlthin eternity (p.334). 

At one point Silvestre queries "si avanzamos hasta Sardis 

o regresrunos al ma.r 11 (p.361)1 that is, whether he and Cut are 

on the road to rebfrth o:r are simply moving ine~orably towards 

death, since S"rdis is the church which Christ describe8 as be-

ing dead while it thought itself alive (Rev. Js1). '!'he central 

question of all the discussion in this t'hird main divis:l..on of 
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the book is whethe7 or not it is possible by scn.e means to avoid 

the one-way trip which ends in annihilation, not only of one's 

existence but of his very name. 

The fear is th9.t there may be no way out, that life cannot 

be recycled. Three times Siiveatre and Cu& refer to sonnets or 

Quevedo in which he presents life as ending in dust. The first 

reference is by- Silvestre as he expresses one or his impressions 

or the sea, ltEl mar nos rodea, el mar nos envuelve y finalmente 

el mar nos lava los bordes Y' nos aplana y nos gasta cano a los 

guijarros de la costa Y' nos sobrevive, indife:rente, cano el 

resto del coS1110s, cua.ndo sanos arena, polvo de Quevedo" (p.307). 

later Cu& quotes ~he last lines of one of the sonnets, "T1 y 

y-o juntam.ente en tierra, en humo, en polvo, en sombra, en nad~" 

(p.333) • Again, Silvestre refers to ''el polvo sideral y enamo-

rado de Quevedo" (p.Yl5). The reference in this case is to a 

sonnet, the tercets of which ret1d as follows, 

Alma a quien todo un Dios prisi~n ha sido, 
venas quo humor a tanto fuogo han dado, 
medulas qua han gloriosamente erdido, 
su cuerpo dejarln, no su cuidador 
serin ceniza, mas tend.ran sontido~ 
Polvo serin, mas ,olvo enamorado. 

Cu& chooses Q-u9vedo 1 s more pessi~istic poem, the one which has 

man ending in nothingness, while Silvestre stays with the one 

which views the force of the will in love as able to survive 

even the destruction of the body. Survival through love, how-

e~.rer, does not appear to be the solution for Silvestre (although 

near the ond of the novol he announces his plans to n1a1•ry); he 
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states, however jo~ingly, that no wanan is worth the trouble any 

mores only the sea is worth it (p.310). And, in effect., t.he sea 

takes on much more importance than women 1n the "Bachata" division, 

However, the sea is only Silvestre•s way or arriving at what 

he calls "uniting the end with the beginning." Each or the five 

main characters (if we include Bustr~redon as a character) has 

his own version or the quest, the fundamental goal or which is 

the personalization or the myth of' the eternal return,3 person-

alization because for them it is not enough to know that nature 

and history run 1n cycles if they are to be gone and forgotten. 

It is curious that the latest novelists in la.tin America are 

often round dealing with such issues, while apparently the phil-

osophers as such have abandoned metaphysics as a legitimate field 

of' inquiry.4 Although novelists such as Carlos Fuentes and Ca-

brera Infante at times ridicule the superficiality of' the tone 

of their own characters• discussions, the fact remains that their 

discussions do tend to wrestle with the fundamental questions 

that deal l-o"ith reality, and the attainment or immortality through 

constant renewal. 

A great deal has been said in recent years concerning the 

concept of the artist as prophet. The prophetic role is a dual 

one, consisting bot}1 of' forth-telling, or the proclaxnation of a 

message critical of a society, and of foretellir,e, or prediction 

of whn.t is to cane, Both e.re present 1.n the new SparJish Americ9.n 

novel~ and it would appoar that the trend towards mete.physical 
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concerns represents the firm reaction of the artist against an 

age which is so technologically oriented that it has forgotter1 

that man has a soul. It is significant too that this move 

should appear in what is often called the Third World, while 

the capitalist world and the communist world are still looked 

in various races involving technology. It is as if the prophets 

of the developing nations are expressi.--ig the heart cry of 

modern man while the developed countries are too involved in 

competition to pause and consider their needs to as great a de-

gree. 

The metaphysical preoccupations of these authors tend to 

support the findings of both Freud and Jung concerning factors 

which are held in the unconscious and at last are able to ex-

press themselves. Jung feels that dream symbolism is the lan-

guage of the unconscious, by which that aspect of the mind 

canmunicates with the conscious in an attempt to ma.ke up for a 

deficiency and maintain a balance. Freud, on the other hand, 

stressed. the fact that verbal slips often reveal what h!!.s been 

suppressed by the individual mnking them. Taken together, these 

two conceptions go e. long way toi.!~rd explaining both the mythic 

qualities and the use of language in these recent Spanish 

American works, including ti;-i-es. It would appear 

that the spiritual longings of an ontire generation were tum-

bling out in the speech cf these characters, characters who are 

more :mythic than realistic and thel"efore a.1·e sble to f:erve as 



projections of the unconscious mind of their age. 

In view of Bustr&fedon•s exalted position in Tres tristes --------= 
tigres, we might expect his particular version of the quest for 

:bamorta.lity to be the r~cal point of a good deal or tho discus-

sion, and this is the case, especially for the two characters 

whose own version occupies more than one-third of the book. 

Silvestre is described as Bustr~fedon's disciple (pp.214,223) 

and serves as the chiof proponent of his theories, while Cu& 

resists those ideas. After he has sketched the nature or the 

quest for each of the five characters, Silvestre says, "Todos 

nos equivoeamos, todos menos, quizls, Bustr~fedon que ahora 

pod.fa ser 1mortal11 (p.318). 

Bustr~fedon's philosophy has already been discussed to some 

degree. Basically it is an attempt to cope with the implications 

of death, which he conceivss as a journey through the looking 

glass. He feels that personal immortality may be &chieved by 

making oneself able to pass freely fran one side of it to the 

other--that is, to unite death with somo form of life. This 

opinion represents his personal theory of what it means to unite 

tho end with the beginning in search ~f the absolute. The union 

of the opposites of life and death must lead to a synthesis, 

which is conscious survival beyond the grave, but 'Kithout the 

body. Silvestre has visions of Bustr~fedon moving through space 

at near the speed of li~ht, at which point all is infinite in 

any event, and perhaps here it is that immortality is found. 



Nevertheless, his quest is a linguistic ones Silvestre says that 

BustrcSfedon "quiso ser el lenguaje" (p.J18)s on the mythic level 

I believe that he has achieved his goal. If he can becC111e lan-

guage, he feels, he will exist as long as the human race does, 

or at least as long as communication by the word goes on within 

it. The idea is to be perfect ls.nguage~ however, and this is 

accanplished, he feels by means of the search for, and sane sort 

of union with, palindromes. 

As we have already noted, Silvestre reels that BustrcSfedon 

may well have attained his objective. Cu& disagrees1 

"LN te acuerdas de los juegos de letras de Bus-
trcSfedon i 11 

",Los pal!nd~omos? No los olvido, no quiero ol-
vida.rlos.11 

",Note parece si~nificativo que no acerta.ra con 
el mejor, el mls dif!cil y mas ficil, con el temible? 
!2, soy." 

Deletre&, le! de atras adelante yos oY, antes de 
decirle1 

"No especialmente. iPor qu~?" 
"Am! s!," me dijo (p.J.58). 

What Cu& is saying is that in his search for immortality in pal-

indromes BustrcSfedon has hit many significant ones and missed 

the only one which really matters, the only palindrome which 

conceivably, even on BustrcSfedon•s own terms, could mean per-

manent existence. This is the most basic affirmation of exist-

enca, "Yo soy." 

Still, Silvestre is not convinced, He feels that Bustr6-

fedon is language, so that he lives in the work of the w-riter 

whenaver the lattar employs words. Silvestre sees him as the 
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hero or redeemer whose return 1s desirables "Que venga, que 

debe El venir para qne haga bromas con el branuro. 1Habrl un 

limbo de los chistosos? io estarl en el Bustrofierno? Si no 

1dcS:nde estl? 1En el cielo?" (p.34'.3). There follows a fairly 

extensive interior monologue·· concerning BustrcStedon's present 

state, but Silvestre feels that whatever it 1s, he sanehow con-

tinues to exist. 

Shortly thereafter, while he 1s still lost in thought, 

Silvestre sees a small bubble form in the windshield of Cu&•s 

autan.obile, and it becomes a stimulus for the thought that 1n 

such collections of vapor might be the essence of the great 

people of history, "y mls acl, mucho mls a.cl, casi de este lado 

del l!mite 1 1a quiln veo? No es un avicSn no es un pijaro de 

sanbras es Superbustr6£edon, que viaja. con luz propia y me dice, 

al ofdo, a mi o!do telesc~pico, ven ven, cuLfndo vas a venir y 

hace sus malas senas y susurra con voz ulti•ascSnica, Ha,y tanto 

que ver, es mejor que el aleph, casi major que el cine•••" 

(p.345). At the end of the "Bachata" section Silvestre is still 

wishing Bustrofedon could be with them so that there would be 

three psrsons (p.442). The fact is, of course, that he is with 

them as they converse, and especially when they employ language 

as he did. On the last page of his narration Silvestre is still 

wondering 11si BustrcS.fedon estar!a ••• en expansi5n con las sefia-

les de f'.U ospectro corr1.lndose hacia el rojo" (p.445) • (The 

reference, of course, is to tho so-called Doppler effect, in 
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which the light caning from a star which is moving away shifts 

to the red side of the spectrum.) 

The effect of Silvestre's opinion of Bustr6fedon is to make 

the latter very much alive in his illlagination if nowhere else, 

so much so that at one point Cu& says to him, ''iPor qut( no en-

tierras a Bustr6fsdon? Comienza a apestar" (p.402). Although 

Silvestre may be thought of as Bustr6fedon•s disciple, he still 

holds to his own theories with regard to the use of the word. 

Cu& says, "Hay quien~s van la vida 16gica y ordenada, otros la 

sabemos absurda y confusa. El arte ( como la religi~n o corno la 

ciencia o como la filosof!a) es otro intento de imponer la luz 

del orden a la tinieblas del caos. Feliz t~, Silvestre, qua 

puedes o crees qua puedes hacerlo por el verbo" (p.334). It is 

this conviction on Silvestre•s part which makes him se.y that he 

doesn't want to forget Bustr6fodon•s palindranes (p,358), Of 

nearly equal importar1ca with tho word for him is the concept of 

memory and its ability to return him to the beginning. He, more 

than the others, is aware of the doctrine of the eternal return, 

The first good example of this appears on the first page of the 

"Bachata" section, in which there is a vision of "all things 

new" (p.293), a return to the primordial state. Before long 

there is his sunmary of tho ideas of Cu~, who he says speaks of 

buildings as if they were human beines1 "Las casas se constru-

yen con 'tna gr~n csperanza, en la novedad, una Navida.d y luego 

crecen con la gente que las M.bita y decaen y fina.lmente son 
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olvidadas o derruidas o se caen de viejas yen su lugar se le-

vanta otro edificio qua recanienza el ciclo. LLinda, verdad, 

esa saga arquitect&tica?" (p.J02). Althot'lgh this concept may 

appeal to him in its abstract form, as a principle applied to 

human beings it bothers him, since he, like Unamuno, has no uso 

for any sort or immortality which fails to leave his own person-

ality and consciousness intact. This is why he is disturbed by 

the rays in the aquarium, each of which lives only a short time 

and is immediately replaced by another one indistinguishable 

fran the first, no given ray has any permanent identity, any 

more than the fish which becanes simply "fish" or the man with 

a name who becanes "a corpse." For him there may be places in 

space where "ya no hay estrelli.s porque ls.s estrellas perdieron 

el nanbre11 (pp.445-45). But it is within tho succession of 

images provoked by the sieht of the ray that he gains his vision 

of the return of BustrcSfedon, who could be ilrr.11ortal. 

Silvestre does not like Sen Llzaro Street in Havana, "una 

calla falsa," which at first looks like a strMt in one of the 

ele~ant European capitals but turns out to be ''una do las ave-

nidas mis desoladas y fcas de la Habana'1 (p,309). Hl:<:1t he is 

getting at, no doubt, is that for hir.i the doctrine associ~ted 

with the biblical fo.zarus--the resurrE1ction of the body•--is the 

greatest promise p?ssible fo!' hiri. but cannot be believed; for 

him it is fs.lse. Nevertheless, if' one looks to his right at 

just the proper mon:ont ho can catch a glimpse of tho sea in the 
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distance, Still, there is the ever-present possibility that the 

public works officials may become capricious and raise the wall 

or the MaleccSn. In that case one would still be able to per-

ceive the sea, but only in the sky, which is its mirror (p,309), 

Here too the imagery is fairly clears even in the ruins of 

Christian doctrine one may contemplate the archetypal symbol of 

rebirth, in spite of the fact that the insensitive technology 

of the modern world may obscure one's direct vision or it, It 

is significant, too, that fran. the point of view of practicality 

it might be good to raise the MaleccSn wall, since at certain 

thies the waves wash over it and drench the autan.obiles on the 

street in sea water, so that the use of San Uzaro Street is 

essential to avoid damage. The point is that for Silvestre the 

entrance of the sea into Havana is desirable in symbolic terms, 

so that any attempt to keep it out represents resistance to re-

birth, 

Even the sea is not an absolute hope for him, As we have 

seen, it can be an in1age of 111a ,mica cosa eterna," which wears 

away the land which it surrounds, and does the srune to Man as 

it envelops him (p,30?), Perhaps this is why it must bo asso-

ciated with memory and the word1 "Pens& ro.irando al puerto que 

hay alguna relaci6n sin duda entre el mar y el recuerdo, No 

solamente que es vasto y proft:ndo y eterno, sino que viene en 

olas sucesivas, id~nticas y tambi~n incesantes~ (p,3o4), A bit 

farther on he says, 11Pens& quo yo era el Y.alecon del recuerdo" 
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(p.)04). Then wit~in the next few pages he records the follow-

ing comments, "El mar es otro tiempo o el t:!empo visible" (p. 

308); "El mar, chico, siempre recan.enzando" (p.j10)1"Arsenio 

Cutf siempre previsible y siempre sorprendente y renovado. Cano 

el mar" (p.j17)s "Pens~, cano C&iac, que el mar es un sexo, otra 

vagina" (p.j18). 

The predaninant connotations of the sea are its symbolism 

or death and rebirth and its similarity to memory in that it 

continually returns in successive waves. For Silvestre the writer, 

whose task is to preserve memories by means of the word, the two 

concepts are inseparable. Ir he can be like the sea in his mem-

ory and continually return to the origins, then he can attain the 

imll1ortality symbolized by the seaa ttRegreso al tftero, via.jo al 

seno materno. Es mis c&nodo y mas seguro y major. Es hueno 

siempre ir atr!s • • • • A 1d recordo.r me gusta rn.as q,10 el mante-

cado" (pp.403-04-). 

Going back, howevf'!r, is ambiguous, since in mernory one sim-

ply retraces tho course or life until he reaches the beginning, 

or the wanb. In union with the sea, however, one must move for-

ward to death before he can reccm.~ence the cycle in rebirth. 

This conflict is not resolved for us by Silvestre; his only con-

cern appears to be the perpetual renewal of this lifo. It may 

be that Silvestre ha.s modified the traditional general symbolism 

of the sea as death and rebirth and has focus€d his &ttention 

specifically on the r.1ovem.ent of the waves, which co:ne in to die 
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and then recede to.begin the process again. 

It is perbtlps inevitablo that in stressing m0l11ory as a mea.ns 

or salvation Silvestre should be identified to a degree with 

Marcel Proust, and in fact he is, both explicitly and implicitly. 

Silvestre is presented as a character with a tendency to prefer 

illusion to reality at times (perhaps because he is a creative 

writer)1 we have already mentioned the scene in which he prefers 

the artificial beauties on stage to the real ones at his side, 

and the fact that he is to marry Laura D!az, the Avon Swan. He 

states, ''Me gusta acorda.rme de las cosas mas que vivirlas •••• 
Puedo vivirl.as de nuevo al recordarlas 11 (p,297), When he a.nd 

Cul have been discussing whether it is possible to recall the 

features of a girl with whom one has really been in love, he 

finds that the moment which he is pursuing will not returns 

Y eso es exactamente lo que hacen preciosos momento 
y recuerdo. Esta imagen me asalta a:10ra con violencia, 
casi sin provocacicSn y picnso que major que la Memoria 
involuntaria para atrapar el tiempo perdido, es la 
memoria violenta, incoercible, quo no necesita ni 
madelenitas en el ta ni fraGancias d2J. pnsado ni un 
tropezcSn identico as:! rnis:no, sino qua viene abrupta, 
alevosa y nocturna y nos fractura la Yentana del pre-
sente con un recuerdo ladr6n. Ho deja. de ser singu-
lar qua este recuerdo de v0rtigo1 osa sensacion de 
ca!da inminente, ese v1a,j9 brusco, inseguro, lenta 
••• permite saber que el tiempo, ccno el espacio, 
tiene su ley de gravedad. Quiero casar a Prcust con 
Isaac Newton (p.JO6). 

Still, there are several instances in which Silvestre experi-

ences memory stimulation by sonething which for some reason af-

fects him deeply. The sight of the ray in the tan.'<: leads hi>n 

to reflect a.bout a number of old horror movies, beginning with 
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Dracula and ending-with a frightening recall of la Cosa del ---
Mundo (pp. 336-38). 

More closely related to Proust's famous "Petite Madeleine" 

experience is the passage in which Silvestre watches a waiter 

spreading sawdust in front or the door and finds himself re-

calling the same type or scene in his childhood, when he wit-

nessed a murder and saw sawdust spread over the blood (pp. 

43?-38). Oddly, at a point in the book almost exactly as far 

fran the beginning as this story is fran tha end, he narrates 

another story in which he is present as a murder takes place. 

In the early story he is with his brother on the way to the 

movies and watches the scene in the street, while in the later 

one he is with his father and watches it in a restaurant. In 

the first case he remarks, 11No puedo recordar por nils que quiero 

el nanbre de la. pel!cula. que :!bamos aver, que seguimos aver y 

que v1.mos" (p.42), but in the second it is reversed, 

Seguiznos. llegaroos al cine, mi padre pesaroso, yo 
excitado. Vimos una vieja pel:!cula. de Ken Na.yna.rd 
que entoncos era estreno. La serie de El cr6talo. 
la. moraleja estetica de esta fabula sangrienta es 
que Maynard do ne~ro, audaz y certero, El cr6talo 
misterioso, malvad.o, y la muchacha bells. y p.{lida 
y virtuosa son reales, estan vivos. En cambio 
Cholo y su rival, que eran runigos de mi padre, la 
sangre en el suelo, ol duelo espect~cular y torpe 
pertenecen a las nieblas del sueno y del recuerdo 
(pp.4'.36-37). 

The key to what has happened is found in his next statements 

"Algmi d!a escribir& este cuento, 11 It is likely tr.at the one 

which appears near the begi."lning of the book is tho r~sult of 
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the contact between his memory and his creative imaginationr it 

is what a writer does with an experience which he recalls, in 

order to make it a better story for the re,ader. Fran the inci-

dent which took place when he was with his father be has chosen 

those aspects which would be'interesting to his prospective 

readers and transformed the rest, in the process reversing what 

has happened in his memory. This is similar to what takes place 

in the "Los visitantes" section, in which William Campbell, also 

invented by Cabrera Infante, invents for himself a wife and a 

set of characteristics which do not belong to him in "real life." 

These in turn are different from those others invented for him 

by the emcee. The end result is the very evident "total fic-

tionality" or the novel and, on the part of the author, a delib"'· 

erate vagueness as to where the reader can cane down w:'.th his 

"wi.lling suspension of disbelief." 

There is a curious play of reality and illusion in Silves-

tre•s handling of the story. His "literary" version of it, near 

the beginning of the novel, is largely invented and therefore is 

characterized largely by illusion, yet it states that the real 

events which the child saw remained in his mind while the illu-

sion of the cinema had vanished. The more candid version told 

to Cu~, which presU!llably reflects more ~ccurately wha.t actually 

occurred, reveals Silvestre ns the lovor of illusion which we 

know him to be, for the movie is more real in his memory than 

the striking events of real life. 
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There are hints to the effect that Silvestre is losing his 

sight, and at one point Cu& says to him, "Estis quecl4ndote ciego, 

cono. Pronto no veris mis pel:!culas que el recuerdo" (p.)53). 

This is, or course, characteristic of those who go blinds their 

only visual stimulation comes by way or their m6fflory's re-creation 

or scenes which they have viewed in the past. The transition 

f'ran the movies to mamory as the most important feature or his 

life could hardly be made more forcef"ully. It also represents 

a movement f'ran light to darkness, which is the movement or the 

book as a whole. The ill1age apparently has a basis in the situa-

tion of the author. On the back jacket of his book~ oficio 

siglo !!_ there is a picture of "Ca:!n"; the name is the 

pseudonym which Cabrera Infante employed when writing movie re-

views for Carteles, and the author states that he has put on 

dark glasses "para disimular su miop:!a • •.. Ahora no parece 

miope1 pa.race ciego." In the text itself there is a note from 

Ca:!n to Cabrera Infante which mentions the time "cuando mi vida 

terminari como la de E<iipo, en la ceguera, pero tarnbi~n en la 

felicidad1 ya no tendr~ mis que el recuerdo" (p.277). The 

significant point is that Oedipus' life endod in self-inflicted 

blindness, and the only way in which be could be seen as happy 

is in the fact that he achieved union with his mother. This re-

calls the state..~ent of Silvest~o to the effect that he would go 

back to his mother's wanb. Silvestro is willing to leave wanen 

alone, as a waste of time, in order to concentrate on t.hat great 
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symbol or the mother and, for him, of memory, the sea. There 

he can return and perhaps recommence the cycle or life, uniting 

the end with the beginning. In view of this it is puzzling to 

note that he pl.ans to be married. This would tend to contradict 

his whimsical philosophizing. The reader is not told which ten-

dency he ultimately follows. 

Arsenio Cu~, on the other hand, feels that he has already 

united the end and the begin.-riing, in that his old life endeci with 

the gunshots and the new one began as he entered into his new 

career as a television star. But now that he is in a period of 

strained relations llith the people at the studio and senses other 

changes taking place in his life and that of F.avana, he is uneasy, 

It would be well at this juncture to consider the difference 

between the concept of the apocalypso, which is characteristic 

of the Judeo-Christian linear view of time, and the myth of the 

eternal return, with its possibilities of cataclysm as recycling 

takes place, Ofton the two visions are confounded, but, as 

indicated, one is fund~~entally a linear conception and the other 

fundamentally circular. It is possible to construe the Judeo-Chris-

tian doctrin9 as circular, since it begiJ1s and e.nds with a new, 

unspoiled oarth, but even in this it must be kept in mind that 

there is only one cycle, not an infinite sories of cycles. In 

many cases the tern 11apocalyptic11 :ls erroneously used to designate 

anything simply ominous or cat.~cl;rsmic, whi.le the true apocalypse 

involves tin1e's ha\r:lng run its full course from the point of 
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creation to the point or the "Day or the Lord," after which the 

universe is released fran time and enters eternity again. In 

contrast, the eternal return implies in its very terminology 

that time is cyclic and remains so indefinitely. Arsenio Cu& 

in particular holds to the true apocalyptic pattern (though 

without its theistic implicQtions). Fran his birth as a poor 

child he has moved to his symbolic death and into a new dimen-

sion which resembles eternity, 1n that he says, "Ese d:!a. de la 

graci.a se detuvo el tiempo. Al menos, para m!" (p.426). Sil-

vestre says of him, "El budismo-zen hablaba de eternidad y '1 

hablaba de manento ••• "(p.299). 

It is just because he has already moved through the look-

ing glass that Cu~ is the most cryptic character in the book, 

even more so th!i.n Bustr6fedon. As we attempt to analyze it, we 

must keep in mind that it appears that the author has deliber-• 

ately kept the data on him obscure in order to keop the reader 

guessing. The effect, aP,ain, is similar to one in every day 

life in which we gain a few tantalizing bits of illf'ormation con-

cerni:ng a particula~ly fascinating person from snatches of con-

versation, but are unable either to piece together what we have 

into a meaningful whole or to gain whatever further information 

would be essential in c:rder to do so. It :ts also worthy of note 

that Cabrera Infante mentions the fact that one story which 

appears in the 1964 edition RS narrated by Erib6 originally 

formed one part of Cu~•s story. In this he is using the word 
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Mstoryt• in the se~se of the tale which he is telling, not in 

the sens~ of a biography, flince "las voi::es no tienen biograi'!a. "5 

The things which Cu& hates nre one key to his character. 

Time, of course, is "lo que mas odia Cu~'' (p.J21), but neither 

does he like memory (p.297); the sea ("Ni a. m! ni a mi subcon-

sciente ni a mis miedos atlvicos nos gusta el mnr, 11 p.314), or 

Proust (p.)26), all of which represent something to do with the 

movement of time. 

What he likes, as discussed previously, are numbers. They 

presumably remain the same despite the movement of time and 

whatever happens to the world, and this is his goal for his own 

life. Silvestre says that 11Arsenio Cu~ estaba tan enamorado de 

los nruneros c01no de s! mismo--o viceversa'' (p.'.328), which indi-

cates the close identification between the two--he loves numbnrs 

as he loves him.self. "El 3 era el Gran Ni1nero, casi el Nmnero 

Uno, porquo era el primer niSrnero primo, los que nose dejan di-

vidir m:fs que por s! mismos y por la u.nidad. (Cu~ dijo la. Uni-

da.d. )11 (p.J28). He then discusces what ca.n be done with the 

number three; it can be squared to make nine, and nine can be 

added to itself to Make ei~hteen, which is the mirror image of 

the square of nine, which is eichty-one, "el niSrnero en el es-

pejo" (p,328). In other words, he is doing with numbers almost 

exactly what EustrcSfcdon has done with words in bis palindromes, 

He sp~aks of the particular qualities of several other number£ 

and pro-~eeds to use all the numbers frm one to nine in s. squsre 
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in which the numbers add up to 15 in any direction, including 

diagonally. He says, "Ah! lo tienes. El cuadrado mlgico. Vale 

tanto cano un c!rculo" (pp.329-30). The statement relates it 

to Bustr~fedon's magic circle as a substitute, making it a sort 

of square mandala. 

Concerning the number fifteen he points out that its digits, 

when added together, equal six, "el n&nero final," and when one 

is subtracted from five the total is four, "el primer n&nero del 

cuadrado" (p.J30)s that is, the number in the upper left-hand 

corner of his square (ar1d the number which, as a symbol, indi-

cates squareness), Tho interesting yoint to note is that, ac-

cording to Cirlot's Dictionary~ ~els, nrifteen is markedly 
6 erotic and is associated with the devil. 11 As we shnll see, 

this may be one more clue to what has happeneu to him in his 

relationship to Vivian Smith-Corona. That Cue's "cuadrado de 

la vida'' (p.JJO) should add up in any direction to a number 

associated with the devil is natural, since ho stands generally 

in opposition to the book's messiah, Bustr6fedon. 

Why six should be viewed as "el mrmero final'' is not ex-

plained, but it must certainly bo related to the fact that Sil-

vestre•s title for eu~•s di~cussion of numbe,·s is "La carga de 

los 666" (p.327). This, of course, is the nUi:lber of the Beast 

of Revelation "-nd refers to the final phns& of history, so 

perhaps six, in its thr~e-fold repetition, is for this reason 

seen as the final number. 
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Three is a special nUJ11ber, not only for Cu& but for the 

book as a whole. cu, indicates that it is the truly perfect 

number, he points out to Silvestre that on most typewriters the 

number sign(#) is above the three (p.329). Cirlot, referring 

to the findings of Ludwig Paneth, says, *'The dynamism and sym-

bolic richness of the number 3 is so exceptional that it cannot 

be overemphasized."? Ultimately this may derive from the fact 

that anything 1n the universe which possesses mass must neces-

sarily exist in three dimensions, plus time's existing (in most 

cultures) as past, present and future, and the doctrine of the 

Trinity. 

It is hore that we should consider Silvestre's views of 

the number three. He expounds the idea that a hexagon is only 

a cube which has lost its third dimension, so that "cuando el 

Hexagono encontrara su di!llension perdida y sup1'5ramos c&no lo 

hizo, podr!a.mos nosotros encontrar la cuarta y la quint.a y las 

demas dimensiones y pasear librcmente entre ellastt (p.218). 

One suspects that it is the fourth which most concerns him, 

since it is time, and if one could control t~ne he would also 

have control over life and death. Tho point of his ti.rgU!!lent 

appears to be that ~ithout its third dL!llonsion the cube is 

only an abstract figure and h~s no real ex1sten~e in the sense 

of concrete rnass. Man's problem, in contra.st, is not that he 

has two dtmCinsions and needs control ovor the third, but that 

he has three and needs control over the fourth. 
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The title of the novel mentions~ sad tigers (part of 

a tongu"-t1ro"'ister) and contains three words, all or which begin 

with "T." As I have indicated, the novel can be broken down 

into three main divisions, within which there are nine title 

pages. At Bustr6fedon•s "last Supper" scene there a.re three 

persons present, and on p.21J alone, when Bustr~fedon is at the 

height of his word play, the word "treslt is used four times and 

"tercero" once, There are many more significant sets of three 

in the book, for example the triad of La Estrelln, Cuba Venegas 

and Irenita, At one point C&iac says, "Cuento las cosaa <lesa-

gradablos que me han pasado esta noche y veo que son tres" (p. 

1J1). 

Cu.f's name even contains three letters, and when somethim1: 

significant happens to him it is often perceived in terms of 

the sets of three which it contains. He states that "everythtr;,· 

happens in threes" (p,155). When speaking of erotic themes ho 

san.etimes employs a quick threefold repetition, as in "Nur1ca la. 

vi mls hermosa ••• --excepto desnuda excepto desnuda exc~pto 

desnuda" (p,150), 

Cirlot reproduces the following fran the work of Ludwir, 

Paneth with regard to the psychological symbolism of numbers1 

"When in myths and legends there are three brothers or sisters, 

three suitors, three trials, thr-ee wishes, and so on, the first 

and second alements correspond broadly to what is already pos-

sessed, and the third element represents the magic or miraculou3 
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solution desired and sought afters but this th1rd element may 

• • 
8 • also be negative.'' This call~ to mind the fact thet in 

the last third or Tres tristes tigres there are in reality three 

characters involved. Two of them--Silvestre and eu,--represent 

what is already possessed, what is alive and on stage, and the 

third is Bustr6fedon or kaleidoscopic language, For Silvestre 

Bustr6fedon indeed stands for the ''magic or miraculous solutiQn 

desired and sought after," as he often wishes he could return in 

the flesh to be with them "para ser t.res" (p.ll,1~-2). It ma.y well 

be that the period of time since Bustr6fedon•s death (that period 

of time in which for Silvestre the word has not ta.ken on flesh) 

corresponds to the period of time in which Silvestre has not 

written, In that case Silvestre' s literary cor:tribu.tions to the 

novel would stand as proof that Bustr6redon b1s returned, As 

for Cu~, however, his attitude is better expressed by the last 

phrase of Cirlot's remark, since he sees all too clearly that 

Bustr6fedon, this third element, 11rnay •• , also be naz,ative," 

As migr.t be expected, C,J~'s very name is related to the 

mystical use of numbers. Silvestre says, "Cue evit6 la calle 

Diecisiete no por superstici6n, si~o porque ten!a querencia a 

Veintiuno, por motivos purrunante nun6ricos y personales • , • " 

(p. 368). The thought thnt someone might desire to avoid ~Jioci-

siete on account cf superstition is no doubt based on the fact 

that its digits, one and sev-en, add up to eisht, whfoh, s.s Cu~ 

tells us, means 0 dea.d 11 in Cuban chara.dl!s (p.328). "Arsenio" 
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contains seven letters, and "CU~" three. Accor-ding to Cirlot, 

seven is "symbolic of perfect order, a complete period or cycle. 

It comprises the union of the ternary and the quaternary, and 

hence it 1s endowed with exceptional value."9 Since the ternary 

often symbolizes heaven and the quaternary earth, seven should 

represent the union of heaven and earth, which in a sense is what 

has happened to cue in his experience with the "angels." His re-

birth experience has certainly led him through a complete cycle 

and into perfect order. 

According to Paneth, threo must be the richest of the num-
10 bers in terms of symbolic value. Basi~lly it refers to 

"spiritual synthesis" and represents "the solution of the con-

flict posed by dualiS!ll •••• It is the harmonic product of 

the action of unity upon duality. It is the number concerned 

with basic principles, and expresses sufficiency, or the growth 

of unity within itself."11 When multiplied by seven it produces 

twenty-one, which Cirlot says "expresses tho reduction of a con-

flict--two--to its solution--unity. 1112 The sum of th9 addition 

of the two digits of twenty-one is three agnj_n; one would be 

tempted to consider such notions tis being far-fetched werb it 

not for the fact that on pa~es 328-30 of Tres tristes tigres this 

is precisely the way in which Guo handles numbers. 

It is curious to note that Bustrofedon's name contains 

eleven letters; of this number Cirlot says that it is "symbolic 

of transition, excess and peril and of conflict and martyrdom. 
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According to Schneider there is an infernal character about its 

since it is in excess of tha numbsr of perfection--ten--it 

therefore stAnds for incontinenca,"13 It may be that it is in-

fernal (and Silvestre wonders if BustrcSfedon could be in "el 

Bustrofierno") because it looks the same not only in the mirror 

but when inverted, like 101, of which BustrcSfede,n says, "I.a 

eternidad no lo can1bia y como quiera que uno lo mira es siempre 

'1 mismo" (p.214). It might also be noted that Cut( makes a ~ood 

deal of the fact that his bil•thd~y is on the 22nd of the r.onth 

arld that his full nam~ (which is ne11or given) adds up to 

twonty-two, the double of eleven (p,312), 

Frcm ths foregoinr; m~y b~ seen tha complexity of the use 

of n\;Mbers i:n the novbl ~nd an c,x-planation of Arsenio Cut's 

obsessio:1 with th~. It is a.s it'" he were 2.ttempting to gain 

inuncrta1ity throu1:,h the!ll, His groat desire to remain the same 

in the p1·esent. is tied closely to his total cha.n,:;e in the past, 

which, a.s related by him, is full ot'" sets of three, He knocks 

three ti:r,es at the door (p, 53), has not eaten for three days 

(p,54), and he~r-s three gunshots, which he associates with the 

throe by which St, Anthony warns his followers of their 

impending death (p,60), Then, in his conclusion to the story 

he tells of looking up to heaven (which, as mentioned, is 

associated with the n'll!nher three) and seeing throe lamps, which 

turn out to be only one (p,423). After this, everi Silvestre's 

questions come in sets of three (p,425), 
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Nevertheless,.even though cu& can still say of numbers that 

they are "casi en lo lfnico que creo" on one page (p.312), on the 

next page he runs, presumably because he has been warned in his 

apocalyptic dream that two and two no longer equal four.14 At 

the end or his relation of the dream he says, "Sigo corriendott 

(p.)14), which has reference not only to the dream, which by 

virtue or this concluding statement is open-ended, but to his 

life in general. As he and Silvestre are ch·iving around the 

latter makes his remark, already quoted, concerning the rich, 

surrounded by all possible means of escape, ''el para!so de los 

CU&" (p.)20). He also remarks that ffCu~ ten::!a esa obsesicSn del 

tiempo. Quiero decir que buscaba el tiempo en el espacio y no 

otra cosa qus una b~squeda era nuestros viajes continues, inter-

J11inables, un solo viaje infinite por el HaleccSn11 (p,296). It is 

in this that Silvestre's identification of the two of them with 

famous explorers, discoverers and conquerors takes on mMnin~. 

In their case, however, it is a quest for the infinite and the 

quest itself therefore becanes endless, 

The nature of the project for Cu~ is canplex, Ee has re-

jected "the word" as a mear.s of imposing order on chaos and 

says, ''Yo me ocupo de los sonidos" (p,359), thereby placing 

himself closer to La Estrella than to BustrcSfedon, The section 

dealing with the quest is entitled "Bacha ta,'' which is a CU.ban 

expression for a gs.roe or joko, but has reference as well to the 

fact that at the beginninG of the section thero is a discussion 
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or Bach and other composers. It appears that Cu& is attempting 

to take sound along with him by means of the radio in his car 

(which is a "miquina del tiempo"), and by means of speed to con-

vert tiroe (which he hates) into space; he says, "Loque tiene 

de embriagador la velocidad es que convierte un acto f!sico en 

experiencia metaf!sica1 la velocidad transforma el tiempo en 

espacio'' (p.J24). And Silvestre remarks that "'1, eu,, la 

velocidad" (p.299). 

In today's apocalyptic literature of Spanish America there 

is sanet:im.es visible an effort to achieve a new beginning by 

the recovery of the primordial rhythm or the universe in the 

union of opposites. It would appear that Cabrera Infante has 

laid hold of the principle of modern physics that at infinity 

certain concepts are unified. Silvestre says of eu,, ttnec:!a 

qua hab!a veces en que el carro y la carretera y ,1 mismo 

desaparec!an y los tres eran una sola cosa, la carrera, el es-

pacio y el objeto del viaje'' (p.299). That is, he must have 

reached--at least psycholo~ically--the point of infinity, for 

it is there that mass becanes infinite, and one would suspect 

that therefore all matter would be one. Silvestre describes the 

ride as follows, "Dejlbamos el carnino de Santa Fe, el oeste, a 

sesenta, a ochenta, a cien y el pie de Cu~, !vido, buscaoa ha.car 

de la ruta un abismo por la velocidad, que era ya una acelera-

ci~n, ca!da libre. Se~u!a corriendo, viajando en su precipicio 

horizontalst (p.355), and then he rem.arks, "Sabes qua quier'3s 
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continuar la carrera hasta encontrar no La Habana, sino la cuarta 

dimensicSn," to which Cu~ replies by referring to Moebius, the 

character in Greek mythology who placed a belt around the earth 

(pp.355-56). However, several times eu&•s quest is halted by 

traffic signals, which by this act become metaphysical phenomenas 

"Nos detuvo una luz (el tiempo convencional qua interrumpe la 

natural soluci6n de continuidad del espacio)" (p.;72). 

Cu& is another example or the fact that characterization 

and structure in this novel are very closely related to the 

skillfully handled language. Beyond representing Lewis Carroll's 

love of play with numbers, Cu~ is an astoundingly canplex collage 

of characters drawn .from other novols, and it is only occasional 

innocent-appearing allusions to them which serve as clues. The 

reader must take the connections, go back to the characters in 

question, and piece together from them a part of what Cu~ really 

is. 

Perhaps the most nearly obvious of these sources is t1ene-

gildo Cu~, the protagonist of Alejo Carpent.ier•s Ecu~-~ .Q.. 

Menegildo's father is Usebio Cu~, and the plot involves the 

son's process of growing up, finding an identity in Afro-Cuban 

religious rites, uniting with the woman he loves, and his violent 

and unexpect.en death. The young man moves from the country to 

the big city, as does Arsenio Cu~. Carpentier clearly intends 

to relate his Usobio Cu~ to the deity Eku~, and Cabrera Infante 

does the same with his character Arsenic (p.349). 
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Although it w~uld appear that Arsenio Cu& always attempts 

to avoid any connection with his humble origins, Silvestre nar-

rates an incident which is revealing in that it demonstrates 

what lies hidden beneath the rather polished surface of his 

life• 

Fui un d!a a su casa, al cuarto del solar donde viv!a, 
con Jesse Fernlndez, a retratarlo, y me tir6 los cara-
coles en una ceremonia secreta, a oscuras, en su 
cuarto en penumbras al mediod:!a con una velita alUil\-
brando los cauris en una versi6n afrocubana de un 
ritual 6rfico y recuerdo las leyendas, los secretes 
de la tribu dec!a. ~1, africanas, cubanas ya, que me 
cont6. Tres (p.JJ9). 

It is also worthy of note that Erib6 says that one time he met 

him coming down the street and speaks of his "dif:!cil paso zambo" 

(p.100), which indicates that even his mannerisms reveal his 

ethnic origins. In the incident related by Silvestre, he does 

say, "En la ruiica magia en que cree es la. brujer:!.a de los nlf-

meros11 (p.'.339), but the background is there, and it would ap-

pear that this snatch of memory on Silvestre's part represents 

a deliberate att~~pt on the part of Cabrera Infante to relate 

Cu~ to Carpentier's character. 

Another probable literary source for Cu~ is found 1n 

Vladimir Nabokov's Lolita. Cabrera Infante, judging from his 

interviews, is a great admirer of Nabokov's writing, and, in-

congruous though it may seem, he apparently found another source 

for the name Cu6 in the latter's character Clare Quimby, who is 

repeatedly called 11 Cue" by Humbert Humbert in the course of the 

narration. Cu9 is a playwright by profession, but also an 
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actor, like Cul; h~ has written~ Enchanted Hunters, the title 

or which b9cmes an important motif in the novel. He is also 

the one who entices the young Lolita away tran Humbert a:rxi is 

murdered for his trouble. Considering the fact that there are 

too many corresponde~ces between Quimby and Cul to be considered 

coincidental, it would appear that we must consider the fact 

that eu&•s character is based not only on that or Menegildo 

Cu&, with his ties to Afro-Cuban religion, but also to this 

rather redoubtable personage 1n Lolita_. Also, this is the third 

novel connected in some way with Cu~ in which a major character 

obtains the girl he wants and dies soon afterward. Viewed in 

the light of his great fear of death this becomes significant; 

in fact, it turns out to be one key to the more puzzling aspects 

of his behavior • 

The question arises as to whether there is a girl who re-

presents this kind of danger to Cu~. It is answered in part 

by reference again to Lolita, who bA.co~es Humbert Humbert's 

obsession. She is near the age of fifteen when lost to Quimby, 

and this is the age of Vivian Smith Corona at the time of the 

narration (p.17s but Erib6 says she is about sixteen, p.93). 

Vivian may even be connected by way of her name to the "enchanted 

hunters" theme, in that Vivian is the n1>me of the legendary en-

chantress who placed a spell on Merlin. It should be noted 

that her age corresponds to the sum of the numbers in any direc-

tion on CuJ's magic sq'll!i.ra. 
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It is at this juncture that we may examine the meaning or 

the libretto-like story which p:t•ecedes EribcS's re.ther lengthy 

narration concerning his relationships with various wanen, and 

especially with Vivian. The story, little aver a page long, is 

said to have its source in the "Rito de Sikln y Eku, (de la 

magi.a afrocubana)" (p.90). It deals with an overly-curious girl 

named Sikln, who breaks her tribal tabu by both hearing and see-

ing the river god Eku&. When others refuse to believe hor, she 

brings him hane in a jar, with the result that he dies, probably 

or mortification. Her crime is punished by death, and the sk:1.ns 

or the two of them are used to construct the seserib~. Since 

Cul, as mentioned, is linguistically related to Eku~, and EribtS 

is called "Sese EribcS'' (pp.JO? and 410), it is natural tc con-

sider that both of them are alluded to in the use of the story, 

and this is confj.rmed by the fact that both play a part in the 

long narration which follows. It also becomes clear that Vivian 

takes the part of Sikln (and some of the letters of "Vivian 

Smith-Corona" can easily be taken as an acronym to form "Siktfn" 

if we allow the "C" to beccme a "I~," as it does when "Eku~" be-

comes "Cu&. 11 ) 

The problem arises when one attempts to assign tho other 

part, that of Eku~, uho, with Siknn, becomes sMoribcS. We ap-

pear to be starting with one of the novel's characters and end-

ing with another. The answer is that, on the mythic level--that 

is, insofar as ·their stories parallel that of the Afro-Cuban 
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rite--the two form. one dual personality, and 1n the Jungian 

sense it would appear that EribcS !!lay serve as eutf•s shadow, in 

that he acts out the tendencies 1n Cu& which the latter con-

siders dangerous and represses. As to what are those dangerous 

tendencies, it should be noted that in the two novels which we 

have considered as probable sources for Cu& the protagonists 

obtain the wanen they want and then die shortly thereafter. 

While it is true that the same pattern occurs 1n any nUlllber of 

novels 1n world literature, it would appear to be significant 

here, especially when we consider that it also forms a major 

part of the impact of what may be eu,•s favorite novel. This 

is Hemingway's _A_c_r..,o_s_s the River !.!2. ln.:!e the~, which Cu& 

calls 11esta novel.a. com1ovedora y triste y alegre que es uno 

de los pocos libros de veras sobre el amor qua se ban escrito 

en el siglo" (p.147). By this statement he may be indicating 

that in his opinion love is associated with death, for 1n 

Hemingway's novel the protagonist, Colonel Cantwell, knows from 

the beginning that he has little time loft, 

If this is the case, then it must be that Cu~ fears too 

close an e.ttachment to Vivian because he fears death, and he 

allows EribcS to take his place in actively pursuing her, His 

attitude towards women is illustrated in his f.tate::nent to Sil-

vestre• "Sabes major qua nadie que no fui novio de Sibila, que 

nunca soy novio de nadie, que detesto la palabra cano odio la 

relaci6n" (p.433). 
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But before pursuing this specific question further let us 

establish the relationship between the two characters Cu~ and 

Erib&. The author makes the interesting statement that the 

story dealing with EribcS•s visit to his boss to ask for a raise 

originally formed a part of Cu~•s story. This in itself would 

tend to indicate that the two characters have sane sort of close 

connection in the author's mind. The story puts a good deal of 

stress on the ascent of the stairs leading to the exalted realm 

or the boss, As we have seen, the ascent or staircases plays a 

large part in eu~•s lifo, since one ascent results in his deat.h 

and rebirth and another in his spacial revelation of the artifi-

ciality of his girl friends. 

It is clear that the concept of ascent is important to both 

Cu& and EribcS, and in fact plays a major part in the whole 

"SeseribcS" narration. When Vivian initiates the relationship 

between herself and EribcS she does so by saying, "Sube a bus-

carme11 (p.94). later he attempts to make a date with Cuba Vene-

gas1 he meets her in her dressing room at the Sierra and asks 

her to go with him to I.as Va~as (p.104). Even though he is the 

one who discovered her as Gloria Porez and started her on her 

rise, now that she is at the heights (represented linguistically 

by the Sierra) she can no longer afford to be seen with him, 

that is, to descend to I.as Vegns, the plains where this mulatto 

bongo drUMlller dwells. This metaphor of altitude is used through-

out the entire 11Sese1•ibcS•• section to support the general theme of 
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EribcS• s f'Utile effort to raise himself'. The altitude theme is 

supported by other imagery indicative or the class barriers 

with which he has to deal. He himself' says, "Note olvides que 

soy un bongoseroit (p.105), and ironically, no one does. C&:iao 

states that on sane days he is "un mulatico arrepentido" (p.120). 

When Vivian calls him he says, "Ella estaba del otro lado, de la 

parte afuera y hab:!a un cristal por el medio" (p.93), and after 

this reference to an invisible barrier, he remarks, "Entre 

Vivian y yo hab:!a mls de una calle a atravesar" (p.106). Cuba 

speaks to him through the mirror, and when he puts his hands on 

her shoulders, which are cevered with a dressing gown, he says, 

"No me quitcS las manos, sino que se desvisticS de m!it (p.104). 

Both Cu~ and EribcS are from poor backgrounds and have 

Negro bloodr the difference is that the former has been success-

ful in his atte~pt to ascand the ladder of success and the lat-

ter has not. Ar.d while Cu~ must search for infinity and tharaby 

an escape from change by attempting to become speed itself, 

EribcS must content him.self with searching for his 11high" in music 

and rhythm a "Tocar el bongcS • • • era • • • CO!l10 volar • • • , viendo 

el paisaje apla.stado, en una sola. dimensicSn abajo ••• , estar 

entre el cielo y la tierra, suspendidot sin dimensicSn •••" (pp. 

111-12). Having lost the desirable women in his lire, he must 

content himself with substituting sound and rhythm for th8!l1. 

Flying is an archetypal symbol of the sex act, and when he finds 

himself' "erigi~ndose on el sonido que crunina" (p.318), it is ~s 
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near as he can cane to what he really desires. Silvestre calls 

him "el Saint Exupery del sen" (p.410), a!ld this too relates him 

to Cu&, who also deals with music and sounds rather than words. 

There are other subtle connections between the two. In the 

following quotation Erib6 speaks of his attempt to be an actor 

like Arsenios "'Diinelo, po~ favor,• dije yo, tratando de ser 

tan atento y tan cornprensivo y tan desinteresado que parec!a el 

actor m4s malo del mundo tratando de parecer desinteresado y 

canprensivo y atento ya la vez hablando a un pifulico que no lo 

o!a. otro Arsenio Cue" (p.11?). Since he is in show business 

as is Cu&, Erib6 also tends to perceive raality in terms re-

lated to his professions "Salieron por la. sala de juego roja y 

verde y bien alurnbrada y la cortina cay6 sobre 5 detrls de 

ellos ••• "(p.99). 
Silvestre notes at one point that "la bebida davolv!a a 

Cu~ a los or:!genes;• (p.342), and what happens to him when he is 

drunk is another key to what has happened to him behind the 

scenes of the book. When sober he is the epitome of poise1 

EribcS says of him, "Fino el hombre, teatralmente as!" (p.94). 

But it is not long afterward that he is weepj_ng and generally 

makinu a fool of himself. later he tells Silvestre that when 
;:, 

he slept with Vivian they were both drur.k (p.432), and it ap-

pears that the only way that Silvestre is able oven to bring 

him to the point of confession is by taking advantage of the 

fact that they have been drin.'cing all evening. In fact, there 
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is evidence to the effoct that drunkenness may be a large part 

or the reason that Cu&, who opposes BustrcSredon, is led to imi-

tate him rather than reacting normally before the girls in his 

car. Drink reduces eu&•s ability to maintain him.self above the 

world, with its phenomena of time and change; it returns him to 

his origins, and that is precisely what he does not want. 

The way in which Cu~ uses EribcS as his shadow may be seen 

in the latter's account or eu&•s taking him along to the Focsa, 

where Vivian lives. His reason for going is ambiguous, he says 

it is just to take a walk around the pool (p.100), and Vivian 

tells EribcS that he has cane to be seen by his admirers (p.101). 

later Cu& tells EribcS that they might as well go, since Sibila 

apparently is not going to show up (p.102). Beyond the fnct 

that 11Sibilatt spelled backward is 11alibis," and that the comment 

is made for Vivian's benefit, there is evidence that he did not 

really come to see Sibila. He indicat9s to Silvestre later that 

he really has little interest in her (p.433). 

A possible interpretation, in my opinion~ lies in the story 

or Ulysses and the sirens. Ulysses is anxious to hear their call, 

but without succu:nbing to their deadly enticements, so he has 

himself tied to the mast, It would appear that Cu& goes to the 

pool because, despite his fear of the inseparability of women 

and death, he is unable entirely to resist Vivian's charms, 

When he and Erib6 arrive, she greets them, like a sirer1, from 

the pool (p.106), but eu, is prepared, Despite the fact that 
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it is a hot day •Dl;l there is no rain in sight he has his rain-

coat on. He then uses EribcS i."l a sense to shield him fran 

Vivian, while he goes and talks to his "hl!rnedas f'aniticas" (p. 

101), a group of wet girls who themselves might serve as sirens, 

but who evidently pose much less of a threat to hi~. 

Even the closing act of the scene, which on the surface 

might be sin1ply an actor• s reaction to the mockery of an im-

pertinent youngster, takes on a special significance. It is 

Sibila's brother Tony who does the mocking, a thrice-repeated 

"Arsenio Cuacuacua." eu, indicates that Tony is a duck and 

punishes him by stepping on his fingers. This should be all 

there is to it, but for the fact that as they leave eu, "suda.ba 

y se quit~ los espejuelos y se sec6 el sudor que corr!a por ~u 

cara." Then he says, "1Viste?" (p.10J). What has happened is 

that Cue has been forced to remember sanething, and memory is 

SClllething which he hates, because it moves him in time, in this 

case backward. "Tony" is a nickname for 11Anthony," and St. 

Anthony played a significant part in his apocalyptic scene. He 

is also alluded to in Cue's own th1•ee knocks, in his beir.g called 

St. Anthony by the impresarios and in the association of the 

three gunshots. Since St. Anthony's three knocks announce one's 

death, Tony's three quacks remind Cu~ not only of how close he 

is to it at this point, in his opinion·, but of the similarity 

of his situation to the one in which he "died." At that point 

too there was n girl who emerged from a swimming pool to antic~ 
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him, so that in th.is way as well wet girls are associ.9.ted with 

dea.th and the return to origins for him. Furthor.noro, his be-

ing associated with a duck must seem ironic to him, since a duck 

is waterproof. 15 

There is one more case in which Cue is haunted by the appear-

ance of a wet girl. It comes about when he and Silvestre find 

themselves contemplatiru?; the statue in a fountain. There Cue 
characterizes her as "demasiado limpia para mi gusto" (p.412), 

perhaps meaning that she is too wet, and a bit later he realizes 

san.ething and slaps his forehead with his hand (p.413). On p. 

425 he explains that the "ninfa mojada" has brought him to the 

discovery that the Magalena with whom he has been in the car is 

the same girl who was present at his death and resurrection 

scene. This, of course, forms part of the apocalyptic character 

of this portion of the novel, in that Cu~ too is being returned 

to his origins, the origins of his new, prosperous life. It is 

interesting to note, then, this additional light on ju.st why it 

is that, while he is attracted enough by Ma.galena to stop and 

lure her and Beba into the car, he appears instinctively to veer 

away from serious seduction. 

Cue continually wears dark glasses, and at times they ap-
16 pear as a significant bit of imagery. Vivian is very awaro of 

thm; she asks Erib6, 

"Pero, itu lo hns visto sin espejuelos?" 
"La noche que te conoc:!11 --ime delataba?--"que 

los conoc! a ustedes." 
"Yo dieo de d:!a." 
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"No recuerdo." 
Era verdad. Creo que una o dos veces lo vi traba-

jando en tele\rision. ?ero no me fij& en sus ojos. 
Se lo dije a Vivian. 

"No digo en televisicSn. All! esti actuando y 
es otro. Digo en la calla. M!ralo bien la prcSxima 
vez que se quite las espejuelos." 
e e e • • • e e a e • e e e • • • • I • • I I 

"Jamis me enamorar!a de un hanbre con esos 
ojos" (p.102). 

• • 

later Silvestre asks Cu6, "LY Vivian?," meaning, "What about 

her virginity?," and we read, "SaccS los espejuelos negros y se 

los puso" (p.426). This is just another way in which Cu6 

attempts to be impenetrable, for he feels that if he can keep 

intruders from caning into his intimate life they will be un-

able to extricate him from his element.. Fo1· him such an intru-

sion means leaving his own world of changelessness and entering 

the threatening world of change. 

This is the situation of Eku~ in the logend presented in 

in the ttSeseribcS11 section of the novel. He is a god who lives 

apart from men, in the river. The crime of Sikln is that she 

not only hears Eku~• s sacred sounds but pulls him out of his 

element causing him to die of humiliation. She has taken him 

from his privileged--and presumably ir.1mortal--position and 

placed hi!!l in the world of normal beings. It is clear from what 

Vivian tells Eribo about Cue's eyes that she has looked into them 

and what they symbolize; she has reached the very core of his 

being somehow, on the ni~ht that they spent to~ather, This is 

what has mortally frightened Cu~, so that, while he is still 

drawn to Vivian he must insulate himself against her. I.1•onics.lly, 
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he tells Silvestre that she has used Erib6 to make him jealous 

(p.4)J). It is ironic in that eu, too has used Erib61 to avoid 

getting too close to Vivian again himself. 

The idea that in every actor there is hidden an actress, 

apparently a concept invented by someone in the in-group, is 

applied to Cu~ a number of times, and at one point Silvestre, 

who claims to know him well (p.433), repeats it and says, ttsa-

b:!a. que yo no lo acusaba de afeminado ni nada, sino que conoc!a 

en parte o todo eu secreto" (p.308). The "actress" has to be 

Vivian. It may be recalled that Lolita too is an actress and 

it is through her part in his play that "Cue" becomes intel:'ested 

in her. 

So Vivian is without Cua and confused. This is her version 

of the punishment of Sikan, whose skin was made into the silent, 

decorated drum called seseribo, dedicated to the deity Erib6. 

It is said of the silent fem11le drum "Pero sobre su parche lleva 

la lengua del gallo en serial eterna de silencio. Nadia lo toca 

y solo no puede hablar" (p.90). For Vivian it is only sl~htly 

different, "Vivian Smith-Corona es una maquina. de escribir. 

,Qu& hay en un nombre? En &se esta todo. Una exacta maquina 

de escribir. Pero de exhibici6n, de las que seven en la vidriera 

con un letrero al lado qua dice no tocar. Nose vende, nadie las 

compra, nadie las usa, Son para bonito" (p.109). 

But Erib61 s fate is tied to hers. He cannot touch her (on 

the mrmdane, as opposed to the mythic, level, simply because of 
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race and cl.ass barriers), and he cannot "talk" alone either. 

Since the talking of the bongo is a sexual matter for him any-

way, this no doubt is the meaning. His last statement in the 

"SeseribS" section is "Ser& una tumba" (p.119), a double ref-

erence to the tomb and to the silent dr\llll. seserib6. 

There may be a joke on the part of the author in Vivian's 

existence as a typewriter, since Silvestre, the writer, dis-

covers to his chagrin that he too may be in love with her and 

is unable to touch her (recall that he hasn't written for a 

while). He even asks himself, ",Estar!a yo celoso? ,Era ella 

mi puzzle de recuerdos que el am.or complet6?" (p.433). In other 

words, it is possible that for Silvestre the attompt t-o "recor-

darlo todo" may be only the means to an end, and that he has 

found the ultimate goal in this girl, who, ironically, is a dis-

play typewriter. For an author desirous of recording his mem-

ories this would be doubly diss.str.ous. 

It may be also that if Cu& in part plays the role of Cla~e 

Quimby, Silvestre takes the part of HUJ'llbert Humbert and finds 

himself in pursuit of the same young girl. He does say, like 

Humbert (and also like lewis Carroll)s- "No me gustan los ninos, 

pero me encantan las ninas 11 (p.3.53), and later, when he realizes 

that he has been consid~ring a girl of twenty-five too old, he 

says to himself, "Estis loco. Eras un a.normal. Un loco sensual, 

sexual. Terminaris como empez6 Humbert Hu.'llbert" (pp. 369-70) • 

And, as mentioned previously, he wonders if he is jealous of Cu~, 
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who has been successful. with Vivian. 

C&iac•s version of the quest for the absolute and immortality 

has already been discussed to some extent. He says, "La miica 

cosa por que siento un odio mortal es el olvido" (p.287), and in 

sane ill-defined manner his quest takes the form of the search 

for the archetypal females Silvestre refers to "la tentacion de 

C&lac deseando que todas las mujeres tuvieran una sola vagina" 

(p.318). It is this obsession which, as mentioned before, leads 

to the dream in which the images of his favorite girls fade into 

one another and finally end in La Estrella, with whom he finds 

himself in bed. But at this point the rather erotic sounding 

statement made by Silvestre concerning CcSdac fails to ring true, 

for La Estrella, as he mentions a number of times, repels him 

as a prospective sexual partner, even while he forgets all other 

women and becomes obsessed with her. 

It is, in fact, while he is totally lost in a kissing match 

with Irenita, whom he has just met, that he first sees La Estre-

lla. His captivation is instantaneous, and so canpelling that 

he forgets about henita ent:i..rely. It would appear that in part 

the very contrast between the two women has led to his powerful 

reactions for a photographer a negative represents a small-size 

image of the object photographod, with the colors reversed, and 

this is precisely the relationship of Irenita to La Estrella in 

C&lac•s view. Irenita is the small blonde who represents a 

vis,ui.l and tactual stirculus, while La Estrella must be heard to 
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be appreciated, wi~h her visual aspect preferably blacked out. 

In between the two stands Cuba Venegas, the mulata, neither as 

light as Irenita nor as dark as I.a. Estrella, between them in 

size, who sings but not well. In these three C&iac has carried 

Waun to the absolute, by running the gamut from one extreme to 

the other. It may be also that for him the possession of both 

the positive and the negative corresponds to Bustr6fedon•s con-

cern with both sides or the mirror. If the unsubstantial and 

totally artificial Irenita may be taken as the end, the chthonic, 

telluric Estrella may be the beginning, and this would be the 

particular manner in which C&iac unites the two. According to 

Silvestre•s statement, then, all that is lacking to the cOD1ple-

tion of his quest is tho ability to unite with all of them, plus 

all ct.her women at the same time. It is h:1.s way of going back 

to the most basic origins. 

It must be kept in mind that La Estrella is transformed fran 

a mere mortal into a cosmic phenomenon, the myth of pure sound, 

by the words of C&iac, and that those words represent his per-

sonal point of view. Having seen her in this way, he is totally 

captivated by her; he is a photo~rapher for whan tha visual is 

no longer the center of existence. It is this, no do\;.bt, which 

makes it easier for him than to be equslly captivated by Bust~6-

f'edon, whom I ha.ve characterized as language, and on the 111ythic 

level the son of Le. Estrella. It will be remembered that he is 

led to state, ·ttsi hablo corno Bustr6fedon ya para siempre no lo 
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siento sino que lo hago a conciencia ya ciencia y lo 'lfuico que 

lamento es no poder hs.blar de verdad y natural y siempre (siem-

pre tambi&n para atrls, no sfilo para adelante) as:! y olvidarme 

de la luz y de las sombras y de los claroscuros, de las fotos, 

porque una de sus palabras vale por mil im~genes" (p.219). With 

the death of Bustr6fedon and then La Estrella, everything begins 

to disintegrate for C&iac. In short order he "descends into 

hell" and hears CUba Ginging "Lucas, copas y besos, la noche de 

amor termino, Adios adi6s adi6s" (p.278), and is transferred 

frOlll the "pigina de especticulos" to political reporting. The 

revolution is now the biggest news story in Havana. For C&iac 

it is revolutionary as wells ttBago guardia de nuevo pero es 

una gua.rdia triste" (p.281). And per-haps it is parallel to an 

inner revolution for him, for he says that no woman--not even 

Cuba or Irenita--interests him any more (pp.278, 287-88). 

None of the four characters with whose quests we have dealt 

appears very satisfied, and herein lies the m~aning of Silvestre•s 

statemont to the effect that all of them were mistaken except 

perhaps Eustr6fedon.· Eribo gives the impression of having a 

poor substitute for what he really wants when he finds himself 

"erigi~ndose en el sonido que camiua" (p.J18; see pp.111-12) and 

thereby sexualizin~ sound and rhythm rather than possessing the 

women he desires. C&:ia.c has lost La Estrella for good and finds 

no satisfaction in women (or WCR1'.lan) any more. eu~•s search for 

the infinite in speed is doomed to failure, according to Sil-
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vestre, because "si el tiempo es irreversible, el espacio es 

irrecorrible y ademls, infinito" (p.318), and Silvestre him-

self apparently is dissatisfied with his attempts to "recor-

darlo todo" (p.317). 

It is significant that in a novel concerning night life 

in pre-Castro Havana, there should be virtually no real sexual 

activity; that is, nothing is cansun:mated in the foreground of 

the narration. C&iac has moved frcm the sexual attraction of 

wauen to an obsession with one who represents sound, and then 

lost even her. Erib6 has failed with all the women he wants 

and has only his bongos left. Cu~ deliberately shies away from 

an opportunity for seduction. And Silvestre, besides being the 

one who indicates that they might all be failures, states that 

there is no longer any wcman who is worth the trouble. All of 

this is in the nnture of things at this juncture, the night of 

love is over for Havana and an era of sterility has set in. 

Of the five principal char~cters only Bustr6fedon may have 

attained. the goal of personal immortality. He is the only one 

who has died and therefore passed thr-ough the looking glass. 

This may 1•epresent death, but if he is correct in his deductions 

it may be that synthesis of death and life which means a con-

tinuin~ existence. If he h&s becana language--or literature, 

which is its nreservation--he wiJ.1 surviv0 any number of indi-

vidual hun:nn bei:nes, including M.s four frien:ls. Yet the ques-

tion may now be uhether he has not in fact conferred i>mnortality 
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upon them by achieving their preservation on the pages of~ 

tristes tic:res. 



VII. THE CONFESSIONS OF THE NIGHT 

We have dealt to some degree with Cabrera Infante•s at-

tempt to provide multiple points or view with regard to the 

reality with which he is dealing in this novel. Perhaps this 

tendency, in him and other novelists, was given impetus by the 

work of the cubists and surrealists of the earlier part of this 

century. For the former it represented the desire to show 

several facets of reality simultaneously, and in the latter 

there was a desire to reveal interior es well as ext~rior real-

ity, and the function of the unconscious as well as the con-

scious aspects of the mind • In our first chapter we stated the.t 

the vignettes employed by Cabrera Infante in As!~ ln paz 

la guerra served to create a dia.letical structure, a play of 

opposites in the contrast between the generally domestic scenes 

of the stories and the violence of-the scenes which stood be-

tween them. In~ tristes ti~res there is another play of 

opposites between the principal r,ar'.l!'ative line and the vignettes, 

but it is quite differen~, r~presentfo~ the altornation of the 

revelation or tho conscious and unconscious aspects of the real-

ity of this world. That is, while the main line of the narra-

tion deals almost excl~sivaly with the conscious reactions of 

tho nnrrs.to;•s to the phenomena which !llako up their lives, the 

vignottos (eleven cf thorn) are snatches of the rot.te:ds.l extracted 
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frau the unconscious minds of Cuban women by their psychiatrists. 

It would be well to clarify the nature or the play or oppo-

sites in this case. It must be recognized that verbal expression 

in conscious life is n~ver entirely free or contamination from 

unconscious fnctorsr Freud provided abundant evidence of this in 

his dealing with the significance of so-called slips of the 

tongue. Furthermore, several dreams appear in the general nar-

ration rather than in the vignettes. In the case of the book of 

short stories there was not a perfect alternation or violence 

and peace, and neither does the division of this book present a 

perfect conscious-unconscious dichotomy, nor would the latter be 

possible if desired. 

Just as the violent scenes provided a vision of wht..t was 

going on in the background of Cuban life in the epoch described 

in As! el'! la paz ~£!!_la 5'1erra, these vignettes represent 

Cuba's revelation of her true psychic reality, hidden i.~ part 

even from herself, beneath the rather artificial surface. In 

almost nll cases it is clear that the narrator of the rlgnettes 

is a woman, and in the rest it may be asstl!ned; for ex~~ple, one 

of them eonsists solely of the naive question, "Doctor, lusted 

es.Jribo psiquiatra. con p o sin p?'' (p, 169). In contrast, nearly 

~11 of the :•Gmainc!er of the book is presented by me.le narrators, 

s.nd thb p.'.1 ttarn too rnD-y represent a psychological or mythic 

ph~nor.!er1c,ris in that the male is associated with the conscious, 

ratic!1al aspect of life and the female with the unconscio11s. 
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It should, then, be the feminine side of Cuba which will probe 

the reality beneath the surface of consciousness. 

One or the dreams revealed in this way appears in the vig-

nette entitled "Segunda" (for "Segunda Vifieta"). It deals With 

a scene on the beach, and again the setting is apocalyptic, for 

the sun is shining fiercely and the grass has been burned. 

There is a fire in which a huge black dog is lying on his back, 

dead and burning. Several other dogs attempt to drag him out 

but only succeed in burning their muzzles, The dreamer goes 

into a house, and when she opens the door a huge, dirty grey 

dog with red eyes takes the opportunity to escape and goes to 

the dog in the fire. He bites off a mouthful of the other dog 

and then carries him back into the house (pp.80-81), 

It would appear that the m~an~ or this dream lies in the 

rear of an abortive revolution in the politicsl sense, The 

apocalyptic situation and the fire would indicate that the rev-

olution is in pro~ress (recall the metaphor of heat as used in 

"Resaca"), and the attempts of the normal dogs to extract the 

dead one from the fire could v:ell be the struggle of revolu-

tionary forces to assume t~e role of the defeated dictator. 

(This in fact did take place when Batista fled the country at 

the be~inning of 1959.) The opening of the door, in that case, 

would represent an opportunity for a ne~ ar.d powerful individunl 

(or government) to take control of the situation, This one is 

impermeable to the flames and easily assumes power, represented 
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by the acts of eating a part of the dead dog and entering the 

house with it, The doubts are indicated by the dreamer's uncon-

scious in the fact that, rathe1• than the replacement of a bad 

political situation by a good one, there is an intimate partic-

ipation in the essence of the old one on the part of the new 

(which has "un aspecto terrible," p.81). The dead dog is not 

annihilated but still exists in the new state of affairs, indi-

cating probably that some of the negative aspects of the Batista 

government would survive in whatever new one should assume 

power. 

The placement of this dream may be significant, The "Ella 

cantaba boleros" section which precedes it ends with C&:iac•s 

words to Alex Bayer, "Bueno, estl bien empieza11 (p.?9), and 

immediately following the two-page vignette the conversation is 

continued. The preceding section is the one in which C&iac 

finds everything moved to the negative side of 11.fea he picks 

up a girl and finds that she is a lesbian, speaks to a black l.n 

a white suit, and then speaks to the hanosexual Alex Bayer. 

Moreover, their topic of conversation is La Estrella, who, as 

has been indicated, represents the black star, herself a :rever-

sal of normal values, It is entirely appropriate, then, that 

this vignette, obviously designed at least in part to break up 

a long chapter, should also deal with some sort of revoJ.uticn. 

Another vignette which bears a silllilar relation to the 

narrative section procsding it is "Cuarta" (p.133), In it the 
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patient reveals that when she was a child she was given a box 

or chocolates when sick in bed, The scene represented on the 

top of the box "estaba tan tranquilo que daba gusto vivir all:!, 

no en las lanchas sino en la orilla, en el borde de la caja de 

dulces ••••" The joke is that this revelation immediately fol-

lows the scene related by C6dac in which he has come hane to 

bed, only to find Ls. Estrella occupying it. He says, "Rago lo 

que usted y todo el mundo har!a, Orval Faubus. Me acuesto en 

!!! cama. En un horde" (p.132), The humor lies in the trans-

formation or the bed full of La Estrella with C&lac on the edge 

into a box or chocolates with the little girl on the edge. 

One more example or a vignette design'9d t.o serve as an in-

tegral part of the structure of a section is '1Quinta" (pp,157-59), 

to which reference has already been made in our consideration of 

"Lacasa de los espejos."1 In this case it serves as a dividing 

line between the two major narrative portions of the section, 

dealing with the building up of an artificial beauty and the 

disintegration of ~nother. Appropriately, the vignette itself deals 

with disillusion-nent, The movement of the tale is from the 

girl's ostentatious departure fro:n her poor home, through her 

experiences at the elegant home of her boy friend, to her ex-

tremely quiet return. She feels self-conscious because of the 

contra.st bet.ween her poor clothing and the richness of the other 

family, but when she inadvertently discovers a human body in the 

bathtub the fact is brought home to her that all is not elegance 
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here either. 

The question must be raised as to whether or not all the 

vignettes are directly related to the preceding and following 

narrative sections as these are. This is improbable, if only 

because of the unlikelihood that such vignettes as the one-line 

item previously mentioned have any thematic resemblance to what 

precedes or follows them. It is more likely that Cabrera In-

fante simply included them whenever he felt that there was a 

need of breaking into the narration for the sake of variety, and 

that in certain cases he was able to write vignettes which fit 
... 

in specifically with the surrounding ma.t"ial. 

An example of a vignette which may or may not be related 

to thf:l section which precedes it is "D~cima." In it the patient 

relates an incident in which she watched a cow slaughtered in a 

particularly brutal way, along with her reaction to that inci-

dent, an inability to eat meat for some time afterward. But she 

adds, ",Usted sab!a, doctor, que cuando yo era senorita y sal!a 

con un muchacho tenfa que ir con el est~mago vac!o, porque si 

no vomitaba'l" (p.289). She has obviously related the slaughter-

house incident to the possi½ility of becaning a man's sexual 

victim, whether she realizes it or not. The possible relation-

ship to the praceding !llate1•ial lies in the fact. that the latter 

ends with Rine's and C&iac•s taking Irenita and her "llmiga sin 

nanbre" to a beach hotel (p.288). It is possible that the vig-

nettti reveals the unconscious female renction to this sort of 
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:impersonal treatment. 

Not only are the vignettes related at times to their set-

tings, but there are at least four which are related to each 

other. They are "Quinta," "S~ptima," "Novena" and "Oncena," al-

though they do not appear in chronological order. In "S&ptima" 

the patient inf'orms the doctor that she has told him a lie in 

the Thursday session, in that she had not really married the man 

she had indicated. "Novena" apparently is that Thursday sessionr 

it begins, ",Yo no le dije que soy viuda? Me cas& con Ra,tt, el 

muchacho que me 1nvit6 a la fiesta" (p.279). The party referred 

to is the one spoken or in "Quinta," in which she discovers the 

skeleton. If tha reader notices this reversal of order when he 

arrives at "Novena," he will be disconcerted, knowing that he 

cannot accept it as true, since the one relating it has announced 

earlier that it is a lie. This serves es another contribution to 

the blurring or the line between reality and illusion in this 

novel. 

11Primera" is one of the vignettes which deal with dreams, 

though it does so indirectly. The patient tells of a story 

ln"itten by her husband in w:1ich a psychiatrist made money by bet-

ting on the revelations in the dreams of his patients& "Qua al-

guien le cugnta quo son6 que v<.>1'.a una jicotea en un estanque, fl 

va y llama a su apuntador y le dice, Pancho, $5 al 6, Que otr& 

persona le cuenta que vio en suenos un caba.llo, &l. llama y dice 

Pancho $10 al 1" (p.71). It must be understood that the doctor 
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is using two bases for his system. One is the well-known Jungian 

principle that dreams can be predictive (s~~ Jolanda Jacobi's 

chapter in Jung's~~ His Symbols), and the other the ani-

mal-number s;ymbolism of Cuban charades. The humor lies in the 

can.bination or scientific fact and peasant superstition in the 

mind of the psychiatrist of the story, plus the hint to the ef-

fect that here is still another way in which a psychiatrist may 

make money from the dreams of his patients. 

The dreams which appear in the text apart from the vignettes 

are all apocalyptic in nature, indicating that, whether they ad-

mit it to themselves or not, the residents of Havana at this time 

know that their world is undergoing some radical changes. C6dac•s 

dream (pp.160-61) remains on a personal level. In a parody of 

The Old Man and the Sea,2 he sees himself as being completely --------
without luck as he fishes in the ttgolfo nocturno." When he fi-

nally c::.tches a "fish," it moves through the forms of. various 

women friends and ends as La. Estrella, who is in bed with him as 

he dreams. Not only is she totally unattractive to him on a 

sexual level, but she is too much to handle and nearly suffocates 

him. Furthermore, she already is viewed by him as a co5mic ph«!•• 

nomenon, a portent, a symbol of the fact that the world is out of 

order. 

C6dac's dream matches his personality, which is geared 

largely to the search for women. other dreams, too, match the 

character of the di-c2.mers. We have already dealt with the dream 
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ot Laura D!aB (pp.420-21). In it there is total darkness and 

her arm :ts extended, to the sound of a countdown, ,mt:tl it 

reaches the light switch, at which point there is a blinding 

light, accompanying an "estallido apocal!ptico." All Havana is 

in flames, and 1'1arilyn Monroe appears, riding a grey horse and 

smiling at laura. Cu~, "''ho relates the dream, says that at 

other times Laura herself is the rider, so that Marilyn Monroe 

must represent Laura's ideal, and her image is her alter ego. 

It is notable that, while the apocalypse means for C6dac that 

his desirable women have been converted L~to an undesirable cos-

mic phenomenon, for Laura it means first of all an excess of 

light, the thin~ which an artificial beauty fears most. Yet she 

is the one who apparently pracipitates the destruction of Havana, 

and this fact may identify her as artificiality personified, 

which would be the cause of the fall of this world in the view 

of her unconscious mind. 

Directly after the discussion of this dream Silvestre and 

Cul recall one told them by Lydia Cabrera, "Hab:!a so?iado con un 

sol qua se levantaba rojo en el horizonta y todo el cielo y la 

tierra se banaba on sangre y el sol tnn!a la cara de Batista J 

a los pocos d:!as fue el golpe del Diez de Marzo. 11 Thau Silves-

tre remarks, ''Eso :-;10 recuerda t.c1.mbien este sueno, que puede ser 

premonitorio" ( pp.L,21-22). "Este s~oiio," of course, ref ors to 

Laura.• s CU'eam. 'i'he implication is clear I just as Lydia's dream 

foretold Batista• s triumph, that of Laura might !1ave foretold tbs 
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next change in governments. The rear~ apparently, is that the 

image or artti'iciality and superficiality might be both cause 

and victor or the one which is imminent. 

Reference has already been made to .Arsenio Cul's dream in 

which he is seated facing away from the beach, accompanied by a 

woman dressed in black. In it he has to run for his life when 

the heat becomes intolerable, though the woman remains seated 

where she was, calmly burning. This dream too deals with the 

radical changes taking place, while being geared to the char-

acter of the dreamer. It cons1.sts largely of a collection of 

those things which cu, fears mosts chan~e, the sea, the heat 

of passion, and women characterized by the latter. The woman 

appears to be an ambiguous anima fi~ure, in that while she is 

dressed in black, she represents no threat to him. Ha is con-

tent because he is separated from the sea (which also repre-

sents death for him) by the dryness of the sand, although he 

is still forced to see it even while facing in the other direc-

tion. That is, though he might try to put the thought of death 

out of his mind he must still be aware of its presence. 

As it turns out, the sea itself (that is, natural death) is 

no irn:l'!tediate threat, since he is insulated against it hy the new 

beach. Rather, tho a.pocal:;,-ptic heat which suddenly appears 

causes him to r~n. He fi~ds that the mushl"o001 uncle~ which ha 

hopes to find shade is the source of the heat and lig!J.t,; it is, 

in ra~t, another version of. t.ha atoad.c mushroan-shaped cloud. 
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Most important, however, is the fact that his ccmpanion bec0111es 

a negative anima figure as sha begins burning. The meaning of 

this is that Cu& is willing to accept the idea that a woman rep-

resents death for him, as long as ha is able to maintain his 

distance. But when it becanes evident that she is characterized 

by a passion which could becane contagious, he must escape. It 

is this involvement with wanen which spells death for him. When, 

in this dream., all his greatest fears are realized, he must as-

sume that the very numerical structure of the universe is dis-

integratings two and two no longer equal four, and he must run. 

It is worth noting too that Silvestre•s reaction to eu&•s 

dream. is "una interpretaci6n del mito de Lot a la luz de las 

ciencias actualesd (p.J14). It is Cu~ who later interprets Ha-

vana not as the New Jerusalem but as n ccmbination of Lot's 

Sod.an. and Gomorra (p.J_54). If he and Silvestre are correct, 

Havana is doomed. 

This novel is based largely on the play of opposites, which 

is often represented by the movement through the looking glass. 

As in the case of Bustr<Sfedon, this can mean the move?11ent between 

the physical and J:11etaphysical re::i.lms or the movement between 111e 

and death. In the case of Irenita (with her palindrane name, 

0 Irenita Atinel'i11 ) it can maan the free plny of reality and il-

lusion. But another un:lon of opposites which takes place within 

the pages of the book is that of the conscious with the uncon-

scious I The integ1•ation of these is recognized as one of the 
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key problems or modern man, and the synthesis or the two realms 

into sanething resambling wholenass appears to be ons or the 

aims or the novelist. 3 



vm. CONCLUSION 

In our day many of the makers of public opinion appear to 

be convinced that it is useless to search for a rational order 

of any sort underlying the facts or existence. Some historians 

feel that history has no meaning and no goal, and many theolo-

gians have given up the discussion or the existence of God, 

feeling that the concept is not even a legitimate matter for 

inquiry. The philosophers, who perhaps more than anyone else, 

reflect the general confusion of the times, have abandoned meta-

physics and the search for ultmate, orderly meanin~ in man's 

world. It is no wonder that the message being received by many 

people is not a hopeful one, especially si.~ce they are often 

eager to acknowledge t.hat their own lives fit into a pattern of 

meaninglessness. When the impression is that the search ia be-

ing abandoned, what a.re we to make or a novel such as ~-

tes tigres, written during the most thorough upheaval of a Latin 

American nation in this hall' century, which portrays its char-

acters in the midst of a search fo~ order beyond chaos and some 

sort of ultimate reality, including personal immortality? It 

may be that these characters are the heralds or a profound 

change in modern m~n•s mode of vision. away from a dependence 

upon ~.a.tural science as the last hope for an orderly view of 

reality, and towa1•ds a new sort of metaphysical preoccupation. 

186 
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It would not appear that the author and his narrators per-

ceiye a.n already existi.!'.g order bE1hind the apparent chaos; rather, 

they are engaged in an a.ttempt once more to take hold of the 

prima mater~.a of existence in order to create meaning for than-

selves, each in his own manner. That is, what the Creator did 

in the beginning, several human beings are now doing. While the 

process is parallel to the biblical account at many points, the 

flavor is quite different, Whilo the biblical Creator wo~ked 

with matt.er a11d ill!.posed order upon it by the word, these creators 

tend to distrust the material world, preferring to concentrata 

upon the creative word itself. The word for them is not an 

instrumentt but an end 1.n itself. It is their version of "some-

thing out of ucthing," for f!!Very utterance is cre~ti"'.re, fresh and 

unique. Ii' it j_s also chnotic, so was the original creation, a:.id 

the quest is for a continuir.g creativity which can pr-ovide somo 

sort of stability. What they hava in hand ma.y be a kind of cr·ea-

tive chsos, the chaos wM.ch precedes a new order, as was tho 

case in tho fir~t bro che.ptars of Genesis. This would be diff'e1•-

e.nt only in U:nt it is an i..Trtegral p..1.rt not of the initial crea-

tive act but of an act of r&-crcntion. The ch~os and confusio~ 

in that case ti.re not s::iJi1ply represor.tati,re cf tno disintsgrati,">n 

of an existing order but. form a.n i.'1tegral p~rt of the creative 

act. This may easily b~ .sscr1 in the speech of Bust::.~otedon, who 

ir1 his word pla:r engages in the destruction of the old liri:su:l.stic 

or-der ,md leave·s the reade:r 's rnin<l fr..:frly ree::.ing with the dts-
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orderly result. Nevertheless, the result is definitely creative 

as well as destructive, and out or the chaos comes a metaphysical 

viewpoint which, in the opinion of Silvestre at least, may have 

resulted 1n Bustr6fedon•s immortality. 

The book is a tightly structured unit. The subject matter, 

linguistic technique and structure all reflect the chaotic situ-

ation with which the characters are dealing. The subject matter 

1s a world in the process of disintegration, but it does not re-

main on the level of the cataclysmic changes taking place in 

Cuba1 rather, it moves into the world as a whole with the far-reach-

ing changes affecting the life or every man in the present day. 

The structure appears disorderly in that the parts seem to have 

been placed in the text almost at random, but it is within this 

f'ramewo1•k that the characters are engaged in their quest for a new 

kind of order which might grow out of the chaos as the result of 

the crentive act which is their speech. As we have seen, it is 

that speech which brings order to the arrangement of the novel's 

parts. 

The new order might be only a linguistic one, nut political 

or social, but this could be an ideal state of affaj.rs for them, 

since concrete reality seems to offer no place for them to stand. 

Ma1•cia. Ca.veil's Saturday Review article, already cited, contains 

the sta.tomerit, "The revolution that ••• visiona.1•ies a.re te.lking 

about is one that will turn inside out our very con~eption of 

reality," a.nd later, "The liberation that the spoke!'•.'lcm fo1· the 
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New Left and for the new theology speak about will celebrate 11-

lusion--dAfined a~ all that which the noti.on of rationality in 

our culture le~vos out--fe~lin~, fantasy, and dream--as the true 

reality.'~ This sounds a good deal like what is generally m~ant 

by myth, and there is a strong tendency in tristes tigres 

to create myths out of what could otherwise be more or less real 

people and situations. Myths tend to grow out of needs in the 

hum.an unconscious, and in an age such as the one reflected in 

the book such needs are pressing. In his book 1!:! ~££ Iden-

tity, Martin S. Stabb quotes Jos~ Carlos Mariltegui as saying, 

"Neither reason nor science can satisfy completely the need for 

the infinite that exists in man • I e I Only myth has the rare 
2 power of filling the depths of his being. 11 

It will be recalled that Arsenio Cue points out tho.tart, 

religion, scienc~ and philosophy are all attempts to impose or-

der on chaos, and mentions that Silvestre hopes to be able to 

do it by means of the word (p.3'.34). The fact is that myth is 

created by the word, or, if it be seen as created in the uncon-

scious pa.rt of the mind, it 1s at least communicated and made 

current by the word. Th.is is in largfJ measure the dirf'lction ta.ken 

by tho novel. It is a wo:-k of art (ss opposed to religion, sci-

,;nce or pM.losophy), and specifically of langua.:.7,e !..rt, in whfoh 

the word is ernployoo to c;.•ea.te myth in order to impose o:rd13r on 

the chaos which is ch~racteristic of a world in the I11idst of the 

apocalypse. The l~m~uae;e of the book rar.R;~S from the cha.cs of 
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the lower class Cuban dialect to the chaos or the pseudo-sophis-

ticated word play or the in-group. In so doing it searches for 

new meanings within itself', a new means of expressing reality 

in a new WO!"ld. As mentioned previously, the arrangement of the 

parts of the work reveals lit-c,le meaningful structure on the 

surface, even as the creation of meaningful myth by the word 

creates a unif'ied structure beneath that surface. It may be 

that a work of genius such as this reflects 1n its construction 

the process 1n nature by which the apparently random movement 

or subatoroic particles ultimately results 1n nn order so ir1tri-

cate that scientists may formulate absolute natural laws. Let 

us consider the following paragraph, fran M.-L. von Franz' con-

clusion to Jung's !:!!!!_ fil:2. Symbols, entitle:i "Science and the 

Unconscious 0 1 

The unexpected par~llelisms of ideas in psychology and 
physics sugp,est, as Jung pointed out, a possible ulti-
mate one-ness of both fields of reality that physics 
and psychology study--i.e., a psychophysical~-~~ 
of all life pheno~ona, Jung was even convinced that 
what he calls the unconscious somehow link' up with 
the structure of inorganic matter ••• •" 

Man, havin~ arrived at the end of an age and thereby returned to 

his origins in the r,1ost funcirunenta.1 a.spects of material creation, 

may be reflecting in his own creative works the manner in which 

apparent aimlessness results in a kind of order with which he 

can live. 

The idea that this can be done by the word is an extremely 

ancient one. The second verse of tho Bible, which certainly 
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represents an oral tradition of great antiquity, calls the e31"th 

"formless and empty," and upon this chaos is imposed the crea-

tive act of God, who needs only to speak a word in order that 

there be a perfect world. or at least as great antiquity sre 

ideas such as that of the "magic word" and that of incantations 

as possessing the power to move the elements and bring order to 

one's life. To bring the concept closer to the setting of the 

work at hand we may turn to a statement by Luis Harss and 

Barbara Dohmann in their work Into the Mainstream; concerning 

Miguel Angel Asturias they say, 

The whole sense of Asturias' work has been in his un-
remitting effort to find a voice to fit his vision, 
"In Hombres de_ Ha:!z," he says, "the Spanish we speak 
approaches an outer l:i.mit beyond which it becomes 
something else. There are mo:nents when the lanp.;uage 
is not just a language but acquires what we might 
call a biological dimension,'' For Asturias, lan-
guage lives a borrowed life. Words are echoes o~ 
shadows of li\ring beings, The faith in the power of 
words, as Octavio Paz has pointed out in one of his 
essays, is reminiscent of an ancient belief that 
words are doubles of objects in the exteraal world 
and are therefore an animated part of it. 

The way in which this concept applies to~ tristes tiBres is 

fairly obvious; in it the ''biolor-;ical dimension" is ca:i.•ried to 

the extreme or clothing the word in flesh in the character Bus-

tr6fedon, and it is his mystical presence after his death which 

impels t.he narrators to attm1pt to speak thc,; word which will 

bring light to end the "tinieblas clel caos" (p,334). The suc-

cess of their attempt, however, is in doubts not only does Sil-

vestre intimate that Bustr6fedon is the only one who even has a 
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chance or success 1n his quest, but the "Ep:0.ogo" with which the 

book ends is a totally fragmented, chaotic paragraph which indi-

cates that the narrator is suffocating. Whoever or whatever 

that narrator is (it may be Cuba or the novel itself) is im-

material; total chaos and suffocation are the final word. 

This is the kind of book~ tristes tigres is1 entertain-

ing, humorous, mind-expanding, full of every variety or nonsense, 

in all or which there is a strong undercurrent of wonderment at 

the strange things taking place in its environs. The book, like 

the world which it has created within itself, is a primordial 

chaos in search or order. 



NOTES 

INTRODUCTION 

1 (M&xico1 Joaqu:!n Mortiz, 1969), p. 32. 

2 Guillermo Cabrera Infante, tristes tigres, 2nd ed. 

(Barcelona• Seix Barral, 1965), P• 326. All subsequent quotes 

will be .fran this edition and will be noted 1n the text. 

3 Mallarm& (Chicago• U of Chicago Press, 1953), p. 85. 

I. THE DIAIECTICS OF AGONY 

1 (IA Haball!l1 Ediciones R, 1960). A more readily avail-

able edition has been published in Montevideo by Editorial Alfa 

(n.d.). Its usefulness is limited, however, by numerous errors. 

2 Juan Eduardo Cirlot, ! Dictionary !!f_ Symbols, ~. 

Jack Sage (London• Routledge & Kagan Paul, 1962), PP• 45-46. 

3 (Cleveland.a World, 196J), P• 19. 

4 P. 20. 

5 The dialectical structure is se~n in ~~ristes ~igres 

in the play of opposites. In part it may refiect an interest 

in Marxism on the part of Cabrera Infnnte and othsr writers who 
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employ it. I have reference especially to Carlos Fuentes and 

Octavio Paz. 

6 A character named Silvestre appears in several of the 

stories, but any attempt to relate him to the writer who appears 

in the novel is likely to prove inconclusive. In all of his ap-

pearances except one he is seen in experiences of childhood or 

adolescence, so that these could be viewed as forming part or 

the story of the same character who appears as an adult in!!:!!. 

tristes tiEres. Even here, however, there would be problems of 

correlation, since in the story "El d!a qua tennin6 mi ninez" 

Silvestre, obviously quite young, has no father, while his fa-

ther does appear in his recollections of his childhood in the 

novel. Furthermore, in~ tristes tigres we see h:im as a 

high-living writer who is about to be J11arried, while in "Un nido 

de gorriones en un toldo" he is a rather unsophisticated middle 

class married man. In all likelihood Cabrara Infante simply likes 

the name and employs it frequently. It appears to be intendAd to 

make the character who bears it SOJlle sort of image of the nation 

Cuba, since the full name of the character in the novel (stated 

only once) is Silvestre Isla (p.11~1). This fE.ct, taken together 

with Silvestre's obvious identification with the author at many 

points, would tend to indicate that the latter wishes to maintain 

an intimate identification between hims51f and the island. 

7 !h!!. ~~.!.Thousand E~ (Cleveland: World, 1956), 

p. 180. 



II. SETI'ING THE STAGEa THE PROLOOUE 

1 Genesis 112, The Berkeley Version 1!!,Modern En~lish 

(Grand Rapids a Zondervan, 1959). All quotations frm the Old 

Testament rlll be taken frm this version. 

2 This inforn1ation was gained in a conversation with Mrs. 

Celia Pineiro, a personal friend of Mr. Blanco. 

III. THE WORD AND THE WORLD 

1 P. 29. 

2 Moder12 !1!.!:!, .:!!l Search .2f !. Soul (New York a Harcourt, 1933), 

PP• 158ff • 

3 1!!, Literature (Berkeley, U of California Press, 

1955), pp. 66-67. 

4 c. G. Jung et. al.,!:!!.!!, !!!S!, SV!'1bols (Garden Citya 

Doubleday, 1964), pp. 264-65. 

5 ~!.~Novel (New Yorks Grove Press, 1965), p. 21. 

6 UnderstAnding ~1 The Extensions of M~n, Signet Books - --
(New York1 The New American Library, 1964), PP• 272-73. 

7 "Ca.ntando las 40," Suppl~~ent to :U.1aRen, No. 42 (1/15 
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tebrero 1969), n.pag. 

8 Cabrera In!ante, however, says that he represents liter-

ature, in "Cantando las 40." There is no contradiction, as we 

shall see later. 

9 "Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today, and for ever," 

!!!!.!. f.s:. Modern tl!!l• !h!, Testalltent _!n Today's English 

Version (New York• American Bible Society, 1967). All New Tes-

tament quotations will be taken fran this translation. 

10 P. 229. 

11 Pp. 45, 224. 

12 John 1114. 

13 A_ Study the fl.Ay-Element in Culture (Boston, Beacon 

Press, 1950), P• 4. 

14 ( !h!E!! Cassell's French Dictionary New Yorks Funk, 

15 Glossai~y to Alejo Carpentier, EcuA-~ £ (Buenos Aires: 

Xanad~, 1968), p,224. 

16 P, 37. 

17 P. 40, 
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IV. DENIZENS OF THE NIGHT 

1 "Cantando las 40." 

2 "Cantando las 40." 

3 Tres tristes tigres was awarded the Premio Biblioteca 

Breve by Editorial Seix-Barral under the title Vista del a.ma----
necer !m_ el tr~pico in 1901-. The first edition with the title 

!!:!! tristes tigres was published by Se:ix-Barral 1n 1967. 

4 "Cantando las 40." 

5 "Cantando las 40. '' 

6 (La Ha.ba.na, Ediciones R, 1962). 

7 Corrales Egea, "Dulogo con Cabrera Infante,"~ 2! las 

8 Corrales Egea, p. 61. 

9 (Parisi Livre de Poche, 1959), p. 25. 

10 I have corresponded with the academic deans of both 

schools with regard to this question. 

11 11Cantando las 40." 
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V. THE NOVEL AS HEILSGESCHICHTE 

1 "~ tristes tigres, obra abierta," novela latino-

amerioana !, ed. Jorge tarrorgue {Buenos Aires, Paid~s, n.d.), 

pp, 242, 251. 

2 ~!.~Novel, P• 17. 

3 "language vs, Structure in the Contemporary Spanish 

American Novel," Hispania., 52 {1969), pp. 836, 838, 

4 Through the centuries Babylon {Babel) represented rebel-

lion against Israel's God. This reputation begins with the 

tower story and is supported by the Babylonian captivity, It 

is natural that St. John should use Babylon as a syrabol or the 

oppress1.on of God• s people or all ages. 

5 "Visions or a New Religion,!' Saturday Review, 19 Dec. 

1970, P• 12. 

6 "S,mbolism in the Visual Arts," PP• 308-09, 

7 Gog and Magog appMr 1n Ezekiel 38-39 and 1n Rev, 20, 

8 P, 837, 

9 "The city was perfflctly square, as long as it was wide" 

{Rev. 21116), 
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10 Cirlot, PP• 29?-99. 

11 !'!!!!. !!!!. !!M. Symbols, P• 218. 

12 "Ccno viv! y cano mor:!," Cuentos (La Habana.1 Bolsilibros 

Uni&n, 1964). 

13 Trans. George Bird {Bloomington& Indiana U Press, 1966), 

P• ?. 

14 Trans. Eliot Weinberger (New Yorks October House, n,d,), 

P• 20. 

15 (Mhlco1 Siglo Veintiuno, 1969), p. 59, 

16 Raymond D, Souza, "The World, Symbol and Synthesis in 

Octavio Paz," Hispania, 47 (1964), p. 6.3, 

17 (New Yorks Atheneum, 1970), p. 175, 

18 Mundo ~, 13 ( 1967), pp, 62, 6.3, 

19 P, 13, 

2° Compare Rev. 211251 "The gatos or the city will stand 

open all day; there 1oriil oe no night there." The last night, 

then, would be the night i.>nmediately preceding this state or 
affairs, 

21 1 (1970), p, 18, 
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VI. QUEST IN THE NIGHT 

1 Social Contract, pp. 108-10. 

2 Francisco de Quevedo, Antolos:fa po&tica, 4th ed, (Madrid1 

Austral, 1943), P• 24. 

3 This concept is discussed. in detail on p. 144ff, 

4 Essay, "What (If Anything) to Expect fran Today's 

Philosophers," Thle, 7 Jan. 1966, pp. 24-25, 

5 "Ce.ntando las 40." 

6 P. 224. 

7 P. 226. 

8 P. 226. 

9 P. 223. 

10 P. 226. 

1i P. 2-22. 

12 P, 224. 

13 P. 224, 

14 The dream is discussed in more detail on P• 18J-84, 
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15 In addition to these considerations is the fact that in 

Havana. to call a man a duck was to imply that he was homosexual, 

and according to my informant, this was CCl!lfflon in referring to 

any actor who did not take great pains to show himself' to be 

extremely masculine. 

16 Robert Ardrey remarks that in the preservation of personal 

space "dark glasses will do. By shielding one's eyes behind a 

transparent but darkened wall, one creates a space corresponding 

to McBride's field of social force" (~ Social Contract, p. 

258). 

VII. THE CONFESSIOI~ OF THE NIGHT 

1 Pp. 107-11. 

2 This dream has been discussed on pp. 77-78. 

3 Joseph Campbell states, "The lines of communication be-

tween the conscious and the unconscious zones of the human 

psyche have all been cut, and we ha.ve been split in two. The 

hero-deed to be wrought is not today what it ws.s in the C'en-

tury of Galileo. Whore the~ there was darkness, now there is 

lights but also, where light was, there now is darkness. The 

modern hero-deed must be that of questing to b~ing to light 

again the lost Atlantis of the co-ordinated soul" (p. J88). 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

1 P. 13. 

2 (Chapel Hill, U or North Carolina Press, 1967), p. 114. 

:, P. 309. 

4 (New York1 Harper, 1967) 1 P• 81. 
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